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ABSTRACT
I begin my discussion by distinguishing two approaches
to event individuation,
multiplying approach.

viz,

the unifying approach and the

The unifying approach of Donald David-

son is represented as prima facie vulnerable to three major
objections raised by the multiplier Alvin I.
I call the

"causal"

the "temporal"

objection,

Goldman.

the "relational"

These

objection and

objection.

I argue that the multiplying account developed by Goldman
and Jaegwon Kim,

in part motivated by these three objections,

is itself incapable of avoiding the difficulties they raise.
I show that this situation is not to be remedied even by sympathetic modification of the account.

I then reconsider the

three objections vis-à-vis Davidson and establish that,
like the situation vis-à-vis the multiplying account,

un-

these

objections are not after all a problem for Davidson's unifying approach.
After considering and rejecting views that the differences
between unifiers and multipliers are not substantive,

I go on

to discuss the consequences of my defence of Davidson's approach to event individuation for the on tological status of
events.

I argue that there is room here for limited agree-

ment between Davidson and the multipliers on this question of
ontological status,

but that the multipliers'

particular

conception of events is not acceptable.
Thereafter I take up Davidson's causal criterion of event
identity and defend it against charges of inadequacy.
111

•1

consider and reject the charge that it is trivial or uninteresting.

Then I present and argue against four objections

designed to show that the criterion is false.
Finally,

I close with a general discussion of event indi-

viduation and Davidson's criterion in relation to such individuation.

I suggest that Davidson's criterion is not pri-

marily a criterion for arriving at particular judgments of
individuation,

but that it provides a metaphysical standard

for the correctness of such judgments,

iv

however arrived at.
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NOTES ON USAGE
Quotation Marks
Double quotation marks are primarily used for distinguishing mention from use,
sions,

for displaying the form of expres-

for the introduction of a label,

writers.

or for quoting other

Occasionally double quotation marks are also used

to flag certain expressions which echo another writer's
façon de parley.
Single quotation marks are primarily used to indicate a
wariness vis-à-vis certain locutions,
expressions,

to flag some technical

or to suggest irony.

These are the exceptions.

When reproducing material from

another writer which itself contains quotation marks,
writer's quotation marks are reproduced as found.
double quotation marks appear within a quotation,

the

When
the whole

is framed by single quotation marks.

Emphasis
The emphasis found in quotations is always that of the
writer quoted.

On occasion I have dropped a writer's em-

phasis when it seemed unnecessarily clumsy in the quotation's
new environment.

Logical Notation
Although my rare uses of logical notation are of standard
style,

the style is not uniform from one use to another.

stead,

the notation always matches that of the writer quoted

in the same context.
vii

In-

Terminology

Properties of Relations

-

In discussing relations I employ the standard technical
vocabulary,
domain,

which is as follows.

Relative to an assumed

a relation R is

reflexive

just in case

symmetric just in case
transitive

(x) (y) (Rxy

just in case

irreflexive
asymmetric

(x)Rxx

(x) (y) (z)((Rxy

just in case
just in case

intransitive

Ryx)

(x)

-

--

Rxz)

Rxx

(x) (y) (Rxy

just in case

& Rys)

+

-

Ryx)

(x) (y) (z) ((Rxy

& Ryz) +—Rxz)

an equivalence relation just in case R is reflexive,
symmetric, and transitive.

Terminology

-

'Events'

Consonant with common practice in discussions of event
individuation as such,

I use the term "event"

in a wide sense.

This sense not only allows acts and actions as events,

but

also occurrences which do not involve change or alteration
("unchanges").

I use the terms

"act"

and

"action"

inter-

changeably and without restriction to that which is done
intentionally.

viii

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Anscombe's Question
The continuing dialogue of the last two decades over the

identity and individuation of actions and other events was
triggered by G.E.

Anscombe.

She considered the relation be-

tween actions and their descriptions and raised the following
question concerning the counting of actions:
As we to say that the man who (intentionally) moves
his arm, operates the pump, replenishes the water
supply, poisons the inhabitants, is performing four
actions?
Or only one? 1
It is not altogether clear why our choices here should be
restricted to four or one.

If the man and circumstances in

question are locatable in the real world,
goes on than is made explicit,
might be variously partitioned.
can be postponed,

and even what is made explicit
But these sorts of questions

for that is not what is being asked.

we have here are four

'action descriptions'

taining cognates of the action verbs,
plenish",

and

obviously a lot more

2

"move",

What

respectively con"operate",

"re-

"poison".

It is taken for granted that an action answers to each of
these descriptions and we are asked whether one and the same
action answers to all of these descriptions or whether each
description has a different action answering to it,

i.e.,

is

the function from action descriptions to actions one-one or
many-one?
1

2
Of what interest might an answer to Anscombe's question
be?

Let us first see what its interest is for Anscombe.

She

herself answers her question as follows:
In short, the only distinct action of his that
is in question is this one, [moving his arm up and
down].
For moving his arm up and down with his fingers
round the pump handle is, in these circumstances, operating the pump; and, in these circumstances, it is replenishing the house water-supply; and, in these circumstances
it is poisoning the household. 3
The specific role this answer plays in the context of
Anscombe's essay is that of elucidating,

among other things,

how act descriptions may serve to specify intentions and also
how the intentions behind an act are related to one another.
For example,

if we ask why the man moved his arm,

may be that he intended to operate the pump.

the answer

Similarly,

the

answer to why he operated the pump may be that he intended to
replenish the water-supply,

and the answer to why he replen-

ished the water-supply may be that he intended to poison the
inhabitants.

Anscombe's position here is that having "...one

action with four descriptions,
stances,

each dependent on wider circum-

and each related to the next as description of means

to end... [allows us to]
ing intentions,

speak equally well of four correspond-

or of one intention

have brought in in the series."

-

the last term that we

4

Whatever the merits of such an explanation,

it is such

concerns that motivate the question for Anscombe.

However,

there are other reasons for seeking an answer to her question,
as the following passage from Beardsley makes evident:

3
Why ask this question?
One might just be
interested in knowing the answer, if there is one.
At the very least (perhaps at most) we may discover how various possible answers connect with
require or preclude
certain philosophical principles.
And there might be useful implications
for other fields of thought.
For example, in the
philosophy of history, where it has been argued
that the objectivity of historical knowledge is
impugned by the impossibility of giving decisive
answers to such questions about historical actions.
Or in the empirical study of international affairs,
where events of certain kinds are counted and their
varying frequency charted.
Or in the law: I am
thinking of a recent newspaper report about a woman
found guilty of shooting her boyfriend outside a
Wildwood (N.J.) bar.
She drew ten years for manslaughter, and seven years for each of the other
two charges on which she was also convicted:
-

-

(9)
(10)

possession of a deadly weapon.
possession of a deadly weapon with
intent to injure.

If (9) and (10) are not two distinct actions after
all, then how could each be a distinct crime,
deserving its own punisbment? 5
To Beardsley's legal example I can add the following one
which also brings in Anscombe's concern with intention.
recent newspaper report

concerning one James Wright,

In a

con-

victed of second-degree murder in the strangling death of a
woman,

the psychiatrist who examined the accused is quoted as

testifying:

"In his mind the killing could well have been an

act of kindness."

The Crown prosecutor undermined this line

of defence by arguing: "Euthanasia has always been unlawful.
If Wright's only intent was kindness,

that begs the question:

the kindness was the killing."
Finally,

let me state what is my reason for seeking an

answer to Anscombe's question.

The question is worth pursu-

ing because the issue of event individuation it raises has

4

relevance for the metaphysical problem of determining the ontological nature of events:

how we individuate events will be

telling with respect to what kinds of entities events are.

1.2

Unifiers vs.

Multipliers

Anscombe's example,

the question raised,

and the possible

answers suggest a rough framework for classifying the various
accounts of events and their descriptions found in recent
philosophical

literature.

Thalberg is useful here.
"multiplying"

Some terminology appropriated from
Thalberg speaks of

approaches in event theories

"unifying"

and

and dubs the dis-

pute over how to answer questions of the sort Anscombe has
posed,

the "unifier-multiplier fracas".

ario of Anscombe's example for what

Thus,

given the scen-

transpired on some par-

ticular occasion,

those who with Anscombe would countenance

the answer

would hold to a unifying position.

"one",

who insist the answer be "four" would be multipliers.

Those
Inter-

mediate positions might be possible, where some but not others
of the descriptions under consideration are held to describe
the same event,

these positions being accordingly character-

izable as exhibiting a greater or lesser number of unifying
or multiplying tendencies.
An observation on this framework is in order.
answers to the "how many?"
dent,

If these

question are in part theory depen-

it will be possible for theorists to agree on the same-

ness and difference of particular actions and events under
differing descriptions and yet do so for different reasons;

5
alternatively,

they may agree on the same criteria,

but differ

as to what follows from the application thereof.
In the treatment of individuation which follows I concern
myself mainly with the issues between unifiers and multipliers as

such,

and undertake to defend the unifying position

against the criticisms of multipliers.

Thus,

I do.not dir-

ectly address myself to any of the possible intermediate positions I mentioned.

9

Nonetheless, much of what I argue on

behalf of unifiers against multipliers must also be answered
for by those who hold other non-unifying positions
some of the multipliers'

-

indeed,

arguments are borrowed from those

who seem to hold such positions.

10

A detailed examination of

positions falling outside the unifier-multiplier dichotomy
will have to await future funding.

6

NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1

2

G.E. Anscombe, Intention,
well, 1976), p.45.

2nd ed.

(Oxford:

Basil Black-

Anscombe's term
she uses the word "description" in a
very wide sense, allowing as descriptions not only definite singu1arterms, but also complete sentences, dependent clauses and predicate expressions.
-

3
4
5

6

7

8

9

10

Anscombe,

op.

cit.,

p.46.

Ibid.
Monroe C. Beardsley, "Actions and Events: The Problem of
Individuation", American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol.12,
No. 4 (Oct. 1975) p.263.
Beardsley's references are
omitted.
Fred Haeseker, "Killer sentenced to life for 'mercy
strangling'', The Calgary Herald, March 25, 1977.
Irving Thalberg, "Singling Out Actions, Their Properties
and Coinponents",The Journal of Philosophy, (1971), p.780.
The reference of the pronoun "what" may be either a singularity or a plurality, so no questions are begged.
Some philosophers who appear to be neither unifiers nor
multipliers are Beardsley (see op. cit. and below, p.
57n9), Judith Jarvis Thomson, Lawrence Davis (see the
respective bibliographical entries and below, Chapter 5
passim), and Thalberg himself.
See,

for example,

Section 5.4 below.
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CHAPTER II
THE UNIFYING APPROACH

2.1

Davidson's Approach
Often mentioned in the same breath as Anscombe vis--vis

the question of event individuation is Donald Davidson.
facie,

Prima

his views on this question are the same as those of

Anscombe.

Certainly his treatment of particular cases is

similar to Anscombe's,

as the following two examples illus-

trate:
I flip the switch, turn on the light, and
illuminate the room.
Unbeknownst to me I also
alert a prowler to the fact that I am home.
Here I do not do four things, but only one, of
which four descriptions have been given.1
That the bullet pierced the victim was a
consequence of my pointing the gun and pulling
the trigger.
It is clear that there are two
different events, since one began slightly
after the other.
But what is the relation
between my pointing the gun and pulling the
trigger, and my shooting the victim?
The
natural and correct answer is that the relation is that of identity...
It is hard to imagine how we can have a
coherent theory of action unless we are
allowed to say here: each of these ... describes
the same action.
Redescription may supply the
motive ("I was getting my revenge") ... give the
outcome ('II killed him"), or provide evaluation
("I did the right thing"). 2
The latter example and variants thereof occupy a central
place in the literature because of peculiar problems associated with the kinds of acts or events that killings are.

The

tendency in the writing on events has been to treat the unifying approaches of both Anscombe and Davidson as expressions

8
of the same position,

called by some

I believe this is entirely correct.
recently published

4

'the identity thesis'.
However,

3

a paper was

advancing the view that Anscombe is not

claiming identity for the events under different descriptions
in her examples after all,

but is,

weaker intransitive relation of

in fact,

arguing for a

'consisting-in' .6

I do not intend to debate this point here.
say about Anscombe,

Whatever we

the relation Davidson has in mind in the

discussion of his examples is explicitly the equivalence relation of identity.

Furthermore,

he thinks is a criterion for this

Davidson has provided what
identity between events,

viz.;
Events are identical if and only if they have
exactly the same causes and the same effects
for which he also obligingly provides the formalization,
x = y if and only if [(Vz) (z caused x
and (Vz) (x caused z + y caused z)]

-

z caused y)

Since the intellectual debt to Anscombe for raising the
issue of event individuation has been acknowledged and she
has been duly credited for originally advancing the unifying
approach,

I propose now to abandon further discussion of Ans-

combe's views and direct my attention to Davidson as representative of the unifying approach.

In so doing we will avoid

the exegetical concerns alluded to above.
expediency,

Aside fromthis

I think this move is justified on the grounds that

the relevant literature on event individuation has treated
what I am calling
thesis and has

"the unifying approach"

as an identity

in fact addressed itself to Davidson's argu-

9
ments 8 for the most part.

2.2

Three Major Objections
Goldman

and others 10 have presented arguments which,

if

successful, would establish that Davidson's claims of event
identity in his treatment of particular cases are untenable.
These arguments can be characterized as being of three kinds,
in terms of the objections they raise.

In what follows I will

present a representative argument of each kind.
First,

let us consider an argument which-suggests that

some of Davidson's identity claims are at odds with his own
criterion.
killing'
shape:

Proceeding in respect of Davidson's

case above,

this argument would assume the following

consider Donald's act of pulling the trigger,

of killing the victim

(hereafter known as

event consisting of the gun's firing.

"Alvin"),

his act
and the

Clearly Donald's pul-

ling of the trigger causes this last event;
(1)

'shooting-

i.e.

Donald's pulling the trigger caused the gun's firing

but,
(2)

It is not the case that Donald's killing Alvin caused
the gun's firing,

thus,
(3)

[(3z)

(z

=

the gun's firing & Donald's pulling the

trigger caused z &

-i(Donald's killing Alvin caused z)}

which in virtue of the criterion entails,
(4),

Donald's pulling the trigger
In this pattern of argument,

4Donald's

killing of Alvin.

premises like

(2)

are usually

10
supported by claiming that it seems false,

sounds odd,

or

would be counter-intuitive 11 to say that
(5)

Donald's killing Alvin caused the gun's firing.

Sometimes this claim of irregularity is bolstered by the claim
that,

if true,

(5)

would commit us to holding that Donald

killed Alvin before the gun fired.
would create problems for

(5)

If so,

this certainly

since it clashes with the pre-

sumption that it was after all
gun's firing that did Alvin in,

(though perhaps not only)
and with the

'truism'

the

that

effects do not precede their causes.
The argument just sketched we will henceforth call
causal argument"

or "the causal objection"

"the

against Davidson's

unifying approach.
Now let us consider a second argument against Davidson.
A fact which is supposed to be troublesome for a unifying approach is that we often speak of one act being done or performed by doing another,

or done or performed in doing another,

where the underscored prepositions might be taken to express
a relationship that obtains between acts.
relation the
son's

"by-relation".

Thus,

we might comment on David-

light-switching case quoted above,

after "John")

Goldman calls this

that the agent

(here-

who flipped the switch and turned on the light,

turned on the light by

flipping the switch

Here are Gold-

man's comments on this case:
The relationship in question might be expressed
by saying that the one act is a "way" or method by
which the other is performed.
Typically when act A
is the "way" by which act A'is performed, we can
explain
how Act A'has been performed by citing act

11

...this relationship is ... both asymmetric and
irreflexive.
Consider first the matter of asymmetry.
If agent S does act A' "by" doing act A,
then he does not do A "by" doing V.
John turns
on the light by flipping the switch but he does
not flip the switch by turning on the light....
4.
The irreflexivity of the relationship can be
seen in the same examples.
We would not say that
12
John turned on the light by turning on the light...
The argument against the putative identity in Davidson's
example which these considerations are supposed to buttress
might then be reconstructed as follows:
(a)

Any acts A,

A'

are identical only if the relations that

hold between them are equivalence relations.
(b)

The by-relation is not an equivalence relation,

therefore,
(c)

No acts standing in the by-relation to one another are

identical.
The upshot of this argument,

if successful,

is that most

of Davidson's particular identity claims would be defeated,
since prima fade the actions claimed to be identical would
appear to be such that the one is done by doing the other.
I will label this second line of reasoning
"relational objection"
Finally,
son.

the

against Davidson's position.

let us take up the third argument against David-

A possible problem concerning temporal order was hinted

at at the end of the presentation of the causal objection
above.

Again using the shooting-killing example,

a more ex-

plicit objection involving time can be formulated as follows:
Suppose that Donald shoots Alvin at noon and Alvin dies

12
of the gunshot wound at midnight.

In any court of law,

would be accepted as true that Donald killed Alvin.

it

But while

it is obviously true that Alvin's death occurs twelve hours
after Donald shoots him it seems false to say that Alvin's
death occurs_ twelve hours after John kills him.
shooting and the killing must be distinct,

Thus the

since the one

event seems to have a property the other lacks.

The shooting

but not the killing precedes the death by twelve hours.

This

last objection let us dub "the temporal objection".
We thus see that for the examples considered the three
lines of attack that have been sketched provide a strong challenge to a unifying approach to event individuation.

If these

three kinds of argument and variations thereof can be successfully applied to all Davidsonian identity claims
text of particular examples,

in the con-

it would suggest that there is

something fundamentally wrong with that approach to individuation as presented thus far.
to fail,

But if a unifying approach seems

how do the alternatives fare?

Can a multiplying

approach meet these objections without engendering new difficulties?
Of course,

while a simple denial of identity claims in

Davidsonian examples does avoid the alleged problems cited
above,

there is another consideration which is not simply

solved by a recommendation for a multiplying procedure.

The

actions and events in Anscombe's and Davidson's examples are
after all not totally unrelated.
events,

there is a 'unity'

No matter how we count

among the events in these examples

13
which must be accounted for.

But if the relation providing

this unity is not that of identity,

as multipliers claim,

then another way of relating such events must be provided.
In the next chapter we will examine the multipliers'
ponse to this challenge.

res-
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CHAPTER III

THE MULTIPLYING APPROACH AS ALTERNATIVE

3.1

Goldman's Account
Let us

Alvin

I.

then

see what a multiplying approach has

Goldman and Jaegwon Kim are the chief proponents of

such a position in the
ontological nature of
same.

to offer.

In what

literature,
events

follows

and their positions

seem to be

substantially the

in this chapter and

I will take Goldman's views

on the

succeeding chapters,

to be representative of

the posi-

tion and will bring in Kim only where he might be required to
improve on Goldman or where he

addresses himself to points not

considered by Goldman.
The underlying rationale for the multiplying approach has
its

source

appear to

in the commonplace observation that events
involve,

quisition,
at a time.

and can be characterized as

retention,
1

or having of,

This observation

the conception of events
objects

at a time.

out this view;

The

as

properties

is taken to

lead

exemplifications

following passages

the

often

loss,

ac-

by an object
'naturally'

to

of properties by

from Goldman

spell

first the terminological distinctions:

I begin by distinguishing between act -types and
An act-type is simply an act-property,
a property such as mowing one's lawn, running, writing
a letter, or giving a lecture.
When we ascribe an act
to an agent, we say that the agent exemplified an actproperty (at a certain time).
When we say, for example,
"John mowed his lawn," we assert that John exemplified
the property of mowing his lawn.
Mowing one's lawn is
a property because it can be true of, or exemplified
by, a particular object at a particular time.
Normally

act -tokens.
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philosophers tend to apply the term "property" to
such things as being six feet tall, being a bachelor, or having red hair.
But we need not restrict
the term "property" to static properties.
Just as
owning a Jaguar is a property that can be exemplified by John at time t, so buying a Jaguar is a
property that can be exemplified by John at time
t. 2
Then the criterion of identity:
Since an act-token is the exemplifying of a
property by an agent at a time, it is natural so
to individuate act-tokens that two act-tokens are
identical if and only if they involve the same
agent, the same property, and the same time. 3
It is

sometimes useful to represent Goldman's act-tokens

via a notational device employed by Kim,
x is an object or agent,
time interval.

4

P is a property,

viz. [x,

where

Thus Goldman's position can also be expressed

The existence condition for events

event

t]

P,

t],

and t is a time or

as follows.
[x,

2,

is that

exists if and only if the object x has the

property P at/for time t;
events is that event
and only if x = y,

P = R,

and the identity condition for
[x,

I',

t]

=

event

[y,

R,

t']

if

and t

Using the intuitions about the so-called by-relation cited
above,

Goldman proceeds to spell out an account of how the

acts in Davidson's examples are related,

an account which is

to avoid the ostensible problems which occur when the relationship ist1cento be that of identity.
To this end Goldman develops an account of what he calls
"act-generation",

which he means to encompass th

relation-

ships supposedly expressed in phrases of the form "S did
by doing

if

I

"S did

in doing

1,7 and stylistic
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variants of these employing phrases like "in virtue of",
virtue of",

"thereby",

"by

and possibly other prepositions.

This generation as conceived by Goldman is intended to be
an asymmetric,
more,

irreflexive and transitive relation.

Further-

neither one of a pair of generationally related acts

subsequent to the other,

where S's doing A'

is

is

subsequent to

S's doing A if and only if it is correct to say that S did A
and

later did A'.

This condition,

that generationally-related

acts must be done during the same time,

is a necessary,

but

not a sufficient condition for being generationally related.
Four kinds of not necessarily mutually exclusive actgeneration are distinguished.
(1)

Causal generation:
...S's act-token A has a certain effect, E, and
because it has this effect, S may be credited with
performing act A'.
For example, S'S flipping the
switch has the effect of the light's going on.
And
in virtue of this, S may be credited with the act
of turning on the light.
That is, we may say that S
exemplified the property of turning on the light.
Similarly, S's closing the door has the effect that
a fly is unable to enter the house.
Because of
this, we may say that S exemplified'the property of
preventing a fly from entering the house.
To generalize: Act-token A of agent S causally generates
act-token A' of agent S only if (a) A causes F, and
(b) A' consists in S's causing E. 9

(2)

Conventional generation:
"...[T]here is a rule,

R,

according to which S's per-

formance of A justifies the further ascription of A'
For example,

to S.

suppose S extends his arm out the car window.

Given the rule

'extending one's arm out the car window while

driving counts as

signalling for a turn',

S's signalling for

8
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a turn has also occurred".

Such examples may be expressed by

the following condition:
Act-token A of agent S conventionally generates
act-token A' of agent S only if the performance of
A in circumstances C (possibly null)., together with
a rule R saying that A done in C counts as A',
guarantees the performance of A'. 1 °
(3)

Simple generation:
This differs from

(1)

causal relation involved.

and

(2)

in that there is no rule or

It is the

(non-null)

circumstances

in which A is performed by S which ensure that S has performed
A'.

For example,

if the circumstances are such that George

has just jumped 6 feet then S'S jumping 6 feet,
erates S's outjumping George.

3 inches gen-

Mental states might also pro-

vide relevant circumstances for simple generation.
stance,

For in-

if the circumstances are such that S is hoping to

catch fish,

S's dangling a line in the water generates S's

fishing. 11
(4)

Augmentation generation:
A generates A'

is

by augmentation if the description of A'

like the description of A but further modified

(adverbially)

as to manner or circumstance such that the former description
entails the latter.

12

Thus,

for example S's running the mile,

if done in the appropriate manner, may generate S's running
the mile at 8 m.p.h.
Goldman suggests that the generationally related acts in
particular examples can be represented diagrammatically by
letting circles represent act-tokens and lines joining them
represent the relation of generation;

numbers can also be put
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on the lines to represent the kind of generation involved. 13
Thus Goldman might diagram Davidson's shooting-killing example in the following ways:
Donald's doing
right thing

the

Donald's

revenging
himself

2

3
Donald's

killing

Donald's

shooting

Donald's

firing

Donald's

3

pulling

Alvin
Alvin

the

gun

the

Donald's
4

trigger
Donald's moving his
finger on the trigger
Donald's moving his
finger

4

whistling
"Dixie"
Donald's
whistling

Donald' s
expelling air
through

his

lips
The branching might reflect the fact that Donald does the
right thing by killing Alvin,
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and Donald revenges himself

by killing Alvin,

but Donald does not do the right thing by

revenging himself,

15

nor does he revenge himself by doing the

right thing.
A group of act-token nodes connected by lines of generation constitute what Goldman calls an

"act-tree".

The separ-

ate tree on the right might indicate a set of generationally
related acts,

simultaneous with but not generationally related

to any of the acts in the shooting-killing sequence of the
left tree

-

if we may

enough to whistle
Prima facie,

suppose that Donald was cold-blooded

"Dixie" while doing Alvin in!
this tree methodology seems to be a powerful
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tool for representing and explaining
lation)

(via the generation re-

the sort of unity among actions that seems to be in-

volved in Davidson's examples, without having to resort to
identity claims and their attendent problems.

A test of the

superiority of this multiplying approach will be how it fares
with respect to the problems raised by the three objections
levelled against Davidson's unifying approach.

This is what

we will set out to determine in the next section of this chapter.
For the record,

let me also state now that what follows

in the next section and beyond is not intended as an ad hominem

defence of Davidson,

but as a hopefully illuminating

examination of the rival multiplying account.

Davidson will

be answered for in Chapter 5.

3.2

Goldman and the Three Objections
We will now consider how satisfactorily the three problems

for Davidson
account

-

First,

-

which serve to partially motivate Goldman's

can be handled or avoided by the multiplying theory.
let us take up the causal objection.

Let us

sup-

pose for the sake of argument that Donald's pulling the trigger but not Donald's killing Alvin caused the gun to fire,
which caused Alvin's death.
ling are not unrelated here.
causal generation:
act-token A'

Yet the trigger-pulling and kilRecall the general principle for

act-token A of agent S causally generates

of agent S only if

(a)

A causes E and

(b)

A'

con-
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sists in S's causing E.
Interpreted for the case we are here considering,
be Donald's pulling the trigger,
A'

A will

E will be Alvin's death,

and

will be Donald's killing Alvin.
Does the trigger pulling causally generate the killing?

Clearly condition
is met.

(a)

of the principle for causal generation

What about condition

(b)?

If Goldman's particular paradigm examples for causal generation are to be accepted at
"yes".

T.rigger pullings,

value we would have to say

face

shootings and otheractions which

cause deaths are typically taken to generate killings.
But if the killing consists in the causing of Alvin's
death,

how does it differ from the trigger pulling in that

respect?

Prima fade,

Goldman appears to be committed to a

position subscribed to by Davidson,
"S's killing of R"

viz,

is to be construed as

that caused R's death"

.16

If so,

the position that
"the action of S's

such commitment would sup-

port an identity between the killing and the trigger pulling.
If that,
Davidson,

because of the causal objection is a problem for
it is

likewise one for Goldman.

partly turns on how we read "consists in"
Goldman does argue independently that
not mean the same as
death".
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The issue here
in condition

(b).

"S's killing of R"

does

"the action of S's that caused R's

It is open for someone to argue that for this rea-

son condition

(b)

is not met and that therefore Goldman is

just mistaken about killings being causally generated by trigger pullings.

Such acts,

the argument might continue,

are in
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fact related by some other kind of generation.
To me such a move seems to undermine the raison d'&tre
causal generation.
for

First,

'consisting in',

Of

if same'ness of meaning is required

one wonders how condition

(b)

generation could ever be satisfied non-trivially.

for causal
Secondly,

since the objection to Davidson we are presently considering
is after all a causal objection,

one would expect the alter-

native account to address itself explicitly to the causal
features of the situation.

Causal generation,

igned for just that purpose,
let

us

eration.

is not adequate to it.

take the suggestion up.

tion might be involved?

seemingly desBut

What other kind of genera-

It is clearly not conventional gen-

Killing is not a matter of convention or rule the

way signalling for a turn is.

Augmentation generation is out

since the requisite entailment is lacking.
generation,

That leaves simple

which is also the most plausible.

The circum-

stances in which A is performed by S which ensure that S has
performed A'

could include causal conditions.

Unfortunately,

Goldman claims that what differentiates simple generation from
causal or conventional generation is that there is no rule or
causal relation involved.
Since Goldman takes these four kinds of generation to be
exhaustive,

18

we can only conclude that something is amiss

with his account in respect of the causal problem it was to
avoid.
Now we will see how Goldman fares with respect to the relational problem.

It was claimed that when we speak of one
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act being done or performed by doing another,
in doing another,

or alternatively

we are expressing the fact that a certain

relationship obtains between these acts.
is supposedly transitive,

This relationship

irreflexive and asymmetric.

The as-

sumption of identity for acts so related seems to be at odds
with this intuited relationship.
pose,
"in"

Generation, we are to sup-

not only captures the relationship expressed in
-locutions,

"by'L

and

but goes some way in elucidating its nature.

Let us examine these contentions with respect to the following locutions:
(1)

S signalled for a turn by raising his arm.

(2)

In raising his arm,

(3)

In signalling for a turn,

(4)

S raised his arm by signalling for a turn.

S signalled for a turn.

It will be noted that
other;
(4)

likewise,

(2)

is solecistic,

metric because we
phrase)

and

(1)
(3).

S raised his arm.

and

(4)

are converses of each

Since clearly none of

(1)

-

the by-relation cannot be held to be asym"would not say"

(in one sense of this

one of a pair of mutually converse expressions but

not the other.

Goldman may have some other notion of irregu-

larity in mind,

but it would be counter-productive to specu-

late here what that might be.
Given that a statement expresses a certain relationship,
a good indication

(ceteris paribus)

question is asymmetric,
converse is false,

that the relationship in

is that the statement is true when its

or else false when its converse is true.

Since irregularity is invoked to establish the falsity of the
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converse of a true "by"

-locution,

present concerns will best

be served by addressing ourselves directly to the question of
truth or falsity.
With this question in mind let us consider

(2)

and

(3).

Is there any reason why they could not both be said truly of
one and the same pair of actions?

In many contexts, whether

one has said that S verbjed in verb2ing
S vrb

2 ed

inverhing seems not to matter as far as the truth

or falsity of what one is
texts,

instead of saying that

is concerned.

saying

In such con-

what differences there are can seemingly be explained

as differences in emphasis.

If the consideration cited in the

previous paragraph goes towards showing that a relationship
is asymmetric,

then the existence of such contexts will for

similar reasons go towards showing that a relationship is nonasymm etric.
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We note that
and that

(3)

(1)

is like

is like
(4)

(2),

with "by"

with "by"

difference between statements like
so as to yield asymmetry,

-

that

express an asymmetric relation.
metry,

"in"

in place of

"in".

(2)

is not so great

it follows

press the same relationship

in place of

-

(1)

Far

and
if
and

from

(3)
"by"
(4)

and

"

If the

in

"

ex -

likewise do not

explaining an asym-

Goldman's view can be used to argue that there is no

asymmetry to be explained.
Of course Goldman could just be mistaken in assimilating
"by"

-locutions and "in"

-locutions as far as the relation-

ships expressed are concerned.
that this is SO.

Work done by others

suggests

Since Goldman does on the whole tend to
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concentrate on "by"

-locutions in his discussion,

let us as-

sume that the relationship in question is just that expressed
by "by"

-locutions and see where that assumption leads.

So we have a putatively asymmetric relationship expressed
by "by"

(but not "in"

-

-) locut±ón.

How would generation

help us to explain such a relationship?
that this is obvious,

It might be thought

since the technical relation of genera-

tion is supposedly an extension and elaboration of the relationship intuited by Goldman as being expressed by the
locution.

"by"

-

I will show that this is far fronvobvious by indi-

cating some rather serious difficulties engendered by resorting to generation in accounting for the "by"
Let us turn our attention to these

"by"

phenomenon.
-locutions again:

(1)

S signalled for a turn by raising his arm.

(4)

S raised his arm by signalling for a turn.
The question we are again raising is whether these can

both be true in the same context.
different senses and are not

While they appear to have

(straight forwardly)

able as the corresponding "in"

interchang-

-locutions might be,

reason why one must be false if the other is true.
(1)

and

(4)

are not formally inconsistent;

jointly infelicitous on the face of it.
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I see no
Certainly

nor do they seem
However,

claims of

possibilities are best supported by concrete examples.

Let

me proceed to provide a plausible one.
There is no problem as far as the generation of S's signalling for a turn by S's raising his arm is concerned.

This

is one of Goldman's own paradigms of conventional generation.
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We can represent this by the diagram:

I

S's signalling for a turn

S's raising his arm

Now let us imagine the following scenario.
proaching a turn.

A car is ap-

On one side of the street is an indigenous

person escorting a visitor from a backward country and untutored in the conventions of automobile driving.
instruct his companion in such matters,
former pointing to the car,
S's arm out the window,
that by raising his arm,

Wishing to

we might imagine the

as it negotiates.the turn with

and saying something to the effect
S is

signalling for a turn.

The pre-

ceding diagram captures this.
Further,

suppose that on the other side of the street are

some secret agents of the RCMP,

keeping tabs on S who has

filtrated some subversive organization,

in-

two of whose members

are with him in the car and watching his every move.

The sec-

ret agents are too far from their own vehicle to tail the car.
There is a secret button above the window which activates a
homing device.

The agents watch anxiously,

since they know

that S has to raise his arm without arousing suspicion in
order to get his hand into the vicinity of the button.
car enters the turn,

As the

the secret agents see the same sight that

the visitor and his guide see.

However,

in this case the one

agent remarks to the other that S raised his hand by signalling for a turn.
This appears to be a case of simple generation.

S's sig-
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nailing for a turn
circumstances.

'consists in'

raising his hand under the

Had he used his flash-indicator,

act would not have been generated.

the desired

This can be represented

by:

o B's raising his arm
o

S's signalling for a turn

Now we should be able to combine the two diagrams since the
time involved is the same.
ing ways

We might try either of the follow-

(there seems to be no basis for preferring one to

the other):
(i)

[S

raising his arm,

t]

(ii)

o

[5,

signalling for
a turn t]

[5,

raising his arm,

[5,

signalling for
a turn, t]

2

3
[5,

signalling for a turn,
t]

o

2
[5,

raising his arm,

In either case,

something is amiss,

generated act-tokens,
for generation,

t]

since we seem to have

which in virtue of the asymmetry claimed

must necessarily be distinct.

of the identity condition,

Yet,

the act-tokens represented by the

first and third node on each tree are identical,
involve the same agent,

since they

the same property and the same time.

So the notion of generation,

or the criterion of identity

gether with the existence condition for acts
or both,

in virtue

must be defective.

Furthermore,

(to-

it presupposes)

the particular de-

fects are such that the purported asymmetry of the "by"-relation cannot even be intelligibly represented,
plained.

never mind ex-
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Has Goldman got any means of overcoming these difficulties?

One move that has been suggested to me 22

is that al-

though in one case the arm-raising generates the signalling
and in the other case the signalling generates the armraising,

this is not sufficient to undermine the generating

relation in respect of its alleged asymmetry because there is
a different kind of generating relation involved in each case.
I do not think such a defence works.
On the one hand,

the four kinds of generation are not as-

sumed to be mutually exclusive.
ment in defence of asymmetry,
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On the other hand,

an argu-

which appeals to the kind of

generation involved would also be an argument against the
transitivity of generation when different kinds of generation
are involved.

This would effectively undermine the whole

practice of putting acts generated by different kinds of generation on the same tree,
the

'unity'

and one would not be able to depict

among different acts which is suggested by David-

sonian examples and which must be accounted for if identities
are to be denied.

Thus it would seem that the raison d'tre

of the generational account requires that the different kinds
of generation have a 'core'
In any event,

in common.

whether or not the generation is of the same

kind or of different kinds

is irrelevant to the issue as far

as the adequacy of the existence and identity conditions for
actions is concerned.

Only distinct acts are supposed to ap-

pear as nodes on an act tree.

The inescapable fact is that

however generated two nodes appear on the act tree,

whereas
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according to the identity criterion we should only have one!
Goldman is not totally unaware that his existence condition for events is problematic,

but he fails to draw out the

consequences entailed for his theory.

Goldman cites the case

where someone points with his right hand and with his left
hand simultaneously,

thus being the agent of two simultaneous

act-tokens of pointing.
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He suggests this problem can be

dealt with by specifying the way in which an act-token is performed.

But such a move is not open to Goldman.

After all,

what is the relationship between pointing and pointing with
one's hand?

It is that of augmentation generation.

Hence,

specifying the way in which act-tokens are performed does not
help to individuate them;

it simply conjures up new act-tokens.

Graphically the situation may be depicted thus:
(5, pointing with his left
hand, ti
o ES, pointing, t]
Thus,

o (5, pointing with his
right hand, t]
6 [S, pointing, t]

not only do we have two nodes for an act-token when

by the identity criterion we ought only to have one,
this case they are on different trees as well.

but in

We are forced

to conclude that Goldman's property-exemplification account
is no improvement over the

'identity thesis',

when it comes

to accommodating the by-relation.
Finally,

we come to consider how Goldman's account would

handle the temporal objection to the Davidsonian approach.
Recall how the argument ran:

Donald shoots Alvin at noon and

since Alvin dies of the gunshot wound at midnight Donald kills
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Alvin and does so by shooting him;

we would say that Alvin's

death occurred twelve hours after he was shot, we would not
say Alvin's death occurred twelve hours after he was killed;
therefore,

the shooting is not identical with the killing.

If it is allowed that Donald's shooting Alvin generates
Donald's killing Alvin at all,

then it would appear that Gold-

man's theory is of no help in avoiding the temporal problem.
If we would say it is the case,

and it happens to be the case,

that the shooting precedes the death by twelve hours,
if the shooting generates the killing,
at the same time as the former,

then,

the latter would occur

and thus also precede the

death by twelve hours whether we would say so or not.

This

is an immediate consequence of Goldman's requirement that generationally related acts are always done at the same time.
Of course Goldman is free to change his mind about shootings generating killings
Goldman does

-

and give up a paradigm!

include in his account some consideration of

actions which have temporal parts.

An example he gives is

the following:
...Consider, for example, S's act of driving a nail
into the wall.
Suppose this was accomplished by S
striking the nail four times with a hammer.... There
are four relevant basic acts performed during the
period in question, at time t1, t2, t3, and t4 respectively.
(Actually, each of these acts occurs
over an interval of time, but for simplicity I shall
speak as if each occurs at a moment of time.)
Each
of these basic acts is an act of S's swinging his
hand, each of which generates an act of S's swinging
the hammer, which in turn generates an act of driving
the nail a little way into the wall.
Thus, S's swinghis hand at t1 generates S's swinging the hammer at
t1 which generates S's driving the nail a little way
into the wall at ti.
The sequence of these four basic
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acts constitutes a larger act, viz., S's swinging
his hand four times (between t1 and t4).
This
larger act generates S's act of swinging the hammer
four times (betweent 1 and t4 ), which in turn generates S's act of driving the nail into the wall
(between t1 and t4).
None of the larger acts is
generationally related to any of the smaller acts,
but there are generational relationships among the
larger acts. 25
A sympathetic question that might be asked,
of such an example,
nail

(entirely)

is whether,

into the wall,

in the light

on a par with S'S driving the
the killing might not be gen-

erated piecemeal by the shooting and subsequent acts,
than holus-bolus by the shooting.

That is,

count explain how Donald's killing Alvin,

rather

óould such an ac-

whilst beginning

simultaneously with the shooting of Alvin might continue after
the shooting is over until the moment of Alvin's death occurs?
One does run a mile by first running half a mile,

but one

need not have run the entire mile to be running a mile.

But

the killing here is not quite analoguous to running a mile.
Once the shooting is over
death-causing shot)

(we are supposing Donald fired one

Donald need do nothing more to kill Alvin.

It is not as if he is killing partly by shooting and partly
by at a later time doing something else.
Alvin,

After Donald shoots

all he has to do is wait for Alvin to die,

but he cer-

tainly does not kill Alvin by waiting for him to die.
Perhaps some inaction on Donald's part,
die,

or allowing nature to take its course, might do the trick.

Those who oppose the
all,
them.

say letting Alvin

'death with dignity'

movement do,

after

claim that letting people die is tantamount to killing
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However,

that kind of move only works if it is available.

We might suppose that Donald's shooting of Alvin is followed
by instant remorse such that he does everything he can to prevent Alvin's death.

Yet,

if Alvin dies of the shooting,

Don-

ald will have killed Alvin nonetheless.
Lest it be thought that some property exemplified by Donald qua agent might with enough' ingenuity be found to carry
the burden of generating the killing,
can be removed.

even that possibility

Suppose that Donald's pulling of the trigger

is immediately followed by his suffering a heart attack of
which he dies instantly,

while the victim, Alvin,

does not die until twelve hours later.

as before,

If there is an act of

killing performed by Donald it must have occurred no later
than his shooting of Alvin.

After that,

Donald is only cap-

able of exemplifying properties which don't require his capacity as agent,

such as the property of decomposing.

So it appears that Goldman's account is of no help with
respect to the temporal problem either.

The assumption that

shootings generate killings in toto leaves Goldman with the
same problem he accused Davidson of.

An attempt to avoid this

consequence by considering the killing in terms of temporal
parts leads in certain cases to an inability to specify what
generates the later parts of the killing.
Now,

it might be argued that my interpretation of Gold-

man's requirement that generationally related acts be done at
the same time or during the same time is unduly strict and
that I have in effect set up a straw man.

I do not think this
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is

so,

ever,

but I am willing to entertain such a possibility.
it will emerge that even a more

'liberal'

How-

interpretation

will leave the account with serious difficulties.
Here are Goldman's actual words with respect to the temporal restrictions on generationally related acts.
[N]either one of a pair of generational acts is
subsequent to the other.
Let us say that S's doing
A' is subsequent to S's doing A if and only if it
is correct to say that S did A "and then" (or "and
later") did A'....
There is a sense, then, in which generational acts
are always done at the same time, i.e., neither of
a pair of generational acts is subsequent to the
other.
[W]e do want [generational acts] to be performed
at the same time
more precisely during the same
interval of time.
The nonsubsequence requirement
helps to ensure that they occupy the same interval
of time.
We must add to this, however, the requirement that no member of a... generational pair
be a temporal part,, i.e., proper part, of its...
generational mate. 6
-

Since the requirement that generational acts are always
done at the same time is put in terms of mutual non-subsequence
there is room for another interpretation.

If one act is not

subsequent

there is still the

-

in its entirety

-

to another,

possibility that part of such an act might be subsequent to
the other.

This gives us a possible reading of the require-

ment which does not imply that the end-points of generationally related acts be simultaneous.

That is to say,

that "dur-

ing the same interval of timd' does not mean "throughout the
same interval of time".
Even if this less strict interpretation is what Goldman
intended,

it is not much of an advance since there are two
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immediate problems.

The first is one which we have already

mentioned in our discussion of temporal parts of killings
under the strict interpretation.

That is,

if the end-points

of the shooting and killing need not be simultaneous,

we have

the peculiar consequence that one could exemplify an actproperty when one is not doing anything that can ordinarily
be understood as performing an act.
The second difficulty of the less strict reading of Goldman's requirement is that it would no longer be clear which
same interval of time during which two generationally related
acts occur is in question.

Is it that of the act in a tree

which occurs throughout the largest interval,
the smallest interval
'the

same time'

(a "basic act"?),

becomes mysterious.

'a same time interval'

or that having

or neither?

Talk of

It cannot mean simply

since any two acts would trivially

satisfy that requirement.

At the very least more restrictions

are needed and an explanation is owed.
Finally,

even if we connived for the sake of argument with

respect to these two difficulties,

the suggested reading of

Goldman's temporal requirement would create further difficulties for his existence condition for events and his criterion
of identity.
Consider this example.
thereby shoots Alvin.
mother,

Donald pulls the trigger and

His shooting Alvin causes grief to his

who fears he will be taken from her and jailed for

his misdeed.

At the hospital Alvin promises Donald's mother

that he will tell the police the shooting was accidental,

but
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just as Donald's mother is about to stop her grieving he unexpectedly dies of his wounds.
suppose has by now occurred

The killing

which we will

-

also causes her grief over the

-

prospect of Donald's being taken from her,

and her grief con-

tinues uninterrupted.
The tree for this story,

where we will for simplicity's

sake assume all the generations to be causal,

will look like

this:
[Donald, grieciing his mother,
[Donald,

killing Alvin,

[Donald,
0

"

t5 ]

t4]

grieving his mother,

[Donald,

shooting Alvin,

[Donald,

pulling the trigger,

If we suppose,

t3 ]

t2]
t1]

as the suggestion goes,

that the end-points

of generationally related acts need not be simultaneous then
the times in the act-tokens could be related thus:
t

-

t2

-

t3

t4

-

-

t5. 27

To address this supposition more specifically to the temporal
objection,
lations,
that t2

let us assume consistently with these temporal re-

that the killing ends

+t

4

assume that
terval t'

.
=

later than the shooting,

To avoid unnecessary complication,
t1

t2

=

=

t3 and t'

=

t4

=

t5.

will include the time interval t.

consist of t plus

some other interval,

Before proceeding,
ing the position of
tree is needed.

i.e.,

let us also

Thus, the time inThat is,

t'

will

say t.

perhaps a word of explanation concern-

[Donald,-griéving his mother,

t3 ] in the
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[Donald,

grieving his mother,

t31

ate branch for the following reason.
of the situation,
shooting Alvin
mother

shooting him

On a Goidmanian account

while Donald grieves his mother

(at t2 ),

(at t,).

must appear on a separ-

by

he does not kill Alvin by grieving his

However,

(at t2).

(at t3)

Donald does kill Alvin (at t4 ) by

Thus the shooting generates the

ing and the shooting generates the killing,
does not generate the killing.

but the grieving

If the grieving

not put on a different branch,

riev-

(at t3 ) were

either the transitivity of the

generation relation would be violated,

or else the require-

ment that no member of a generational pair be a temporal part
of its generational mate would be violated
cause transitivity would make
t5]

and

[Donald,

[Donald,

-

the latter be-

grieving his mother,

grieving his mother t3 ] a generationally re-

lated pair.
Having thus justified the tree representation of the example,

the problem the example creates for Goldman is quite

readily brought to the fore by the following observation.
If Donald exemplifies grieving his mother throughout t',
then he exemplifies that property throughout the parts of t'.
and hence,
t']

throughout t.

So if

is generated by the killing,

grieving his mother,

t],

[Donald,

grieving his mother

its temporal part,

[Donald

will ipso facto also exist.

This

picture results in conceptual chaos since we already have a
node in which
is,

[Donald,

grieving his mother,

t]

exists.

That

the generation/property exemplification account yields

the existence of two distinct tokens of

[Donald,

grieving his
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mother,

t, whereas by Goldman's existence condition and cri-

terion of identity we ought only to have one.
There remains one possible move a multiplier might try in
the face of this difficulty.

He might claim that the griev-

ing done during t in virtue of the shooting and the grieving
done during t as subsumed under the grieving done during t'
in virtue of the killing differentiate as to the way or manner
in which they are performed.

As we saw in the discussion of

the relational problem above where similar individuation difficulties arose independently of temporal considerations,
a reply will not work for a multiplier.

such

Specifying way or

manner merely creates additional act-tokens;

it does not re-

move an unwanted one.
It has been demonstrated,

then,

that the suggested re-

interpretation of the temporal restriction creates rather than
solves problems for Goldman.
plying view
objection,

either is

We can conclude that the multi-

itself vulnerable to the temporal

or avoids the temporal objection only at the cost

of raising more serious difficulties for itself.
In conclusion,
chapter.

let me now summarize the results of this

In the previous chapter I sketched three main ob-

jections against a Davidsonian unifying approach to event individuation,
jection,

viz.,

the causal objection,

and the temporal objection.

these three objections to motivate
account,

the relational ob-

Since multipliers take

(partially)

a multiplying

one would have expected such an account itself to
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avoid the difficulties raised by these objections.
argued and,

I believe,

demonstrated that such is not the case.

With respect to the causal objection,
multiplying account
claims.

I have

(at best)

it was seen that the

fared no better than Davidson

With respect to the relational objection,

it was seen

that the multiplying account led to serious individuation difficulties.

With respect to the temporal objection,

seen that on a straightforward reading,
faced the same problem as Davidson,
reading,

it was

the multiplying account

while on another plausible

led to individuation difficulties similar to those

encountered with respect to the relational problem.
In the following chapter I will go on to examine some aspects of the multiplying account and its background assumptions with an eye for possible modifications which might avoid
some of the more serious difficulties presented here.
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that are related thus but the cardinal values associated
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CHAPTER IV

A CONSIDERATION OF MODIFICATIONS
TO THE MULTIPLYING ACCOUNT
At this point
cipate and

it is necessary to anti-

foreclose a certain response which my documenta-

tion of the
provoke.

in the discussion,

failure of Goldman's multiplying

The

response

in question

that the problems

I have raised

Goldman's account

in

involves

tinue,

avoid the problems
tially
as

intact.

stated,

is

the theory.

Since

such a response might con-

susceptible to modifications which would

I raised while

That

for

letter only and do not penetrate to the

are superficial,

the theory

the counterclaim

for Goldman are problems

underlying motivation and the outline of
the difficulties

approach might

is,

leaving the theory

although Goldman's

some close variant of

theory

substan-

is

faulty

it might nonetheless provide

a correct account.
I am not prepared to argue that no modifications whatsoever would yield a correct account while retaining
affinities

to the original.

though one

sympathetic

What

show that al-

but critical way of re-interpreting

Goldman enables us to get around
requires us

I will do is

important

some of the difficulties,

to assume that a certain detail

theory can be tampered with.

This,

affecting

theory most central to

Having thus

it.

of Goldman's

I will go on to

cannot be done without also

it

features

suggest,

of Goldman's

answered the charge

that the problems raised against Goldman are

superficial,

I
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will conclude by indicating a serious motivational problem
the theory faces independently of whether or not it constitutes an adequate alternative to Davidson.
Let me begin by making an admission and a concession.
though I believe Goldman's theory

incapable

Al-

of satisfactorily

handling the causal problem for the reasons that were adduced
in the last chapter,

I have no way of assessing the serious-

ness of this particular deficiency.
Part of Goldman's problem here,
on the issue of how a key term

it will be recalled,

("consists in")

tions for causal generation was to be read.

turned

in the condi-

I am prepared to

allow that this is a problem that can be remedied in some
straightforward way without affecting the rest of Goldman's
account

-

perhaps by specifying an intended technical sense

for the otherwise misleading term.

Hence,

I will set Gold-

man's causal problem aside and make my case by addressing myself to the more serious individuation problems for Goldman's
account encountered in the discussion of the relational and
temporal problems.
Let us call back to mind the arm-raising/signalling case
that was presented in the discussion of Goldman's account
vis-à-vis the relational problem.
of a certain story,

There against the backdrop

and seemingly in accordance with Goldman's

generational paradigms,

we had an act-token of S's raising

his arm generating an act-token of S's

signalling for a turn,

and alsoan act-token of S's signalling for a turn generating
an act-token of S's raising his arm.

This,

as we saw,

spelled
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disaster for the co-tenability of Goldman's existence condition for events,

his criterion of identity,

and the asymmetry

of his generation relation.
These last-mentioned tenets are basic to Goldman's multiplying account and would have to be among the items that remain

invariant throughout modification,

if we are to consider

the results of modification as still being versions of Goldman's account at all.

Modifications which directly violate

any of these tenets are thus not deemed allowable modifications and will be excluded from consideration here.
The question now facing us is whether,
straints just indicated,

within the con-

Goldman's account can be modified to

escape the unhappy consequences of the arm-raising/signalling
case.

I shall approach this question by way of a sympathetic

reappraisal of the arm-raising/signalling case in order to
isolate a troublesome feature of Goldman's theory as the most
likely candidate for revision.
For me to tell a plausible story on Goldman's behalf with
respect to the arm-raising/signalling case will require that
I bring to the fore something merely implicit in my representation of Goldman's notion of generation thus far,

but actu-

ally made explicit by Goldman in his most general characterization of generation.

1

What has to be made explicit is this:

establishing the occurrence of generation involves establishing the truth of a counter-factual claim.

An act-token is

generated by another act-token only if the situation is such
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that had the latter not occurred,

neither would the former

have occurred.
Hence,

in the case under re-consideration,

is as follows.

the situation

S's raising his arm out the window generates

S's signalling for a turn only if it is true that if S had not
raised his arm out the window,
for a turn.

Likewise,

he would not have signalled

S's signalling for a turn generates S's

raising his arm out the window only if it is true that if Shad
not signalled for a turn,
the window

S would not have raised his arm out

(and thereby gotten his hand toward the hidden but-

ton).
So,

for such a case to involve Goldman in the difficulties

indicated previously,

it must be possible for the second

counter-factual statement mentioned in the last paragraph to
be true,

given that the first one is

natively,

(or conversely).

for Goldman to escape the difficulties,

Alter-

it must be

the case that the second counter-factual cannot be true,
that the first one is

given

(or conversely).

I do not know how to establish such claims concerning
counter-factuals

in a satisfactory manner.

If it is true that

S might have gotten his hand toward the button in some way
other than signalling,

it is equally true that S could have

signalled in some way other than extending his arm out the
window,

say by using his flash-indicator.

Answers to such

questions seem not to be an absolute matter but depend on
what is built into the example.

In my

example,

I would in-

sist that if S had not signalled by doing what he did,

he
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would not have generated the desired act-token.
For the sake of argument,

however,

I am going to grant

Goldman the above-mentioned counter-factual claims that he
needs.

As well,

I will connive with respect to some other

counter-factural presuppositions needed to give Goldman as
favorable a case as possible,
unacceptable.

provided these are not obviously

Deciding what is favorable to Goldman and what

he would be prepared to accept as acceptable is a vicarious
undertaking and as such is subject to certain risks,
least of which is that of misrepresentation.
helped.

not the

That can't be

The fact that the feature of Goldman's account that

I isolate as a result of re-appraising the arm-raising/signalling is also one over which Goldman himself expressed reservations in a different context,

2

does suggest,

however,

that

my second-guessing of Goldman is not entirely off the mark.
Now to specifics.

The following diagram prima facie rep-

resents a more favorable alternative to the tree of generationally related act-tokens originally devised for the armraising/signalling case:
S's getting his hand in a position to press the button

A4

aS's

A3
A2

signalling for a turn

S's raising his arm out the window

A1 o S's raising his arm

Here we manage to avoid the unhappy duplication of acttokens we had in the original by what amounts to allowing
Goldman suitable counter-factual presuppositions consistent
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with A3 's generating not another token of A1 but instead something rather like A4 .
Let it be noted that the counter-factual moves required
to lend credence to such a picture are very complicated.
Surely if we merely consider S's

signalling as opposed to sig-

nalling by arm-raising or signalling by flipping the flashindicator,

he need not have raised his arm

(out the window).

So in some sense it might not be the case that had the armraising not occurred the signalling would not have occurred,
just as we might grant Goldman that it is not the case that
had the signalling not occurred the arm-raising would not
have occurred.

However,

allowing Goldman,
led,

for the sake of discussion we are

in this case,

had he not raised his arm

that S would not have signal(out the window),

but not con-

versely.
But merely A1 or A2 or A3 do not seem sufficient to give
us A4.

If anything is true,

in this case,

it is surely that

S would not have gotten his hand in a position to press the
button had he not also raised his arm out the window toward
the button.
token

(call

But where on the act-tree would we put this
it

"A 5 11 ) of S's raising his arm out the window

toward the button?
Presumably it must be above A2.
between A2 and A3,
red,

But A5 cannot be placed

since it is not true that had A5 not occur-

A3 would not have occurred

-

the propinquity of secret

buttons to one's hand would not be encompassed in signalling
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conventions.
occurred

But again A5 would not have occurred had A2 not

(entailment points

generate A5 without A5
the

1s

that way).

So clearly A2 must

generating A3 .

Perhaps

in

one of

following two ways:

(1)

(ii)

A4
A3

A4
A5

5

A2

A3

A1

A2

0

A1

But in order to

express

without A5 occurring
A5 to A4 .

there must be a generational

If we try to complete

capture both the
if S had not
his

the fact that A4 would not occur

(1)

by putting

signalled,

certainly without precedent

Diagram

(ii)

by A3 ; however,
of putting

to expect.

already represents

to

fact that

i.e.,

if not unintellig-

in Goldman's
the

that A5 was

account.

fact that A5 was done

there does not appear to be a felicitous way

This

is

a departure

from what Goldman has

This may not be a problem in one respect,

the transitivity of generation does
ates A5

lines

in a line to represent the augmentation generation

of A5 by A2 .
us

from

he would not have been able to raise

done by A3 , we end up with a diagram that,
is

in

fact that A4 was done by A5 and the

arm out the window towards the button,

ible,

link

However,

some remarks

since

guarantee that A2 gener-

(although not by augmentation)

portray this.

led

and diagram

(ii)

does

about why what appears

to be a paradigm instance of augmentation generation cannot
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be represented as such should be forthcoming.
(ii)

At any rate,

seems to be the best we can do with what's provided,

and

the generation relations represented therein do not violate
Goldman's requirement that the generation relation be transitive,

asymmetric and irreflexive.
Thus,

if we beg certain counter-factual questions and

connive a bit with respect to augmentation generation,
man may have a way of escaping the consequences

Gold-

initially

drawn from signalling/arm-raising example.
This sympathetic re-interpretation of the signalling/armraising example in addition to requiring some slack for augmentation,

also requires a departure from or re-interpretation

of the evidence of the"by"-locution as it actually appears in
discourse.
In the initial spelling out of the signalling/arm-raising
scenario we had provided a context in which it could truly be
said that S raised his arm by signalling for a turn
Since Goldman subsumes the
relation,

(at t).

"by"-relation under his generation

we were thus able to claim that S's raising his arm

was generated by S's signalling for a turn.

The changes in

counter-factual presuppositions in the current re-appraisal
of the example have not altered the fact that it can truly be
said that S raised his arm by signalling for a turn.
Since in the present treatment we are denying
factual grounds)

(on counter-

that S's raising his arm is generated by S's

signalling for a turn,

where the generational relata are pio-

perty-exemplifications,we are compelled to take the event
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answering to "S raises his arm"

as it appears in the "by"

-

locution as being different from S's exemplifying the property of raising his arm at t.

Such a move implicitly acknow-

ledges that the same action may be picked out under different
descriptions after all.
This departure from the "by"

-locutional evidence also

suggests a motivational problem for Goldman.

The relational

objection against Davidson alleged that he failed to accommodate the "by"

-phenomenon.

A motivation for the multiplying

account was that it could succeed in accommodating this phenomenon as the generation relation.

Since it does not,

David-

son can justifiably level the charge of tu quoque against
Goldman.
respect,
account.

Either Goldman has no case against Davidson in this
or he has a case which applies equally to his own
Either way,

alternative to the

an important motivation for Goldman's

'identity thesis'

is lost.

Another individuation problem for Goldman was raised in
the last chapter,

both in the discussion of the relational ob-

jection and in that of the temporal objection, where we entertained the suggestion that Goldman might escape his other
individuation problems by specification of the manner in which
acts were performed.
The probln,it will be recalled,

was presented by a case

where we had two seemingly distinct actions of S's pointing
at t nonetheless coming out as identical on Goldman's criterion.

Qualifying the manner of pointing was no solution since

that only generated new acts by augmentation generation,

as
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the diagrams here reproduced illustrate:
(1) o [5, pointing with his left hand,
t]

(ii) o [5, pointing with his right
hand, ti

o [5, pointing, t]

o [S, pointing, ti

This problem is different from the one we have been discussing so far in at least two respects.

First,

the offending

duplicate act-tokens were generated on different trees,
they were not related to one another by generation.
unlike the situation with the previous problem,

i.e.,

Thus,

the asymmetry

of generation is not directly a source of the difficulty.
Secondly,

the statements which express the particular in-

stances of generation involved here do not have natural or
straightforward
example,
hand"

"by"

the ring of

-locutional correlates.

"S pointed by pointing with his

as compared with that of

raising his arm".

Consider for
left

"S signalled for a turn by

This would suggest that the difficulty here

may lie with generation qua technical extension of the relation expressed by

"by"

-locutions.

One move that suggests

itself as a possible way of avoid-

ing the unwanted duplication of act-tokens here is that of
denying that there is such an event at all as S's pointing
(at t)

simpliciter.

That,

however,

would not do for Goldman.

It would be tantamount to giving up a property exemplification
account,

since S surely does exemplify the property of point-

ing when he points with his

left hand,

say.

That much is

guaranteed by entailment.
Kim'has pointed out that strictly read,

the existence con-
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dition for events does guarantee the existence of a unique
event,

ES,

pointing,

is pointing at t.

3

ti

provided it is in fact true that S

Since the latter can be true despite sev-

eral simultaneous pointings by 5,

Kim would have it that like-

wise a unique event of S's pointing exists no matter how many
pointings otherwise individuated by modification there might
be.
Would such a claim be of help to Goldman here?
to make use of it,
pointing,

also,

it must be shown how the unique act of S's

construed

how in a 'unity'

In order

la Kim,

with)

manages to generate

(or is some-

S's pointing with his left hand,

S's pointing with his right hand.

and

The following dia-

gram might be proposed:
f: pointing with his left hand, tL..o ES, pointing with his right
hand, t]
5, pointing, t]
This,

however,

does not seem quite right.

If act-tokens

on the same act-tree are supposedly somehow inter-dependent,
one might ask,

what does pointing with one's left hand have

to do with pointing with one's right hand?

Indeed,

Goldman

himself would balk at such a representation as it runs afoul
of the distinction he makes in the following passage.
Many pairs of acts done by a single agent at
the same time are completely independent acts....
Suppose, for example, that S wiggles his toes while,
at the same time, strumming a guitar.
Neither of
these acts is subsequent to the other, but they
are not related by level-generation.
I shall call
pairs of acts of this sort "co-temporal" acts.
The
criterion of co-temporality is the correctness of
saying that one of the acts is done "while also"
doing the other.
It is correct to say that S wiggled
•

.

.

4
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his toes "while also" strumming a guitar;
these two acts are co-temporal. 5
It is difficult to

see why S's pointing with his

t and S's pointing with his
dependent acts
"while also"

of the

toes.

introduce

as

a special

application here.

".6

combine

In virtue of this

"compound genera-

examples,

can be represented

7

can

independent act-tokens may

together generate what might be construed as

ball,

far,

Goldman

compound generation act-trees

such that distinct and

One of Goldman's

so

case of augmentation generation a

fifth kind of generation which he calls
tion

disposal which

into the discussion

but which might be thought to have
introduces

in-

strumming the guitar

have another resource at his

it was not necessary to

left hand at

right hand at t would not be

same order as

wiggling his

Goldman does

hence

involving the

a 'compound act'.

jump-shot of basket-

thus:

[5, jump-shooting, ti
ES,

jumping, tl o [ 5,

The node within a node
may be generated
"while also"

in

S's

is used to represent an act which

some circumstances when one act

doing another.

the occurrence of S's
enables

shooting, t]

Thus

shooting at t is

but avoids

the

jumping, ti

I

that

a circumstances which
jump-shooting at t,

infelicity of:

ES, jump-shooting, ti
ES,

the diagram reflects

jumping at t to generate S's

and vice versa,

is done

[5,

jump-shooting, t]

[5,

shooting, t]
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which suggests there are two tokens of S's jump-shooting at t.
In addition "S's - jump-shooting at t"
interchangeable with "S's jumping and
ing at t",

has the force of,
[or,

while also]

and is
shoot-

since the property of jump-shooting is presumably

the same property as shooting while jumping.

Generally,

in-

dependent but simultaneous acts can always generate a compound
act simply by conjoining the act-type expressions with "and"
or

"while also",

whether or not there is in addition a stand-

ard label for such a compound act.
Does this further notion of compound generation help visa-vis the original problem?

It might now be thought that we

can escape it by diagramming the situation in this way:
pointing,

[5, pointing with his o"
Z
right hand,

However,

[5, pointing with his

t]

left hand,

this picture,

for generation

t]

t]

given the counter-factual criterion

(such as it is),

conflicts with two counter-

factuals which cannot reasonably be given up,

viz.,

thatS

could have pointed at t even if he had not pointed with his
right hand at t,

and that S could have pointed at t even if

he had not pointed with his

left hand at t.

Thus neither S's

pointing with his right hand at t nor S's pointing with his
left hand at t can generate S's pointing at t.
is no similar problem as
pound act,

there

far as the generation of the com-

S's pointing with his left hand while also pointing

with his right hand,
cerned.

However,

from the two independent acts

is con-

Hence we must conclude that the individuation prob-
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lem cannot be

side-stepped by

invoking compound generation to

generate a unique token of S's pointing at t,
Finally,

there remains

gested by the

either.

one untried possibility as

sug-

following diagram,
[5, pointing, ti
[5, pointing with his left hand while also
pointing with his right hand, ti

[S, pointing with his
left hand, t]

o [S, pointing with his right
hand, ti

Where S's pointing at t is not itself gottenby compound generation but

from a product of compound generation via

some

other kind of generation.
-

This

alternative

is precluded by reasoning

that of the paragraph before last.

It

is

similar to

simply not true

that S would not have pointed at t if S had not pointed with
his

right hand while also pointing with his

Either hand would have

sufficed.

So this

left hand at t.

somewhat

indirect

appeal to compound generation is of no more help than the
more direct one previously considered.
I cannot see any other plausible possibilities

for repre-

senting the case under discussion within the confines of the
generational machinery.
Let me

state at this

reassessments

point the features

that I wish to emphasize.

were attained on Goldman's behalf
raising/signalling case,
some paradigms

of

provided

of the

Some

foregoing

limited gains

with respect to the arm(among other things)

that

augmentation generation are not treated as
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such.

Unfortunately in the pointing case,

where we started

with a problem directly created by augmentation generation,
similar success was not to be had.

Nonetheless,

these treat-

ments have yielded one major accomplishment in that they
point to augmentation generation as source of difficulty.
Thus in augmentation generation we have isolated a good Scandidate

(ceteris paribus)

for modification in Goldman's ac-

count.
Furthermore,

there is a bonus of sorts.

It will be re-

called that Goldman's technical notion of generation is one
abstracted from the phenomenon of the
day speech.

"by"

-locution in every-

However, with respect to augmentation generation

Goldman himself remarks,
The concept of augmentation generation, as I
have characterized it, does not mesh completely
with the other three forms of generation.
And
I think that, in general, it is not intuitively
as attractive as these other species of generation.
The feeling that it is rather different
from the other three species is supported by the
fact that the preposition "by" is inapplicable
in connection with it.
In all cases of causal,
conventional, or simple generation it is appropriate to say that S did act A' "by" doing A.
But we would not ordinarily say that S ran at 8
m.p.h. "by" running or that S extended his arm
out the window "by" extending his arm.
Nor
would we say that S jump-shot (or "took a jumpshot") "by" shooting. 8
Thus the feature we have isolated as a candidate for revision is one which Goldman himself considers anomalous and
has misgivings about.
ferred from this,

Of course not too much should be in-

but it does suggest that augmentation gen-

eration is the first thing Goldman would be prepared to give
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up,

were he prepared to give up anything at all.
So we have isolated in augmentation generation a feature

of Goldman's theory which is the source of his individuation
problems,

ceteris paribus.

Now we must consider the question

of whether it is possible to modify the theory, within the
constraints previously specified,

by tampering with augmenta-

tion generation.
If we cannot have augmentation generation as it stands,
what could we replace it with?
one writer has suggested,

9

Would it help the account,

as

to identify the acts standing in

the relation of augmentation generation with one another?

A

moment's reflection will serve to verify that for Goldman the
answer has to be "no".

To return to our pointing case,

S's pointing with his left hand is identical with,
than generated from,

S's pointing,

and likewise,

with his right hand is identical with,
by S's pointing,
pointing with his

if

rather

S's pointing

rather than generated

then by the principles of identity,

S's

left hand would be identical with S's point-

ing with his right hand

-

a patent absurdity

This absurd

conclusion can only be avoided if we are willing to countenance distinct tokens of S's pointing at t,
given Goldman's criterion of identity.
ing augmentation generations

which is impossible

Therefore relinquish-

in favor of identities would do

little to take us beyond the original difficulties.
What are the alternatives to identity?
some form of

'inclusion'

Kim has

suggested

in terms of which "...such acts are

different but not entirely distinct..."

10

Kim's particular
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notion of inclusion,
all,

insofar as he says anything about it at

turns out to be none other than Goldman's generation

under an alias 11 and is thus of no help in itself.

However,

the suggestion of inclusion in some other form might be worth
pursuing.
Some of the intuitive appeal Kim finds for his notion of
inclusion may derive from trading on associations with various notions of inclusion which have philosophical currency.
Hence the possibility that one of these might be an improvement on augmentation generation merits consideration.
follows,

In what

I will briefly take up some of these and give rea-

sons why they won't do for Goldman's purposes.
Two forms of inclusion which have to be excluded at the
outset involve the inclusion of. spatial or temporal parts,
for example,

respectively,

as

running from 1st Street to 3rd

Street might include running from 1st Street to 2nd Street,
and running from daybreak to noon might include running from
daybreak to mid-morning.

The reason for excluding inclusion

of these kinds should be self-evident;
there be,

the inclusion,

if such

of S's pointing in S's pointing with his left hand

is not of this nature.

If S is pointing and happens to be

doing so with his left hand,

little sense could be attached

to the claim S's pointing and S's pointing with his left hand
occur in different places and over different time intervals.
Alternatively,
remove,

viz.,

the inclusion involved might be at one

the inclusion of entailment:

that S is pointing

with his left hand entails that. S is pointing.
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Such inclusion in itself tells us more about meaning relations between terms

(or relations among concepts)

than about the things denoted by these terms
falling under these concepts);

rather

(or the things

although some philosophers are

in the habit of speaking as if it established more.

12

Whether

or not such inclusion is helpful or even germane depends on
what one wishes to do with it
sumes along with it.

-

more pointedly,

what one as-

If one assumes that entailment relations

between event descriptions mirror part-whole relationships
between the events themselves,

one is using the former as a

criterion for the latter.
I believe such a criterion unsatisfactory for the purpose
of picking out an intuitive inclusion relation to supplant
augmentation generation.
"consideration",
entails that

s is

With respect to the case still under

that S is pointing with his right hand also
pointing.

Are we to conclude from such ad-

mittedly undeniable entailments that S's pointing with his
right hand and S's pointing with his left hand are not entirely distinct actions?

That certainly does grate against the

intuitions.
We can,

of course,

actions overlap,

say,

tell a special story to make
if 5,

such

while pointing with left hand also

uses it to support his paralysed right hand in a pointing
position.
stances,

However,

in the absence of such special circum-

it is hard to imagine what sense could be given to

the claim that part of S's pointing with his left hand is
included in S's pointing with his right hand.

They are,
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ceteris paribus,
Finally,

entirely distinct actions.

we might consider the possibility of some kind

of set-theoretic inclusion involving the extensions of the
act-properties exemplified.

It is a common enough practice

to speak of one property as being included in another where
this is meant to convey the fact that the extension of one is
a subset of the extension of the other.

However,

this kind

of inclusion does not seem to be a likely candidate for lending weight to Kim's intuitions either.

It is difficult to

see how the fact that the extension of one act-type

is in-

cluded in that of another has any relevance at all as far as
any particular act's being included in another is concerned.
However,

even if it had relevance it would be of no use

to Goldman since it would conflict with the main tenets of
his account.

His existence condition for events and his cri-

terion of identity presuppose that every act-token is a token
of exactly one act type,

13

and thus preclude the sort of in-

clusion just considered.
The foregoing,

I believe,

exhaust the kinds of inclusion

worthy of consideration as alternatives to augmentation generation

-

at least if

leading word.

"inclusion"

At any rate,

is not to be a totally mis-

they are the only notions of in-

clusion I am acquainted with from the philosophical literature.

While the preceding remarks on identity and the vari-

ous notions of inclusion may not be the final word,

they at

least make manifest the difficulty of finding a replacement
for augmentation generation within the confines of the multi-
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plying account,

and in the terms suggested by the literature

in this area.
However,

-

I think it is possible to make a stronger state-

ment as to how things stand with respect to augmentation generation than the foregoing one.

Inherent in any attempt to

tamper with augmentation generation,
problems,

the source of Goldman's

is the inability to confine such moves to just aug-

mentation generation.
demonstrate.

That this is so is not difficult to

For example,

if S stabs Alvin,

then,

provided

that S used the appropriate implement in the event,

S's stab-

bing Alvin generates S's knifing Alvin by simple generation.
But S's stabbing Alvin also generates,
stabbing Alvin with a knife.

by augmentation,

"S knifes Alvin"

and

S's

"S stabs

Alvin with a knife" mutually entail one another as they are
synonymous.

Given the possibility of proceeding in such a

fashion in so many cases,

special moves against augmentation

generation cannot be made which would not ipso facto affect
the other kinds of generation as well.

Augmentation genera-

tion overlaps and hence stands or falls with the other types
of generation.
Considering the issue from a motivational point of view,
there is another reason why the multiplying account can ill
afford to dispense with augmentation generation.
as

Generation

such was invoked by Goldman to provide an alternative ac-

count for a certain unity among events which were held to be
identical by Davidson.
to ensure this unity,

Since generation had to be transitive
it followed that the different kinds of
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generation had to have a core in common to ensure transitivity.

Let us recall that early in this chapter,

just such a

common denominator linking all the types of generation was
emphasized,

viz.,

that what is generated by what is ultimately

dependent on the truth of certain counter-factuals.
If one were to give up augmentation generation,- one would
either have to give up the counter-factual basis for generation or adduce reasons why the counter-factual

considerations

should guarantee the occurrence of the other kinds of generation

but not guarantee the occurrence of augmentation genera-

tion.

The former would in effect deprive the account of both

the rationale for its claims about particular cases and its
explanatory force with respect to those cases.

The latter,

were it not already frustrated by the fact of generational
overlap due to synonymy relations indicated above,

would not

be indicated by any save ad hoc considerations within the
theory as we know it.
By now,

I take it,

it is obvious that the criticisms made

against Goldman in the last chapter do not indicate mere problems

in letter that are amenable td easy modification.

Gold-

man's difficulties are deep-rooted and relatively intractable.
We isolated in augmentation generation a feature of Goldman's
theory as source of the problems and as candidate for revision.

However,

not only could we not find a suitable alterna-

tive to augmentation generation,

but on closer examination it

also became evident that augmentation generation was

so in-

timately intertwined with the mainstays of the theory that it
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could not be

tampered

with without drastic consequences for

the rest of the theory.
Throughout this chapter we have,
a sympathetic hearing,

in order to give Goldman

in effect entered into collusion with

respect to certain counter-factual assumptions,
general level,
in his account,

and at a more

with respect to the role of counter-factuals
as such.

Before concluding this chapter,

I

think it apropos to register some suspicions concerning the
latter.
The fact that Goldman's multiplying account turns on
counter-factuals at all,

I will argue,

robs the account of

its main motivation.
The concerns which prompted Goldman's account issued out
of cases where Davidson would account for a certain unity
among actions by holding actions differently described to be
identical.

This had odd-sounding or false-seeming results

when substitutions into certain statements were made on the
basis of the held identities.

Such results,

Goldman argued,

invalidated the presumed identities.
Now let us consider,

in outline,

with respect to such cases.

Suppose,

the Goldman approach
for example,

that S

moves his hand and that S frightens a fly and that these actions are so related that S frightens the fly by moving his
hand.

Davidson would account for the relatedness by suggest-

ing that S's moving his hand and S's frightening the fly are
the same event.

Goldman,

on the other hand,

would account

for this relatedness by taking the facts of the situation to
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materially imply that S's moving his hand generates S's
frightening a fly.
If we cash out the generation relation,
tails that if S had not moved his hand,
frightened the fly,

or alternatively,

moving his hand had not occurred,
would not have occurred.

14

that in turn en-

S would not have

it entails that if S's

S's frightening the fly

So Goldman has replaced the David-

sonian explanation of the unity of action in terms of identity with one in terms of counter-factuals.
However,

counter-factuals do create an environment for

singular terms in which obvious identicals cannot be truly or
straightforwardly substituted.

For example,

we know as a

matter of historical fact that
(1)

Nixon's succession to the presidency

=

Johnson's

successor's succession to the presidency
Furthermore,
(ii)

we know that

If Humphrey had succeeded Johnson as president,
Nixon's succession to the presidency would not
have occurred

However,

if we substitute into

(ii)

on the basis of

(i), we

get
(iii)

If Humphrey had succeeded Johnson as president,

John-

son's successor's succession to the presidency would
not have occurred.
On the face of it,

(iii)

non-straightforward reading

is either false or requires a
-

surely Johnson would have been

succeeded by his successor no matter who won the election.
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However,

it is not my purpose here to claim that

be false,

or that contexts such as

opaque or oblique,

or the like.

(ii)

and

(iii)

(iii)

must be

My point is this.

account which turns on counter-factuals to work,

must

For an

we must be

able and willing to tell a special story about how the singular terms involved refer in order to explain how false-seeming statements such as

(iii)

with identities such as
told for Goldman,
next chapter

-

can be understood as consistent

(ii).

such a story

But if such a story can be
-

and here I anticipate the

can equally well have been told for Davidson.

If we don't tell such a story,
par with Davidson's
sequences.

it would have similar unpalatable con-

-

If we do tell such a story,

on a par with Goldman.
no

Goldman's account is on a

In either case,

Davidson is likewise
Goldman's account is

advance with respect to the concerns to which the account

was originally addressed.

Hence the multiplying alternative's

counter-factual grounding constitutes a motivational embarrassment for Goldman.
Our conclusion here,

that Goldman's account is no advance

over Davidson's account,

restates and reinforces that of the

last chapter.

it does so independently of the de-

Moreover,

tails of the account
generation,

-

the characterization of the types of

the criterion of identity,

lied upon in that discussion.

etc.

-

which were re-

This makes the case against

Goldman quite formidable and suggests that a re-examination
of the case against Davidson is in order.
task of the next chapter.

That will be the
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CHAPTER V

THE THREE OBJECTIONS RECONSIDERED

5.1

Introduction
So far,

the evidence seems to indicate that neither the

unifying nor the multiplying account fares too well with respect to the three problems initially raised just against the
former.

However,

the last chapter makes it clear that this

cannot be viewed as simply a choice between two views of
equal merit,

or demerit,

as the case may be.

Goldman's ac-

count fares the worse in that it is additionally plagued by
severe and irremediable individuation problems.

Furthermore,

we noted a fundamental problem of motivation for Goldman
which suggests,

among other things,

that he may have been too

quick in his dismissal of Davidson.
However,

to raise general doubts about Goldman's reasoning

with respect to Davidson's identity claims is one thing.

If

we are to progress beyond such innuendo the following remains
to be done.

Sense must be made of the particular identity

claims which are at stake.

An understanding of the contexts

within which the identity claims are made must be provided in
order to satisfy whatever intuitions might prima facie be at
odds with such claims.

And finally,

some indication of where

the original reasoning went wrong must be given.
ends,

To these

a re-examination of the original arguments brought to

bear against Davidson will be the main undertaking of the
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present chapter.

5.2

The Causal Objection
With respect to the particular example used above to

illustrate the causal objection to Davidson's
sis',
(4)

it will be recalled that we
Donald's pulling the trigger

'identity the-

inferred

-

+Donald's

killing of Alvin

from the assumptions
(1)

Donald's pulling the trigger caused the gun's

firing

and
(2)

It

is not the case that Donald's killing Alvin caused

the gun's
where the
event

firing

inference was

identity,

viz.,

they have exactly the
There

licensed by Davidson's principle

that events are identical
same causes and the

is no point in seeking to

by attacking Davidson's principle
though the principle
see

for

event

this particular

extensionality could

serve in its

vance

(2).
in

fect that
Donald's

As previously noted,
support of premise
it would

(2)

Al-

as we will

argument does not
The usual principles

stead.

1

We turn then to the remaining alternative,
mise

argument

identity.

is not without its problems

in a later chapter,

in case

same effects.

invalidate this

stand or fall with Davidson's criterion.
of

just

for

namely,

pre-

the reasons Goldman would
involve

something to the ef-

sound odd or counter-intuitive to

killing Alvin caused the gun's

the case envisaged we simply wouldn't

ad-

firing,

or,

say that
that in

say that this was

so.
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Although,

as

I have previously indicated,

what we would

or would not say in certain circumstances is not always decisive,

2

in many circumstances acceptable inferences from

what would or would not be said to what is the case can be
readily made nonetheless.
supposition,

It is also not an unreasonable

ceteris paribus,

that the things we do say or

would say carry somewhat more weight than the things we
wouldn't say.

For the example as presented,

to say that

Donald's killing Alvin did not cause the gun's firing does
indeed seem like a normal reaction.
Davidsonian position,

If we ate to advance a

we must determine why this is so and

reconcile this fact with whatever sense we give to the identity claim in question.

It does not appear to be so for any

immediately evident formal reason.
"immediately evident".
one, might be

'found'

The stress here is on

A formal reason,

or the beginnings of

if one were to make explicit the times

of Donald's killing of Alvin and of the gun's firing for the
particular case at issue,

and in addition had an analysis of

causal relationships requiring
ordered in certain ways.

the relata to be temporally

It is certainly not implausible

that unexpressed beliefs regarding times might underlie the
intuitions which seem to support premise

(2),

e.g.,

the be-

lief that the killing could not have caused the gun's firing
because the killing as

such is not temporally prior to the

gun's firing.
So viewed,

however,

the causal objection would turn in

this particular case on the question of what time the killing
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occurred,

which would in effect reduce it to the temporal

objection.

Since the temporal problem will be discussed

again in its turn below we need not at this point address ourselves to this version of the causal objection.
If we are to get a handle on the causal objection in terms
that are

(prima facie)

independent of the temporal worries,

the present example again presents a problem.

To do justice

to the point at issue we must be able to decide to some extent
what killings,

as

such,

are.

Davidson believes that

"[t]

des-

cribe an event as a killing is to describe it as an event
(here an action)
is correct,

that caused a death".

3

If this contention

then we would have an unproblematic way of under-

standing the claim that Donald's killing of Alvin caused the
gun's firing,
wording.

despite its perhaps inelegant and/or misleading

It does not seem to me to be objectionable that

Donald's causing the death of Alvin have among its effects
the gun's firing as well as Alvin's death.
example under consideration,
death of Alvin as he did,
gun's firing.

Indeed,

in the

for Donald to have caused the

his action first had to cause the

4

Now it might be thought that this way of giving sense to
Davidson's claim is undermined by certain facts which,
Goldman and others are correct,

would establish, that expres-

sions like "Donald's killing Alvin"
such causal counterparts as
Alvin",

if

do not

'mean'

the same as

"Donald's causing the death of

"the action of Donald's which caused Alvin's death",

and the like.

5
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The reasoning here involves two contentions:

first,

that

the facts cited demonstrate that "Donald's killing Alvin"
does not mean the same as
secondly,

"Donald's causing Alvin's death";

that such difference in meaning shows that the ex-

pressions are not co-referential.

In what follows,

I will

argue against both these claims.
The sorts of facts that are supposed to show that
ald's killing Alvin"
ing Alvin's death"

does not mean the same as

are facts such as these:

cause the death of another by hiring,
someone else to kill him,

"Don-

"Donald's caus-

that one can

coercing,

convincing

that one can cause his death by

letting him be killed by someone or something,

and the like.

Why do such facts establish the alleged difference in meaning?
Because,

we are told,

getting or letting someone or something

else to kill someone is not killing him.
"If I coerce Smith into killing Jones,
death,

but I do not kill him;

As Thomson says,

then I cause Jones's

Smith kills him."

6

But it is not clear that such examples are true counterexamples to the meaning claims in question.

Having killed

by proxy is certainly not a defence against murder in a court
of law.

Also,

we do say things such as,

6,000,000 Jews were killed by Hitler.
convince the Israelis otherwise.

for example,

that

It would be hard to

So it appears that having

someone killed is killing at least in some contexts.
A response that might be made here is that such cases
involve using the verb

"kill"

and its cognates in a 'special
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way'.

7

Special or not, what is overlooked is that a parallel

use exists for

"cause"

and its cognates.

Accusing someone of having killed constitutes
words'

in many circumstances

-

'fighting

such accusations are often used

in fixing direct responsibility,

blame,

or guilt.

Hence we

may not always say that S killed R when S caused R'S death at
several removes,

because the responsibility

.etc., may not be

as great or may be more diffused at that remove,

or because

attributing responsibility might for some reason even be inappropriate at that level.

However,

it is plain that we are

often equally reluctant to single out someone as having caused
a death in such contexts.

When we don't want to put the en-

tire responsibility or blame on some agent at several removes
down the causal chain,
ing in terms of

we often mitigate our remarks by speak-

"indirectly causing"

by speaking of contributing factors,
causal agency altogether.
course S did not cause
he did,

as opposed to causing,
or by seemingly denying

We might say,

R's death,

for example,

"of

but had he not done what

R's death might not have occurred"

and be perfectly

well understood.
Granted,
idioms.

this too may involve a special use of causal

The point is that they can be paired with the pur-

ported special uses of

"kill"

in such a way that the type of

sameness of meaning in question need not be given up.
respond to Thomson's remark,

if I cause Jones's death by

coercing Smith into killing him,
(unspecified)

To

it may be true that in some

sense I have not killed Smith.

But in that
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sense,

perhaps I haven't caused his death either.

Clearly,
the form

"S'S

then,

more is needed to show that expressions of

killing of R"

not the same in meaning.

and "S's causing R's death"

However,

are

even if that can be estab-

lished by means of other considerations,

still more is needed

to show that such expressions do not denote or refer to the
same event.

All that differences in meaning of the kind Gold-

man and Thomson have argued for would establish is that not
all cauSingS-to-die are killings.
converse,

It does not rule out the

that all killings are causings-to-die, much less

the weaker condition that some actions are both killings and
causings-to--die.

So it appears that our way of making sense

of Davidson's identity claim has not been invalidated by the
response we have been considering.
We have,

then,

indicated how we might understand David-

son's identity claim

and have found grounds for rejecting

certain moves

intended to count against that way of under-

standing it.

It still remains,

however,

to account for the

fact that it does seem to be a normal reaction to say,
example as presented,

that Donald's killing Alvin did not

cause the gun's firing.
with Davidson's

of the

How is that fact to be reconciled

identity claim which in the context under

discussion forces the conclusion that it is the case that
Donald's killing Alvin caused the gun's firing?

What ration-

ale could there be for holding that conclusion to be merely
awkward or misleading,

say,

as opposed to false?

proceed to provide answers to these questions.

I will now
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The widely held view that explanation contexts are nonextensional 8 suggests a way of resolving the above discrepancy.
I will endorse that view without argument.

Another widely

held view maintains that verbal specifications of causes are
causal explanations.

9

I do not agree with this view on its

strictest reading.

However,

I will endorse and partially

defend a qualified version of this view.

I will hold that

verbal specifications of causes are commonly causal explanations.

It follows immediately from these assumptions that

verbal specifications of causes commonly provide non-extensional contexts.

This,

together with other considerations,

will enable us to defuse arguments based on the apparent failure of identity substitutions in certain verbal specifications
of cause.
While I do not pretend to have an account of causal explanation up my sleeve,

this much seems clear:

some causal

explanations involve events somehow typified by descriptions
or other expressions such that events of the sort usually
described or denoted by one expression are regularly followed
by events of the sort usually described or denoted by another
expression.

Thus when giving a particular specification of

cause and effect,

the explanatory force often derives from

and is sensitive to the choice of words.
The foregoing remark on regularity is of course an oversimplification,

and the point about sensitivity,

be qualified to accommodate vagaries of context.
for example,

too,

has to

Consider

the following typical specification of cause:
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(a)

the ringing of the alarm caused John to awaken.

This specification might be deemed explanatory with respect to why John awoke because ringing alarm clocks are just
the sorts of things that generally might be expected to
awaken people.

The words employed in the event designating

expressions embedded in
tion

-

or

(a)

openly hint at such a correla-

"law-like connection",

the case of

(a),

then,

as some would call it.

a common awareness of a fair correla-

tion between two types of events lets
explanation.

In

The underscored word

"fair"

simplification regarding regularity.
generalization which corresponds to

(a) work as a causal
emphasizes the over-

That the superficial
(a)

must be true if

(a)

itself is to be deemed explanatory and/or true would be too
much to expect.

The notion of regularity that is at issue is

not that of strict correlation but one that is indicated by
the presumption of inhibiting factors when correlation fails.
Considerations of causal regularity,
count for its being a natural reaction,

I suspect,

will ac-

as Goldman maintains,

for saying of the Davidsonian example that Donald's killing
Alvin did not cause the gun's firing.

However,

such an ac-

counting would seem to provide the opposition with yet another rejoinder.
The counter-move is this.

The connection between causal

specification and causal explanation is so intimate,
be claimed,

it could

that a statement cannot succeed as a specification

of cause and effect unless it functions as an explanation as
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well.

So the statement at issue,

10

ling Alvin caused the gun's firing,
false,

viz.,

that Donald's ki l-

does not merely seem

as defenders of Davidson might claim.

this intimate connection it simply is

false.

In virtue of
It cannot be

understood as both a true and a cause-specifying statement.
Given the way that causal explanation has been .characterized in terms of regularity above,
a move excludes too much.

it would appear that such

Consider for example another typi-

cal causal statement:
(b)

The outbreak of World War II caused the British
fascist movement to wither away.

Clearly there is no hint of regularity in this

specifica-

tion of cause and effect which is on a par with that to be
found in

(a)

above.

One would be hard pressed to find corre-

lations between outbreaks of war and fascist decline,

let

alone wars of the global variety and decline of fascism in
its Anglo-Saxon mode.
However,

let me play Devil's advocate for the moment and

sketch an argument on behalf of the opposition.

I will con-

tend that this line of reasoning is too facile in that it
meets the letter rather than the spirit of the claim it is
advanced against.
ween

(a)

and

(b),

Despite the prima fade differences betI will suggest how a plausible case might

be made for assimilating statements of the kind exhibited by
(b)

to the kind exhibited by
Statement

a way that

(a)

(b)

(a).

is a statement of historical dimensions in

is not.

The very singular terms in it already
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figure as complex and abstractive summations of more mundane
occurrences,

and for

(b)

to work as a statement at all one

must have some idea of what counts as the outbreak of W.W.II
and what counts as the decline of British fascism.
gests that statements

like

(b)

This sug-

are best approached by way of

considering what sort of pursuit anyone making them would be
engaging in.
When historians,
make statements like

whether of the classroom or the barroom,
(b),

the presumed rationale or methodol-

ogy of their pursuit may already commit them to the assumption that there is something about the outbreak of W.W.II and
something about the demise of British fascism which is an
instance of a regularity.

Such indeed has been argued else-

where. 11
If this view is correct,

it would appear that although

these events are not designated in a manner that displays a
regularity,
Furthermore,

they can nonetheless be so designated in principle.
statements

like

(b)

do not occur in vacuums,
assumptions,

but

against backdrops of known facts,

beliefs,

etc.,

which are often merely implicit.

So it may well be that it

is the backdrop rather than the explicit expression which
carries the burden of the explanatory force for statements
like

(b).
Another way of putting the point is this.

While the

causal relationship is not explicitly specified in terms from
which a regularity can be read off,
(b)

an adequate analysis of

in context would have to be in such terms.

W.W.

II has
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to be understood as causing what it does qua some characteristic it has,

and likewise the decline of fascism in Britain

as an effect has to be understood qua some characteristic it
has.

Otherwise

specification.

(b)

would be somehow wanting as a causal

Similarly,

of course,

in the case of

ringing of the alarm clock has to be understood quc
ing,

(a),

the

its ring-

but this qualification would normally be redundant in

such specifications. 12
I have suggested that in the case of
drop,

not the verbal specification,

of the explanation.

However,

(b)

it is the back-

that caries the burden

it is clear that this feature

only superficially differentiates type

(b)

from type

(a).

It

is a consequence of biology and culture that certain regularities are entrenched in our ways of thinking and that certain
verbal specifications suffice as explanations in the barest
of contexts.

A Martian on the other hand might have to be

told something about the purpose of alarm clocks and what it
is about their ringing that interrupts human sleep if

(a)

is

to work as, an explanation for him.
Hence the previous

suggestion that the point about an ex-

planation's sensitivity to word choice needed qualification
comes to this:

what words enable a specification to work as

an explanation is to a large extent dependent on when and
where and who is explaining what to whom.
the difference between

(a)

difference in degree.

So statements

lated to statements like

and

(a)

(b)

Put more bluntly,

can be cashed out as a
like

(b)

on some story,

can be assimi-

with their intui-
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tive difference coming to no more than one of relying on context to a different degree.

This establishes that where regu-

larities are not openly apparent in the verbal specification
of cause,

singular causal statements may nonetheless still

work as explanations.
tion suggested by

(b)

Furthermore,

at the level of abstrac-

it may well be that a case can be made

for its being the case that one cannot really apprehend the
intended causal relationship unless the specification thereof
already constitutes an explanation.
The preceding remarks suggest that Goldman

et al.

would

have a strong case against Davidson in the claim that there
is no causal specification without causal explanation.

But

what they also suggest is that we have been looking for
counter-examples to that claim in the wrong places.
specifications in history may already be skewed,
nature of the historical enterprise.

Causal

given the

The same probably holds

for pursuits involving similar levels of sophistication and
abstraction.

Let us turn,

then,

to an example involving

cruder appreciation of causal relationships.
Accounts or fictionalizations of contacts between advanced
and primitive cultures provide a rich source of such examples.13
Consider the savage who is told to point and pull what to
us are a gun and its trigger,

respectively.

there are two unusual events,

viz.,

For the savage

his pulling a thing stick-

ing out from a strange object and the immediately ensuing recoil,

crashing sound,

puff of smoke,

large hold, in the object pointed at.

and appearance of a
What sort of causal
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specification could the savage give his fellow tribesmen?
pulled this thing on it and that made it do that"
would capture it.

"I

probably

Has the savage apprehended the causal con-

nection between the two novel events?
away and running for cover,

His throwing the gun

or his quick offer of cattle and

wives in exchange would be evidence that he had.
causal specification,

such as it is,

Ias his

succeeded in making mani-

fest the causal relationship to his fellow tribesmen?

If

they too are lining up with offers of cattle and wives he
would seem to have gotten the message across.
supported by a well-known causal connection

-

That much is
that between

perceiving something as an advantage and wanting it.
There is no good reason,

it appears,

for denying that our

savage has succeeded in making and communicating a true causal statement.

But his statement does not allude to any regu-

larities explicitly and there certainly aren't any that he
and his tribesmen could be implicitly aware of,

given their

hypothesized ignorance of firearms technology.

They have no

fair correlations between pulling little levers on strange
objects and loud noises,

smoke, and holes to fall back on

which would explain how and why the former caused the latter.
Here,

then,

we have a counter-example to the thesis that

there cannot be causal specification without causal explanation.

There may of course reside in causal specification a

commitment to the existence of some explanatory regularity or
other,
point.

but that is another matter and does not vitiate the
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Now I think we are in a position to venture an explanation of both why it seems natural enough to deny that Donald's killing of Alvin caused the gun to fire and why that is
not a problem for Davidson's identity claim and its consequences.
(i)

Suppose
Donald's killing Alvin caused the gun's firing

is the result of substituting the identity,
(ii)

Donald's killing Alvin

=

Donald's pulling the

trigger
into
(iii)

Donald's pulling of the trigger caused the gun's
firing.

If

(iii)

provides an explanation context,

something can be expected to go wrong with
(iii).

It is,

after all,

(i)

then naturally
in the role of

qua trigger pulling and not qua

killing that Donald's action causes the gun's firing.

If the

assertibility conditions in ordinary circumstances ensure
that a statement like
(iv)

(i)

has the force of,

say,

Donald's action qua killing of Alvin caused the
gun's firing

then for such contexts there would be every reason to take
(i)

to be false,

as Goldman wants it,

rather than merely odd.

This point can be reinforced if one notes a peculiar
feature of

(i)

which makes it inherently unsuited for the

r61e of causal explanation as conceived above.

The verbal

specification of the action which caused the gun's firing as
a killing makes use of a characteristic the action could only
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have in virtue of an effect it happens to bring about;
this case,

Alvin's death.

in

Such a specification of Donald's

action could hardly be explanatory of Alvin's death or of any
intermediary events in the causal chain leading to Alvin's
death,

such as the gun's firing.

causal statement

(b),

Unlike the above historical

which at least promises explanation

relative to a backdrop,

such a specification as

(i)

actually

confounds the explanatory role that is commonly expected of
a causal specification.
The fact that a verbal specification of cause for a certain kind of example not only is not,
atory as far as certain effects'
accounts

but could not be explan-

taking place is concerned

in a fully general way for the presumed falseness of

specifications like

(i).

Hence such presumptions are not to

be written off merely as unfortunate intuitions about underdetermined,
However,

artificial examples.
by now it should be clear that they no longer

have to be written off as far as the unifying position is
concerned.

If

(i)

does provide an explanation context,

have argued on behalf of causal claims ordinarily made,
I think the tendency to count
be of the same ilk,
from this?
as such,

Not,

(i)

as false,

might be justifiable.

I suggest,

as I
then

when assumed to
But what follows

that Davidson's claim is mistaken

but that his claim would be mistaken if his verbal

specifications of cause were specifications-cum-explanations
in the ordinary way.

That there can be verbal specifications

of cause which are not explanations has already been estab-
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lished,

so the argument against Davidson can proceed only if

it can show the protasis to be somehow a consequence of the
unifying position.

As far as I can determine there is no

reason to regard Davidson as being committed to such a position.

He can simply deny that when he expresses a causal

claim a la

(i)

he means it to be understood as

(iv).,

notwith-

standing the fact that in daily discourse it might nevertheless be so taken.

He can argue that the assertibility condi-

tions for an expression like

(i)

philosophical theory such as his,

are,

within the context of a

different from those of

normal pragmatic contexts.
Thus we see that the causal objection,
tial impact,

despite its ini-

does not cause problems that cannot be handled

by a Davidsonian unifying position.

I suspect that much of

the initial force this objection has derives from the particular nature of the shooting-killing example.
generally,

are not nearly so convincing.

14

Other examples

Consider this one

Goldman also provides:
Suppose that John is playing the piano and that his
playing causes Smith to fall asleep while also causing
Brown, who was already asleep, to wake up.
John has
performed the following acts: (1) he has played the
piano, (2) he has put Smith to sleep, and (3) he has
awakened Brown.
According to the identity thesis,
John's playing the piano = John's putting Smith to
sleep = John's awakening Brown.
But are these genuine
identities?
Consider the following two events: (el)
Smith's falling asleep and (e2) Brown's wakinq up.
Ex hypothesi, both of these events were caused by
John's playing the piano.
Now let us compare John's
playing the piano with John's awakening Brown. Clearly
while John's playing the piano caused (e), Smith's
falling asleep, John's awakening Brown did not cause
(el).
Similarly, compare John's playing the piano
with John's putting Smith to sleep.
John's playing
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the piano did cause (e 2 ), Brown's waking up, while
John's putting Smith to sleep did not cause (e 2 ).
We see, then, that John's act of playing the piano
has a property which is lacked by John's act of
putting Smith to sleep and has another property
which is lacked by John's act of awakening Brown.
Hence, John's playing the piano cannot be identical
with John's putting Smith to sleep and cannot be
identical with John's awakening Brown. 15
This argument is of the same format as the shooting-killing one we have thus far been discussing.
crucial premise,

However,

here the

that John's putting Smith to sleep did

cause Brown's waking up,

does not seem to have nearly the

clout that attached to the crucial premise in the shootingkilling case,

viz.,

(1)

above.

Is it mistaken to say that John's putting Smith to sleep
caused Brown to awaken?

There seems to be no inherent reason

why the act of putting one person to sleep cannot cause
another person to awaken.
circumstances,
statement.

Perhaps if one were unaware of the

one's curiosity might be whetted by such a

But that would go no farther towards establishing

such a claim to be false than
ple)

(to return to a previous exam-

the fact that someone ignorant of 20th C.

be puzzled by the claim that the onset of W.W.

history might
II caused

British fascism to wither would go towards showing that the
onset of W.W.

II did not cause fascism in Britain to wither.

All that follows is that the form of words does not make the
law-like connection manifest.
Here in fact it does seem plausible to say that John's
putting Smith to sleep caused Brown to awaken,

because in fact

John put Smith to sleep with piano musicwithin Brown's ear-.
shot.

Put another way,

there are other descriptions available
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for designating John's putting Smith to sleep,
putting Smith to sleep with piano music",

e.g.,

"John's

which more openly

suggest the law-like connection and thereby make the causal
claim less puzzling. 16
This concludes my reconsideration of the causal objection
to Davidson.

5.3

The Relational Objection
Next,

we will re-assess the relational objection to David-

son's'identity thesis'.

For the particular example used to

illustrate this objection,

it will be recalled that from the

premises
(1)

John turned on the light by flipping the switch

(2)

It is not the case that John flipped the switch by turnon the light,

(3)

and

It is not the case that John flipped the switch by
flipping the switch

it was to be inferred that
(4)

John's flipping the switch

+John's

turning on the light

The reasoning Goldman claimed to be employing here was
this.

There is a relationship predicated of two acts in

which,

witness

be irreflexive.

(2),

must be asymmetric,

and witness

(1)

(3), must

Identity is both symmetric and reflexive.

So the relationship in question cannot be one between identicals.
Before providing my own criticisms of this argument,

I

shall first undertake to defend it against what I believe to
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be a wrong-headed objection.
The objection in question is one that has been raised by
Judith Jarvis Thomson.

18

Her point is that the apparent

logical structure of this type of argument does not permit
the purported reasoning to go through.

The alleged problem

is that none of the premises contain the singular terms for
acts found in the conclusion,
switch"

viz.,

"John's flipping the

and "John's turning on the light".

Clearly these or

some such implicitly co-referential with these will be required at some level of analysis,

if the argument is to suc-

ceed.
Enough slack might be allowed to regard the string "flipping the switch",

which appears in

(1)

and

contexts elliptical for something like
switch"

or

"his flipping the switch",

(3),

as

in these

"John's flipping the
the latter perhaps be-

ing preferable in that it could be more felicitously incorporated into the sentences in question.

The corresponding

move could be made for "turning on the light"

in

(2).

I do not see anything objectionable in allowing that
there is

such slackness.

tions are made,

However,

even if these accommoda-

there would still not be enough singular

terms in the premises,

as they stand,

to permit Goldman's

line of reasoning about relations.
Thomson makes the suggestion that perhaps Goldman thinks
his

"by"

-locutions are analysable or paraphrasable into

something that does contain the singular terms required to
give the argument a valid form.

Barely having proposed this,
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however,

Thomson goes on to argue against the possibility of

such a paraphrase.

Here are her remarks:

Goldman says of Miss Anscombe's man that
(2)

He replenished the water supply by operating
the pump

perhaps he thinks
(2')

(2)

is paraphrasable into

His replenishing -of the water supply has
the by-relation to his 'operating the pump...

But is (2) paraphrasable into (2')?
Suppose Miss Anscombe's man has been pumping
away every morning for weeks; only today,
for the first time were the pipes in order,
and so only today, for the first time did
he replenish the water supply by operating
the pump.
Then (2) is true.
But if in
saying (2') the replenishing I refer to is
today's and the pumping I refer to is yesterday's, then
in light of what one supposes Goldman means by 'the by-relation'
(2') should be false.
The difficulty here...
[is that] 'He verbed' doesn't itself contain
any expression referring to a particular act,
and is true even if he verbed many times,
whereas the nominalization 'his verbing'
constructed from it purports to refer to
a particular act.' 9
-

-

I have three comments in response to Thomson on this
point.

First,

let me speak to the insinuation that a sentence

containing no singular terms for acts cannot purport to pertain to a particular act,

as can the nominalizations con-

structed from such sentences.
false.

Such a contention is clearly

Suppose a prankster makes the report,

the lake",

"Sam fell in

at a time when Sam has not recently been anywhere
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near the lake.

The fact that Sam had fallen in the lake

three years previously would not let the prankster off the
hook

-

he was not reporting

'ancient history'.

His statement

only works as a prank because it purports to report a particular event,

which as it happens did not occur.

Consider also a situation where equivocation is resolved:
A:

Sam fell in the lake again.

B:

I was there

-

He nearly drowned.

but to me it looked like he was just

fooling around.
A:

That was yesterday.

I'm talking about this morning.

That such clarification is at all appropriate points to the
fact that expressions such as
purport to be about,

"Sam fell in the lake"

commonly

and are taken as purporting to be about,

particular events.
My second comment is in respect of a possible objection
that may be raised against my first.

It might be protested

that what I have said about statements

pertaining to particu-

lar events

is a question of pragmatics,

not logical form;

thus

irrelevant as far as the question of the validity of

it is

Goldman's argument is concerned.
Here I would insist that we cannot begin to determine
logical form without first making certain pragmatic assumptions.

Expressions per se don't refer unless they are em-

ployed to that end.

Therefore,

the difficulty Thomson finds

for statements will also be a difficulty for any occurrences
of singular terms in an argument.

By the form alone we have

no guarantee that "John" refers to the same person from one
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line to the next in the argument above;
any guarantee that "he"
cedent as

"his"

in her

if many Johns verbed

-

So unless there is

in Thomson's
(2').

nor would there be

(2)

has the same ante-

"John verbed" may be true even

or if many did not,

for that matter.

something I have missed,

Thomson seems

to be demanding more of sentences vis-à-vis their nominalizations than would ordinarily be demanded of singular terms
vis-.-vis their replicas.

When it comes to paraphrasing ar-

guments,

ceteris paribus,

charity requires,

that equivocality

arising from the generic nature of language be resolved in a
manner that allows the arguments to work.
Thirdly,

even if there is something I have missed and

Thomson does have it right that Goldman's premises cannot be
suitably paraphrased,
argument.

this would not in itself invalidate the

Conditions which are merely sufficient for the

truth of the premises but which exhibit the appropriate logical form might be stated.
valid,

Then Goldman's argument would be

provided the parallel but

'non-paraphrastic'

argument

having the stated truth conditions as premises is valid.
An example of such reasoning may be found in my discussion below.20
to such lengths.

For present purposes,
As it happens,

though,

we need not go

the objection about singular

terms can be met in a simpler and more direct manner.
Fortunately there is a way of looking at the current matter by virtue of which worries over Goldman's self-alleged
reasoning and the logical structure required for that reasoning to be applicable turn out to be a red-herring as far as
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the argument is concerned.
What no one seems to have noticed about Goldman's argument is this.

With a judicious selection of premises,

slackness spoken of earlier,
tion,

the

and a minor trick of regimenta-

the argument can be re-expressed without reliance on

21

the notion of a "by"-relation and without the need for paraphrase of a major sort.

The argument will then be seen to

have the sort of structure that would permit the conclusion
to drop out

(ceteris paribus)

by the usual rules of extension-

ality.
The procedure is as follows.

First we take

(1)

and

bracket the one singular term it contains thus:
(1*)

John turned on the light by ((his] flipping the switch)

The sentence can now be regarded as split into function and
argument,
term,

or put another way,

"[John's/his]

predicate,

(3*)

flipping the switch",

(3)

(suitably

(John turned on the light

turning on the light)).

From these two premises,

(4)

Next,

premise,

([his]

conclusion,

".

in the original argument the

It is not the case that
by

and the one-place

"John turned on the light by

we substitute for
regimented)

as consisting of the subject

(1*)

and

(3*),

Goldman's desired

viz.,

John's flipping the switch

+

John's turning on the light
rather straightforwardly drops out.

I take it to be obvious

from the preceding that nothing of value has been lost in
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this reconstruction of Goldman's argument.
tion,

then,

This reconstruc-

22

serves to dispel the more immediate concerns one

might have about structural requirements for the validity of
Goldman's argument,

given his own unfortunate remarks about

the reasoning behind it.
Now I will proceed with my own criticisms of Goldman's
argument.
might have.

Let us turn to consider what support the premises
The remarks Goldman makes vis-à-vis the premises

in the argument tell an interesting story.
the first premise,

viz.,

flipping the switch,
how

[emphasis his]

With respect to

that John turned onthe light by

Goldman states that

"[w]e

can explain

John turned on the light by indicating

that he flipped the switch...[b]ut we cannot explain how John
flipped the switch by saying that he turned on the light...'
the latter clause is also Goldman's
of the original argument,
constructed argument.
the third premise:

support for premise

3

(2)

which I dispensed with in the re-

Similar remarks are made in support of

"We would not say that John turned on the

light by turning on the light24 ... We cannot explain how John
flipped the switch by indicating that he flipped the switch
it 25
These remarks indicate
these "by"

-

what is not surprising

-

that

-locutions employed by Goldman in his argument

against Davidson constitute explanation contexts.
is enough to render the argument suspect,
ture we have unearthed,

This fact

despite the struc-

since by most accounts explanation

contexts are notoriously non-extensional.

However,

undermin-
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ing an argument on such general grounds puts one in the position of having to provide an understanding of the context
which accounts for the intuitive appeal of Goldman's claims
while indicating how they go wrong or mislead.
Since the point of the first premise of the reconstructed
Goldman argument is to introduce the example,
ent purposes uncontroversial,

it is for pres-

and we must focus on the re-

maining premise,
(3*)
It is not the case that John turned on the
light by turning on the light. 26
Admittedly,

to say that John turned on the light by turn-

ing on the light,

is unusual,

to say the least.

Nonetheless

I think there is a way of understanding such a claim in virtue of which it can be taken as expresing a truth.
know of a convincing way to show this directly,
a case against

(3*)

I do not

but I believe

can be made indirectly by attacking one

of Goldman's other assumptions.

Returning for a moment to

Goldman's original argument, we find that he believes,
the case under discussion,
(1)
and,

(la)

for

that

John turned on the light by flipping the switch.
John flipped the switch by turning on the light.

are incompatible.
assumption that

His denial of
(1)

(la),

as we saw rested on the

is true and on his

intuition that the

purported relation involved is asymmetric.

These in turn

were supported by the claim that "...we can explain how John
turned on the light by indicating that he flipped the switch
...but cannot explain how John flipped the switch by saying
that he turned on the light".
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I believe that these underlying claims about what we can
and cannot explain assume too much.

What also has to be taken

into account is the purpose such explanations are to play.
We already saw in a similar example above,

when discussing

the problems with Goldman's notion of generation in the context of his theory 27 that the interests of the explainers and
explainees

(excuse the neologism)

play an important part in

determining what may appropriately be said by way of explanation vis--vis particular cases.

In the present case this

fact can be employed in a similar fashion to undermine the.
claim that

(1)

and

(la)

are incompatible.

We can imagine two different explanations with regard to
the same goings-on.

Let John be an undercover narcotics

officer, meeting some opium traffickers

in a dingy warehouse.

He knows that his fellow agents have built a transmitting
device into the electrical circuits of the warehouse,

but it

has to be activated by flipping the light switch to the "on"
position.

He wonders how he will be able to flip the switch

unobtrusively.

Suddenly one of the traffickers curses and,

getting to his hands and knees, mutters that he's dropped a
contact lens.
the search.

One of his minions strikes a match to assist
John,

get the lights"

seeing his opportunity,

and moves to turn on the light,

his written report later explains,
ping the switch.
(la)

ejaculates,

"I'll

thereby,

as

achieving his end of flip-

This fable spells out a context for which

would be an appropriate claim.
To make the compatibility of

(la)

with

(1)

explicit,

if
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it isn't obvious enough already,
story.

we can simply expand the

Make one of the principals a primitive bushman who,

in the circumstances,

is intuitively aware that John's going

to the wall and passing his arm over the surface somehow made
the light go on,
ences,

but being unacquainted with modern conveni-

has to have it pointed out to him that it was the flip-

ping of the switch whereby John turned on the light.
It would be tempting here to resort to a Goldman-style of
reasoning and immediately infer
(1/la)

John turned on the light by turning on the light.

from
(1)

John turned on the light by flipping the switch,

and
(la)

John flipped the switch by turning on the light.

But the unfortunate lack of appropriate singular terms is
again a hurdle in our path.

It is also a hurdle that in the

present case cannot be leaped by the kind of regimentation
previously employed.
liquely as follows.
the singular terms
"[John's]
to acts

We can,

however,

proceed to reason ob-

Allowing the previous slack,
"[John's]

we do have

turning on the light"

and

flipping the switch" which have singular reference

in the context,

given that

(1)

and

(la)

are true.

We

may suppose that the pragmatics of the context impose some
ordering or relationship between these acts
if you will

-

-

the

"by-relation

such that the fact that such a relationship ob-

tains is sufficient
truth of the sort of

(though not of course necessary)
"by"

-locutions we have in

(1)

for the
and

(la).
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More specifically then,

it might be said that there is

some relation R such that the fact that R ([John's]
the switch,

[John's]

turning on the light)

ficient condition for the truth of
fact that R([John's]
the switch)
of

(la).

(1),

flipping

obtains is a suf-

and such that the

turning on the light,

[John's]

flipping

obtains is a sufficient condition for the truth

But if R is transitive,

as Goldman has it,

then

from
(i)

R ([John's]

flipping the switch,

[John's]

turning on the

light)
and
(ia)

R ([John's]

turning on the light,

[John's]

flipping the

switch)
we can infer
(i/ia)

R (John's turning on the light,

John's turning on the

light)
Then,
and

by analogy with the reasoning employed vis--vis

(la)

in the preceding,

the light,

the fact that P.

John's turning on the light)

(1)

(John's turning on

obtains would be a

sufficient condition for the truth of
(1/la)

John turned on the light by turning on the light.

despite the apparent
Thus,
(i.e.,

unusualness of such a situation.

if my reasoning is correct,

premise

rendered false)

(3*)

(1/la)

is established

in Goldman's reconstructed argument is

not on the basis of whether it itself would

be appropriate to say in the context under consideration,

but

as a consequence of an analysis which gives sufficient condi-
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tions for the truth of things

{i.e.

(1)

and

(la)]

that would

be appropriately said in the context provided by the example
under consideration.
Perhaps,

independently,

some case could be made for the

falsity of a statement to the effect that John turned on the
light by turning on the light.

Such a case might be made on

the basis of the statement's form of words being inherently
unsuited to the task of explaining how John turned on the
light

-

such explanation being a task at least purportedly

undertaken when the
I must admit,

"by"

-locution is employed.

as far as I can see this would only estab-

lish the triviality of such a statement outside the context
of analysis.

Here again,

though,

remarks previously made in

the discussion of the causal objection apply.

Davidson can

simply deny that he is engaging in that sort of explanation
activity when the expression in question,
cutions generally,

and other

"by"

occur in the context of his theory.

-loWhat

Goldman would be denying would not be what Davidson is asserting

(and vice versa),

even though the same words might be used

to express what is denied or asserted.

Davidson can allow

that it is not qua turning on the light that John's turning
on the light explains how John turned on the light,

without

thereby contradicting the statement that John turned on the
light by turning on the light.
Since the argument against Goldman's premise directly depends on the assumption of transivity for R or the

"by"-rela-
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tion for its success, we must consider the implications of
the possibility that Goldman might be willing to give up his
claim of transitivity for the

"by"-relation.

However,

Goldman were to block the argument by this move,

if

there is a

backup argument involving no mention of transitivity we can
employ against him.
Let us reconsider Goldman's argument:
(1)

John turned on the light by flipping the switch

(3*)

It is not the case that John turned on the light by
turning on the light

therefore,
(4)

John's flipping the switch
This time,

however,

assume it to be true,

+John's

turning on the light

instead of attacking

(3*),

let us

and furthermore let us assume it to be

true because the following sufficient condition for its truth
obtains:
(iii*)

-,R

(John's turning on the light,

John's turning on

the light)
As before,

let us also assume that

(1)

is true because the

sufficient condition
(i)

R (John's flipping the switch,

John's turning on the

light)
obtains.
It is obvious that

(1)

and

(3*)

if the sufficient conditions for
(iii*)

respectively,

(1)

jointly entail
and

also jointly entail

(4)

(3*),

viz.,

(4).

But do

only

(i)
(i)

and
and
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(iii*)

jointly entail

(4)?

Let us consider Norvin Richards'

example of a relation similar to R which has the same claims
to asymmetry and irreflexivity that Goldman takes R to have:
Consider Gerald Ford, the male occupant of the
White House, the President of the United States,
and the most powerful American citizen.
Although
these are indisputably the same person, a certain
asymmetric and irreflexive relation can be discerned
here as well: that of being X by virtue of being Y.
Although he is the most powerful American by virtue
of being president, he is not president by virtue of
being the most powerful American: that sounds like
succession by coup d'tat.
And although he resides
in the White House by virtue of being president, he
is not president by virtue of residing there: that
would be stranger still.
...[O]ddity [also] attends saying Ford is president by virtue of being president....[N]o one is
moved [by these considerations] to give up calling
Gerald Ford the same person as the most powerful
American, the president, etc.... 28
From this passage we can extract an inference pattern
parallel to the inference from
is in question.

Let "S

"

-

by virtue of being

(1)

and
=

df

(iii*),

whose validity

"Gerald Ford is

Thei the parallel argument goes

"

as follows:
(a)

S (the most powerful American,

(b)

—,S

(the President,

the President)

the President)

therefore
(c)

the President

+the

most powerful American.

Since the falsity of the
the premises'

being true,

conclusion

is compatible with

this argument is invalid.

Since we

have no reason to believe that the nature of the relation involved in and the structure of the argument having
(iii*)

as premises and

(4)

(i)

and

as conclusion are in any relevant
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way different from that of this argument, we can only assume
that that argument is invalid as well.
is invalid,
and

(4)

and

(iii*)

then the argument having

(1)

But if that argument
and

as conclusion must also be invalid,
are sufficient conditions for

(3*)

as premises

given that

(1)

and

(3*)

(1)
respect-

ively.
This incidently also shows that meeting Thomson's paraphrasability requirement can at most be a necessary condition
of validating Goldman's argument.
Let me recapitulate the conclusions of this examination
of the relational objection.

Despite claims to the contrary,

it was shown that a certain logical structure required for
validity can be discerned in Goldman's argument.

Two argu-

ments were then advanced to show that this was insufficient
to establish the conclusion.

First,

by employing one of Gold-

man's own assumptions we showed one of his premises to be
false and his argument unsound.

Then a more general argument

not relying on that assumption was adduced to show that Goldman's argument was not valid despite its form.

In passing,

we also indicated how some of the Davidsonian claims could be
understood as not antithetical to the intuitions underlying
Goldman's claims.
Thus we may conclude that the argument from the
relation poses no serious threat to Davidson,
to examine the temporal objection.

"by

"-

and can proceed
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5.4

The Temporal Objection
Lastly,

we come to subject the temporal objection to a

closer scrutiny.
will recall,
(1)

The argument sustaining that objection,

we

may be represented as follows:

Donald's shooting of Alvin took place 12 hours before
Alvin's death.

(2)

It is not the case that Donald's killing of Alvin took
place 12 hours before Alvin's death.

Hence,
(3)

Donald's shooting of Alvin

+Donald's

killing of Alvin.

What sorts of reasons are adduced in support of the crucial premise in this argument,

viz.,

premise

(2)?

Goldman

himself does not say much but he does cite Davis and Thomson.
Turning to Davis,

we find these remarks vis-à-vis a similar

example:
...If the bullet wounded the prisoner, and the
wound was obviously fatal, someone might have
turned to me then and there and said "You killed
him!"
even though he had not yet died.
The
propriety of such an exclamation suggests that
my act of killing the prisoner was indeed already
performed, though he was still alive...
-

But the propriety of the exclamation supports
Davidson's view in this way only if it is interpreted literally.
And "You killed him!" interpreted literally appears to me to entail "He is
dead."
Since in the envisaged case he is not
yet dead, I do not think we can take such an
exclamation literally.
I have in strict fact
not yet killed him, though if and when he dies,
I will have hilled him... 29
In the same work,

Davis also claims:

If an act description entails that I brought
some event about, the act it describes includes
that event, any act by which I brought the event
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about, and any events causally linking such
acts with that event. 30
Hints of this or a similar principle are also apparent in
these remarks from Thomson:
.There are any number of true answers to the
question when A killed B.
•

.

What I think we must say, however, is. that there
is no true answer to the question when A killed
B that gives a time-stretch smaller than the minimal one that includes both the time of A's shooting
of B and the time of death of B. 31
the very thing that makes the time of completion
of the killing be later than the time of completion
of the shooting...is the fact that B dies after he
is shot. 32
•

.

.

The support for premise

(2)

in the temporal argument that

can be extracted from these passages boils down to two claims.
First,

we have a claim that the notion of killing,

sed by "kill"
of death,

and its cognates,

as expressed by "die"

is so related to the notion
and its cognates,

al statements of the form "X killed Y"
the form "Y is dead".

as expres-

that liter-

entail statements of

This claim also has the corollary that

examples of discourse which appear to suggest the contrary,
i.e.,

that both "X killed Y"

and

"Y is not dead"

involve non-literal uses of such expressions.

are true,

Secondly, we

have a claim that killings include the death in virtue of
which they are killings.
ment claim,

More briefly,

we have

(i)

an entail-

with a corollary of non-literalness to handle

seeming counter-examples,
Before continuing,

and

(ii)

an inclusion claim.

let me point out that one solution

that reconciles the Davidsonian identity claims in question
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with counter-claims of this kind has already been provided by
Jonathan Bennett.33
I have a different approach to the problem.
be similar at many points to Bennett's account,

While it may
I would like

to present my approach for two reasons.
First,
claims

my account addresses itself explicitly to the two

isolated above:

on Bennett,

while this may not be an improvement

it is nonetheless illuminating.

The second rea-

son is that my account avoids commitment to a certain claim
that Bennet takes as a datum.
I shall discuss this difference between Bennett and myself
at the end of this chapter.

In the meantime I ask the read-

er's indulgence while I consider the problem anew.
The principle given in the last quotation from Davis- presumes an intimate connection between entailment and inclusion.
Nevertheless,

it is less than obvious,

of their proponents,
ther.

34

Initially,

despite the intimations

how these claims are related to one anothen,

I shall take up the inclusion claim,

temporarily reserving judgment on the entailment claim.
The assumption that killings must include deaths has one
quite curious result which is not expressly a result concerned with time as

such.

The last quoted remark from Thomson

insinuates not only that no shooting,

but no action instru-

mental to a death at all can be a killing of the individual
whose death it is.

This indeed is what would follow from the

claim that killings must include the deaths in virtue of
which they are killings.

If this consequence were so,

I am
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not sure how we would handle certain kinds of cases which
call for a distinction between death by natural causes and
death by foul play.

Imagine,

for example, members of a for-

ensic team conducting the following conversation over a corpse.
A:

Do you think that he died of natural causes?

B:

Not a chance.

See that bruise behind his ear?

What

caused this death was definitely homicide.
This type of dialogue is common fare for those of us who
are murder mystery fans,

and is,

for philosophical purposes.

I daresay,

ordinary enough

And what is a homicide in such a

context if not the killing of one human being by another?
Causes,

I take it,

are distinct from their effects,

so an

act or event which causes a death cannot include the death
which is its effect.

But the example provides a context for

which it makes sense to allow that the cause of a death can
be a homicide or a killing.

So killings as such need not in-

clude deaths. 35
Thomson 36 and Goldman 37 do argue something to the effect
that
as,

"kill"

is not analysable as,

"cause to die".

here.

However,

or does not mean the same

that response would not suffice

All that it would establish is the possibility of

deaths caused by things which are not killings,

and not that

no killing can be a cause of death.
Although it has,

thus,

been established that killings

need not include the deaths in virtue of which they are killings,

I think we can go for a stronger claim,

viz.,

that
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for one paradigm of death,

killings,

as here understood, 38

cannot include the deaths in virtue of which they are killings.
In such indicative mood contexts as
flected verb form ending in

"-ed"

the non-progressive past tense.

"X killed Y",

the in-

signals that the verb is in
Hence,

if

"X killed Y" des-

cribes an event or action,

that event or action is one that

was completed in the past,

before the time of the description.

The time of the description,
at which "Y is dead"

we are assuming,

is true.

If so,

is also a time

it is conceivable that

"Y is dead" might have been true for some while prior to that
time,

since "Y is dead

(now)

obviously not incoherent.

and has been for some time"

On the other hand,

if

is

"X kills Y"

correctly and truly described at some time prior to the present what is presently described by "X killed Y",
dead"
true.
dead"

could not have been true then,
That is to say,
is true 39

-

"X kills Y"

then "Y is

when "X kills Y" was

is true only if

"Y is not

a man already dead cannot be killed!

What follows from this is that the occurrence described
by

"X killed Y"

fl y

is dead"

takes place wholly before any moment at which

is true.

However,

before we can make any of

these results relevant to the original objection from Goldman,
we must determine how Y's death fits into this scheme.
noun "death"
of Y",

as it appears in such expressions as

"Y's death",

"the moment of death",

would suggest has no univocal sense,
ambiguous.

The

"the death

and so forth,

I

but is often vague and

Consider the following sentences:
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(1)

Although his death was a long and painful one,
when the moment of death came, there was a
peaceful expression on his face.

(2)

He had been dying of cancer for a long time,
so the news of his death by suicide came as
no surprise to me.

(3)

The news of his dying early this morning took
me by surprise, although others had known he
was dying for quite some time.

(4)

During the time a person dies, he often requires the comfort of family and friends.

(5)

He is dying now and won't last much longer;
there is no need for you to be here when he
dies.

(6)

In death, as in life, he was a financial burden
to his family; the upkeep of his mausoleum was
enormous.

(7)

He was clinically dead on arrival, but soon
after began to show vital signs again.
Unlike
many cases of this nature, he has made no
claims about having had religious experiences
during the period of his death.
An extensive analysis of the various notions of death and

dying operative in these pieces of discourse cannot be undertaken here,
employs

but a few obvious points can be briefly made.

"death"

("his death")

(1)

both to indicate a longer process of dying

and perhaps something shorter like some last

interval of this process

("the

when the cessation of life

[extended]

moment of death")

( = death?) was imminent, or per-

haps the unextended moment at or after which the state of
being dead occurs.

(2)

in addition to extended/unextended

moment ambiguity for "his death",

indicates the need to dis-

tinguish between being killed as one is dying and dying as
one is being killed or as a result of one's being killed.
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(3)

suggests process,

ambiguity for "dying"
ambiguity for

extended moment,
as well.

"dies".

(6)

and

(4)
(7)

and unextended moment

and

(5)

indicate similar

suggest a notion of death

as a non-momentary state of being dead which is going on when
it is true to say of one that one is dead and which may even
conceivably come to an end.
death as well,
the problems

There may be other notions of

but the foregoing is sufficient to illustrate

40

involved in keeping discussion about death uni-

vocal.
The notion of death given by

(6)

and

(7)

furnishes us

with a reading of the claim that Donald's killing of Alvin
occurred before Alvin's death,

for which the stronger claim

that killings cannot include deaths will hold.

It has al-

ready been established that X could not have killed Y while
it was the case that Y was dead.
in the sense of

(6)

and

(7)

above,

going state of Y's being dead,
is true that Y is dead.

But if we take "Y's death"
Y's death is just the on-

which occurs just in case it

In this sense,

it is also the case

that X could not have killed Y while his death was going on,
and so Y's death must be wholly preceded 41 by the occurrence
described by

X killed Y ,,.42

This result,

it will be noted,

the entailment claim,

is

still consistent with

since the killing may simply precede

the death without there being any moments of time for which
"X killed Y"

is true but

entailment claim,

"Y is dead"

if correct,

is not.

However,

the

would still rule out a claim

that Donald's killing of Alvin preceded Alvin's death by some
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moment or interval of time.

We thus see that the inclusion

claim was not so much interesting but false,

as false and

irrelevant for the purposes of the position advanced.
Since pace Davis,

the inclusion and entailment claims are

independent after all,

we must undermine the latter as well

in order to support Davidson's position.
There is a kind of case which I think does afford a counter-example to the entailment claim.

Imagine a Mafia boss

turned informer for the district attorney.
in constant danger,

His life being

he has an around-the-clock contingent of

bodyguards to protect him in his penthouse suite and as he
comes and goes between court sessions.
left unattended,

The only time he is

for reasons of claustrophobia,

is during the

thirty second ride in the express elevator from the ground
floor to his
ing opens,

suite.

During his last ride,

revealing a former underling who smiles and fires

a bullet into our Mafia boss.
saying a number of things,

He might imagine the latter

for example:

To the man who just shot him,

or,

the elevator ceil-

apparently fatally

-

(8)

So you have managed to kill me after all.

(9)

So you have succeeded in killing me after all.

(10)

So they have succeeded in having me killed after all.

To his guards in the penthouse,
elevator door
(11)

as he stumbles out the

-

I didn't think I could be killed during those lousy
thirty seconds.

Likewise,

I was wrong.

we can imagine the following exchange taking
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place over these events:
The infuriated D.A.
(12)

to the lieutenant of the police:

How could you blow this?
I thought your men were
watching him every second.
When did they kill him?

The lieutenant replying:
(13)

He was killed during the elevator ride, just after
you dropped him off.
We tried to get the killer's
identity from him before he died, but he could
only mumble.

These examples of speech considered in the context provided by the accompanying story seem to suggest the possibility of there being times at which both an instance of
killed Y"

and

"Y is not dead",

taken literally,

"X

are true;

or

at least suggest such possibility is not obviously precluded.
(8)

-

(10)

might be a bit contentious as far as this

claim is concerned,

but the possibility of their being true

or coherent is surely not in question.
they cannot entail that Y is dead,
What they do entail,

I believe,

If true,

however,

for they are said by Y.

is that Y will be dead,

since

Y's not subsequently dying of the shot would be sufficient to
falsify the claims expressed by
here is whether
i.e.,

(8)

-

(10)

whether they entail,

(8)

-

(10).

What is at stake

are to be taken as literal or not,
literally,

They seem quite matter-of-fact to me,

"X

(has)

killed Y".

albeit dramatic,

but

then my intuitions may have been blunted by the pernicious
influence of Hollywood 43 and the Mystery Writers'
America.

On the other hand,

Guild of

they do not seem to £it neatly

into any of the familiar categories of trope either.
Suppose the killer were to reply to any one of

(8)

-

(10)
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with the quip,

"Not yet"?

Would we regard that as literal,

or as a witty and ironical play on words?
the former,
cases?
meal.

If the answer is

would we be willing to say the same of parallel

Consider the jailer who brought the prisoner his

last

Could we say here that he didn't finish doing that

until the prisoner was rendered incapable of eating ever
again?

Likewise,

consider Sam who was the first of the

seventy-three invited guests to arrive.

If he did not do

this before the arrival of the seventy-third guest,

in what

literal sense was he first?
Perhaps though,
borderline cases.

it is best conceded that
As such,

(8)

-

(10)

are

I venture that the question of

their status is properly raised not in relative isolation,

avis

but vis

a broader range of cases in the context of a

semantic theory.
Note,
(10)

however,

non-literal,

that even if such a theory rendered

(8)

-

that would only show that they could not be

asserted literally in the pragmatic situation envisaged.
Whether they might have true literal counterparts

in the lan-

guage of the theory is a different question from how the
theory categorizes them as data.
A stronger case for my contention is provided by
(13).

The indications here are that while Y,

is mumbling,
drops dead,
the fact

-

i.e.,

(12)

and

the Mafia boss,

after he leaves the elevator but before he

"X killed Y"

and "Y is not dead"

if it is a fact

-

are true despite

that no one would quite put it
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in those words at that time.
mount to saying that

(13)

To deny this would be tanta-

involved an inconsistency or was

not an appropriate answer to the D.A.'s question.

(13)

is

just an ordinary brass tacks response of the sort that a beleaguered police lieutenant might be expected to make in the
circumstances.

It even lacks the somewhat dramatic quality

that might motivate a charge of non-literalness
of

(8)

-

in the case

(10).

We might add to the example and suppose that the D.A.
himself had permitted the unattended elevator rides in an effort to keep the witness appeased and co-operative.
could understand the lieutenant's retort,
ing the elevator ride",
self

(i.e.,

Then he

"He was killed dur-

as also providing an excuse for him-

he was not killed when my men were guarding him)

and as shifting the blame

(i.e.,

he was killed during the

lapse in security authorized by you).

There is nothing non-

literal about these either said or merely understood statements containing "killed"

as far as I can determine.

Any kil-

ling that was done seems to have occurred in the elevator
during the trip to the penthouse,

while the death did not

occur until several moments later in the suite.
Suppose further that the lieutenant actually had expressed the understood sentiments out loud and the D.A.
ponded,

had res-

"What do you mean he wasn't killed while your men

were in attendance and supposedly in control?
right before their eyes?"

-

now that use of

Didn't he die

"killed",

makes any sense at all with respect to my example,

if it

would in-
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deed be non-literal!
Indeed,

the very supposition that the killer who killed

the Mafia boss did not kill him in the elevator,
thirty second ride to the penthouse,
not in attendance,

during the

while the guards were

has some odd consequences which would be

a heavy price to pay for saving the entailment claim.

Is the

man who killed the Mafia boss still killing the Mafia boss
after he shoots him?
be fatal,

Certainly,

since the shot turned out to

nothing remained to be done after that,

the time he has fired the shot and Y dies,
say of him that he is still killing Y.

and between

it seems false to

Fleeing the scene of

the crime is surely not killing in this context.

For X to be

killing Y from a mile away requires technological resources
beyond the handgun.

The absurdity can be heightened by aug-

menting the example as follows:

upon firing the fatal shot,

the recoil causes X to plunge to his death down the elevator
shaft such that he ends up dead minutes before the Mafia boss.
If he were still killing the latter in any literal sense
after that,

it would be a case for exorcism.

In the wake of the foregoing,
over

I think it in order to pass

(11), which has not been discussed so far, with a quick,

perhaps merely suggestive remark.
context envisaged,
philosopher,

My suggestion,

for the

is that since the Mafia boss is not a

the basis for his apparently true claim that his

previous belief was wrong is better cast not as an on-the-spot piece of a priori reasoning,
inference.

but as an ab

esse ad posse
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Let me now briefly compare my solution with that of Bennett.

His

solution may be summarized as follows:

there is

one event which is a shooting at t and which becomes
ling at t'

later than t.

a kil-

What my account suggests is that

there is one event which is a shooting at t and can be truly
asserted to be a killing at t'

later than t.

Both solutions

thus allow the event which is a killing to be identified with
the event which is a shooting and to that extent there is
nothing to choose between.
supposes that,
ling B',

However Bennett's solution pre-

"if as A is shooting B someone says

'A is kil-

and in fact B does not die until several hours later

then what the speaker says is false" .44

I am not committed

to this nor do I find it intuitive in the light of the following consideration.
We can imagine a case where the police receive a call
from a distraught child:
my mother."

The police arrive,

mother lives.

.

"

My father is killing

apprehend the father and the

Later in the precinct locker room we overhear

this snatch of gossip:
his wife..

"Come quick.

"When we arrived this guy was killing

I do not see how we can make a case that the

latter must be false.

And if so,

child's report to be false either.

I see no reason to take the
In fact,

its presumed

truth seems to be a reason for police intervention.
If such statements can be true when death is prevented,

I

do not see how the occurrence of a death can make them false.
Now it might be objected that although true,

these state-
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ments are elliptical,

i.e.,

was not killing his wife,
her.

that strictly speaking the father

but trying or attempting to kill

However this suggestion can be countered simply by stipu-

lating that the father is a zombie.
without intention.

There can be killing

Can there be killing without success?

Here we might note a parallel in letter writing.
writing a letter and be interrupted.
return to finish it,
letter.

Even if one doesn't

one will still have been writing a

There is a difference between writing a letter and

trying to write a letter.

Automatic writing'aside,

question of how well one's writing is proceeding.
ally,

One can be

it is a
And fin-

there can be a difference between trying to write a

letter and trying to finish one.
All that seems to be required for letter writing to take
place is that the action involved have the propensity to produce a letter.

It is my contention that,

mutcztis mutandis,

such is the case with killing as well.
There is one more factor to consider vis -- vis Bennett's
proposed solution.

On a traditional and intuitive way of

viewing the relations between tensed expressions,
kill Y"

is true,

that ttX kills Y"

"X will

then the mere passage of time will ensure
and

"X killed Y 1
" will in their turn be true.

Bennett's solution does not permit this picture,
kills Y"

if

can be true while "X is killing Y"

unless

is false.

"X
Prima

facie that does not seem a plausible suggestion.
Before bringing this discussion of the temporal objection
to a close,

there is one last item that requires comment.

I
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have so far shown that the inclusion assumption for what constitutes a killing is necessarily false for one central notion
of death and perhaps contingently false for other notions as
well.

Likewise it has been demonstrated that the entailment

claim is false,

independent of what notion of death

various possibilities suggested)
ever,

is involved.

(from the

Nothing,

how-

has been said about various notions of killing that

might be expressed by

"kill"

and its cognates

or less taken univocality for granted.

-

I have more

Hence the somewhat

cryptic qualification about "killings as here understood"
page 104 above.

It would be foolhardy,

however,

on

for me to

make the strong claim that no notion of killing as including
death can be discerned in or extracted from the way we speak.
When an event is designated in a newspaper as a killing and
its details are reported,
of the death.

these details may include details

Here the description of the killing could also

subsume a description of the death,

so there is

some sense

in which it could be said of such a case that the killing
includes the death.

45

It wouldn't do for a normally over-

zealous reporter to excuse his failure to write up the death
on the grounds that his editor had told him,

"this time,

write up just the killing.,,46
•I suspect that many cases of this nature would best be
analysed as non-literal uses of "death"

and "killing",

and I

also think they would fit quite neatly into such standard
categories of trope as metonymy or synecdoche.

However,

even

if theoretical considerations required such uses to be con-
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strued as literal I do not think my arguments are affected.
Whether or not a case can be made for some use of

"the kil-

ling"-where the death involved is included in the referent,
if there were such a case of killing,

it would not and could

not be the sort of thing described by instances of
Y",

"X killed Y",

after all,

"X was killing Yt'

"X kills

and the like, which are,

the killings we are concerned with.

This concludes my reconsideration of the temporal objection to Davidson's identity thesis.
of the temporal objection to the
plished three things.

First,

To sum up, my treatment

'identity thesis'

it has made the independence of

the entailment and inclusion claims explicit.
has,

like Bennett's treatment,

tion,

has accom-

Secondly,

it

shown that the temporal objec-

insofar as its success depends on these claims,

does

not pose a threat to the unifying approach to event individuation.

Thirdly it has,

unlike Bennett's

solution,

avoided a

certain prima fade undesirable presupposition.
Having thus disposed of all three standard objections to
Davidson's position,
matters.

we are at last free to turn to other

In the next chapter we will address ourselves to

the suspicion that the unifier-multiplier dispute might in
some sense not be over substantive issues.

5.5.

Postscript
In the discussion above I expressed one of my conclusions

by employing the notion of one event wholly preceding another.
I do not think this notion to be problematic in any way.

I
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do however think it would be both illuminating and instructive to indicate the ways in which one event might wholly
precede another and how these ways tie in with the entailment
and inclusion claims.
I take it that "d precedes e in time"
analytically:

roughly,

is clear enough pre-

d is in progress before e is.

force of the adverb "wholly"

The

in "d wholly precedes e"

is to

ensure that there is no moment of time at which both d and e
are occurring.

In terms of our example,

that means that

there is no moment at which Y was both being killed by X and
dead.

If,

following a standard way of representing time,

time is conceived of as analogous to the real number line,
with moments of time represented as points and periods of
time as intervals on the line,

then the relationship involved

in one occurrence wholly preceding another admits of seven
cases for the interface between d and e:
Case

Ci)

t

t'

where t is the last.moment of event d and t' is the
first moment of event e.
Here there will of necessity be a temporal gap or interval between d and e,
since there is always an infinite number of points
between any two points on the real number line.
Case

(ii)

where t is the last moment of d, but e has no first
moment, though e is occurring at every moment between some arbitrary point t' at which e is occurring and t.
Case

(iii)
The diagram is the same as for Case (ii) but t' is
the first moment of e, and d has no last moment
although it is occurring at every point between
some arbitrary point t at which d is occurring and
ti.
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Case

(iv)

t t'

t**

0

S

0

where d does not have a last moment, nor does e have
a first moment, but there is a point t at which d
is not occurring such that for any arbitrary point
t at which d is occurring, d is occurring at all
points between t* and t; likewise, there is a point
t' at which e is not occurring but is occurring at
every point between t' and some arbitrary point
at which e is occurring.
Case

(v)
is like Case (iv) except t and t' are one and the
same point.
Here there is no temporal delay, as
such, between d and e but they are separated by
an instant or moment of time.

Case

(vi)

Case

(vii)

S

e

0

in the light of the preceding cases, I assume the
diagrams are self-explanatory, and note only that
there are intervals between d and e.
The entailment claim,
cases but

(ii)

killed Y"

and 'e

and

there exist between d and e moments or intervals of

(iii)

and
=

(iii)

if correct, would rule out all
for d

Y's death.

time for which "X killed Y"

=

the event described by

In all cases exclusive of

is true but

"Y

is dead"

"X
(ii)

is not.

Since these cases cover all the ways an event might conceivably precede another by some n units of time
thrown in as a limit case

-

-

with Case

(v)

the entailment claim does direct-

ly rule out the Davidsonian claim that Donald's killing of
Alvin preceded Alvin's death by
claim,

12 hours.

The inclusion

had it been correct, would have ruled out not only the

cases ruled out by the entailment claim,
as well.

This

that for d

=

but

(ii)

and

(iii)

is so because the inclusion claim requires

the killing and e

=

the death d and e have points
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in common

-

points of d

more specifically,
-

that all the points of e are

and such a state of affairs is not covered by

our diagrams.
Since the inclusion and entailment claims make different
pronouncements with respect to our diagrams,

we have in them

a graphic illustration of the independence of the two claims.
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CHAPTER VI

IS THE DISPUTE REAL?

One of
ments

the

strategies we used

against Davidsonian identity claims

alternative ways

these arguments.

sible

that there

indicates

involved
cel of

such a move is

is

such moves

into below,

an element of the merely verbal

such as

this one,

and others

I will go

force one to raise the question of whether or not

i.e.,

are

for part and par-

statements to assert need not be

the unifier-multiplier dispute
2

are pos-

the other. 1

Considerations

issues

That

the presumption that what the one dis-

certain key

is denied by

matters;

involved providing

in the unifier-multiplier dispute,

putant takes

argu-

of understanding the claims denied by the

key premises of

what

in defusing Goldman's

is a dispute over

substantive

whether the alleged differences over central

'real'

reveal themselves

or whether upon closer

inspection they will

as merely verbal or perhaps

trivial

in

some

other way.
Now such non-substantive differences
ly encountered between unifiers

as we have previous-

and multipliers are

suggestive

but do not of

themselves

establish that the unifier-multi-

plier dispute

as

not genuine.

such is

disagreement about particular
mere verbal

Although mere verbal

examples might be

disagreement at a more

fundamental

linked to
level,
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it might also not be so linked:

one can imagine two unifiers

or two multipliers having conflicting intuitions about a particular case.

The important thing,

after all,

is what theo-

retical views are drawn from or held in common with such intuitions.

In order to show that the unifier-multiplier dis-

pute itself is not a substantive dispute one would have to
show that the main theses associated with the unifying and
multiplying approaches are not really opposed to each other
except in trivial ways.
We can begin by taking up two sorts of considerations
that might be advanced as showing that unifiers and multipliers are not in genuine opposition.

One might show that

the accounts are really about different things,
they complement each other,

i.e.,

that

with confusion perhaps arising

from the fact that similar forms of words are employed to
talk about quite different things.
tionally,

Alternatively,

or addi-

one might show that although quite different forms

of words are used,

they are nevertheless used to draw the

same distinctions and are in some sense intertranslatable.
Let us

see,

then,

to what extent a comparison between

various aspects of the two accounts is possible.
of departure,

As a point

let us take up Goldman's remark that his

fine-grained method of act-individuation cannot justly be
accused of

'increasing the furniture of the world'..."

be-

cause it does not countenance any entities not admitted by
Davidson's account.
One picture this suggests is that we have a store of acts
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or events in the presumed ontologies of both theories,
of which seem to be intimately related to one another
'unity'

spoken of in a previous chapter.

relationship is one of identity.

some
-

the

Davidson says the

Goldman and Kim say it is

generation.
Now there is an ambiguity in the pre-analytical notions
of

'things done'

and

'things that happened '4 which allows us

to identify such things either with some one thing which has
many aspects

(or is of many types),

of some one thing

or with the many aspects

(or types it falls under).

Such ambiguity

could conceivably lie in back of what appear to be points of
difference between unifiers and multipliers,
the one just cited.

as for example

Is it the case that this ambiguity is

reflected in the two accounts?
What is the connection between an expression of the form
=

e"

in Davidson's theory and of the form "d generates e"

in Goldman's theory?

To answer this question we need to know

what sorts of things the respective
Let us assume that the

"d"

the same thing as the "d"

"d"'s and "e"Is pick out.

in the first expression picks out
in the second expression,

that the terms are univocal.

Mutatis rautandis for

the dispute here is merely verbal,
reading which makes both "d

=

e"

i.e.,
"e".

If

then there ought to be a

and "d generates e"

Within the constraints just specified,
tic interpretation which satisfies both

true.

that comes to a seman"="

and

"generates".

Since the former is an equivalence relation and the latter
avowedly is not,

there can be no such reading,

and hence no
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merely verbal difference at this interface.
It might however be claimed that this comparison is too
simple-minded.

The comparison should not be between "d

and "d generates

e

"

,

but between "d

=

"d is generationally connected to e",

e"

=

and something like

where events related by

chains of generation or its inverse are covered as well.
Thus one who believes the two theories compatible might advance the position that d

=

e in Davidson's scheme of things

if and only if d is generationally connected to e in :Goldman's
scheme of things.
That would give us,

ceteris paribus,

an extensional equal-

ity between a major explanatory relation in Goldman's account
and the major explanatory relation in Davidson's account.
Those partial to set theoretic abstractions might be disposed
on this ground to wonder what all the fuss was about.
Such a reaction,
reasons.

I will suggest is too quick for two

One is that generation-connectedness is

broad a notion.

5

simply too

It relates events which would not be coun-

tenanced as identical by Davidson.

Examples of this can be

developed easily enough if one focuses on compound-generation
qua special case of augmentation generation.

As things stand

there is nothing that bars events that Davidson would take to
stand in a part-whole relationship rather than identity,

6

from being generationally connected in Goldman's scheme.
But even ignoring this factor,

it is still difficult to

see a correspondence between the theories in these terms for
another reason.

The comparison as stated above leaves out an
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important fact

-

that identity claims are after all made in

Goldman's account as well as

in Davidson's account,

and that

Goldman and Davidson unarguably agree on some identity claims.
Consequently,

if there is to be such a notion for the pur-

poses of comparison,

the broader notion of generation connec-

tedness among events will have to encompass
identity.

Thus

some cases of

"d is generationally connected to e" will

have to be unpacked as
generated by e & d

+e)

"(d generates e & d
or d

+e)

7

or

(d is

e"

=

A consideration of extensional equality would have some
force in de-emphasizing putative differences between Davidson
and Goldman if at least one of the two relations in question
were a purely theoretical term.

But as is now obvious with

the introduction of identity into Goldman's explanatory relation,

such is not the case.

multipliers,

After all,

to adapt Prior's mot,

8

both unifiers and

are interested in "real

identity" when they make their respective claims,
some abstractional surrogate for identity.

and not

Identity is uni-

vocal across both accounts.
Since

(we are assuming)

Davidson's

identity is equal in

extension to Goldman's generation connectedness,
equal in extension to Goldman's identity.

it is not

Since Davidson's

identity is not extensionally the same as or merely homonymous with Goldman's identity,

there is a genuine disagreement

over what things are in fact identical.
Another ploy that might be tried in arguing for lack of
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genuine rivalry between Davidson and Goldman is to withhold
¼

the assumption of univocality for the corresponding
and "e"'s in the two initial expressions.
the

"d"

in "d

=

e"

and the "d 1
" in

"d"'s

That is to say,

"d generates e"

are to be

understood as appropriate to different kinds of things,
haps the event-d

in the former case,

exemplification-d in the latter
If this were so,

per-

and the property-

(rautatis mutandis,

for

"e").

then apparent rivalry could be explained in

terms of the ambiguity of

"d"

(or

"e").

However,

the multi-

plying-generational theory makes a further claim:

that events

are just property-exemplifications by an agent or object at a
time.

If this were simply a stipulation,

then the two ac-

counts could be about different subject matters,
differences merely verbal.
take it,

However,

and their

the claim as made,

presumes to be more interesting than this,

far as it is,

I

and inso-

we again have a genuine rivalry at this inter-

face between the two accounts. 10
There is another suggestion we might consider.

While ex-

pressing the previously noted view that his and Davidson's
scheme are both attempts to account for the unity among diverse acts,

Goldman himself makes the following comparison:

Having developed techniques for individuating and
interrelating acts of various kinds, we might pause
to notice that our scheme provides a fairly natural
way of interpreting the sort of thing which Anscombe
and Davidson would regard as a "single" action. .Now
Anscombe's or Davidson's notion of a single action,
I think, corresponds to our notion of a single acttree.
Their single action corresponds to the set of
all acts on a single act tree, or perhaps to whatever
"underlies" the acts on a single act-tree ... Their
.
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notion of a single action is an intuitively
attractive one, however, and it is important
to see that some such notion can be captured
and expressed within our framework. 11
In the light of such remarks,

it could be thought that

the proper unit of comparison for Davidson's events is not
Goldman's property-exemplifications but rather the trees on
which the generationally related property-exemplifications
grow.
It is certainly understandable why there might arise an
initial temptation to equate trees with events,
similar explanatory roles these play,
indicate.

However,

given the

as the above remarks

a consideration similar to that which

precluded the dispute from being spurious in the last case
also applies here:

for Goldman,

events are property-exempli-

fications and not trees.
This I believe settles the matter.

Nonetheless,

for

someone interested in revising or synthesizing the accounts,
an identification of events with trees would be a natural
enough point of departure.

So it may be of some value to

note some additional points of prima facie difference between
Goldman's trees and Davidson's events.

Let me briefly men-

tion a couple that may present difficulties.
We might start by noting the fact that events are things
that happen,

take place or occur.

There seems to be no nat-

ural way of saying the same for trees except derivatively,

by

saying that the entities represented by the nodes happen,
take place, or occur.

Perhaps

-

in Goldman's phrase

-

'whatever
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"underlies"

the acts on a single act-tree'

might be accounted

for in a way that would. allow us to speak of it in the same
terms as actions and events.

But then one wonders how this

would fare with Goldman's tenet that events and acts are exhausted by property-exemplifications,

which are elements of

trees.
The quoted passage also suggests that a common ground between events and trees might be specified in terms of sets.
Goldman's trees are indeed very
"tree"

and "branching"

'set-like'

entities

-

the

idioms seem to be more descriptive of

the diagrammatic notation than of the ontological status of
what is represented thereby.
status of sets,

However,

as seems likely,

if trees do have the

it is clear that what David-

son regards as a single action is not a set or set-like entity. 12
However,

there is another way of developing this set

theoretic angle.

One could speak cavalierly of

notion of a single act"

"Davidson's

as sets of acts which are the exten-

sions of identity relations,

and then attempt to identify

these sets with trees or sets of acts which are the extensions of generation relations.

But this angle is one we have

already covered.
So it appears that an easy comparison between the two
accounts,
offing.

in the terms so far considered,
Here I think Goldman was correct,

quoted passage,

is not in the
in the above-

to claim only that there are certain corres-
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pondences between his and Davidson's accounts.
Another suggestion of lack of genuine opposition between
the theories underlying the unifying and multiplying approaches comes,

surprisingly,

from Kim himself:

...it seems to me that there are no irreconcilable
doctrinal differences between Davidson's theory
of event discourse as a semantical theory and the
property exemplification account of events as a
metaphysical theory. 13
However,

whether or not we are to understand this remark

as a verdict on the unifier-multiplier dispute is a moot
point.

I will suggest that Kim's remark,

occurring as it

does in the context of a continuing dialogue on event individuation which can be traced back to Anscombe,
be taken in either of two ways.
these.

argue,

I will shortly indicate

One I will comment on only briefly,

dealt with in the next chapter.

might plausibly

The other,

for it will be
I will go on to

is false.

But first a few words by way of explanation are required.
The background of the quoted remark is this.

Kim has just

made the historical point that part of Davidson's motivation
in theorizing about events as particulars can be traced to
his concern for representing the logical form of actiondescribing sentences,

or more specifically,

his concern for

representing certain entailments among such sentences. 14
This representation was accomplished by introducing a variable for events into the regimented versions of such sentences.
The context of Kim's remark also makes plain how he wants
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it in part to be cashed out.

What he has in mind is that his

and Goldman's property-exemplifications,
thing of the form "[agent/object,

represented by some-

property,

as the values of Davidson's event variables.

time]",

This does not

seem like an implausible suggestion,

15

we shall not question it.

this remark is

However,

can serve

and for the time being
immediately

followed up with the additional claim:
True enough, Davidson and I disagree about
particular cases of individuation of events; for
example, whether Brutus's stabbing Caesar is the
same as Brutus's killing Caesar.
But mostof
these differences about particular cases seem
traceable to possible differences in our views
16
about causation, explanation, and intensionality.
Two points can be made.

First,

the second remark sug-

gests an illegitimate transfer of the observation made in the
first remark into a domain where it does not belong.

The

disagreement over particular cases occurs in contexts where
Davidson is no longer concerned with representing entailments
but with the identity and individuation of events per se.
This

issue and its ontological ramifications do not stand or

fall with his semantic theory.
contexts,

Yet it is precisely in those

as we saw in the treatment of the three main ob-

jections to Davidson's unifying approach,
ences about causation,

that the differ-

explanation and intensionality come

into play.
Secondly,

the fact that the dispute between Davidson and

the multipliers can be seen to turn on other issues is a long
way from its being self-evidently the case that there is no
real rivalry.

To show that would require showing that those
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issues as well involve no "irreconcilable differences",

and

this is by no means obvious.
The second point brings us to the two ways of taking Kim's
remark,

I mentioned earlier.

Now although the dispute be-

tween unifiers and multipliers is primarily a dispute about
the individuation of events as it relates to Anscombe's
many?"
stake.

question,

"how

it is clear that much more than that is at

In advancing the particular individuation claims,

other theses are explicitly or implicitly relied upon.
Goldman-Kim multiplying position,

for example,

The

involves a

number of interrelated positions with respect to existence
conditions,

identity criteria, and certain linguistic matters.

With such considerations in mind what we have to decide
is whether Kim's statement is to be taken as a remark on the
unifier-multiplier debate in all its complexity or not.
If not,

we can take the import of Kim's claim as being an

observation to the effect that Davidson has said nothing
which explicitly precludes events from being property-exemplifications,

so ceteribus paribus Davidson's events might

be property-exemplifications.
goes,

I think this,

as far as it

is a correct view of things and will return to it in

the next chapter.
On the other hand,

if we take the claim as having a

broader import with respect to the unifier-multiplier debate,
I think Kim is on shakier ground.
causality,

explanation,

etc.,

The considerations about

used to substantiate the vari-

ous arguments against Davidson's identities and to advance
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the multipliers'

ontological scheme do so by establishing a

much stronger semantic tie between event descriptions of a
certain kind 17 and their descripta than Davidson would allow.
As Kim himself phrases it,

there are certain descriptions

which might be taken as canonical in that they tell us what
the constitutive object,
and knowing this

property, and time of an event are,

"...is to know what

[emphasis Kim's].

that event is."

18

This is not a stipulation but a substan-

tive claim about the relationship of certain linguistic items
to the world.
To take a paradigmatic example,

as far as our particular

multipliers are concerned a statement like
the light at noon"
cation

[John,

can only describe the property exemplifi-

turning on the light,

noon]

other property-exemplification such as
switch,

noon].

"John turned on

19

and not some

[John,

flipping the

Of course any disagreement over such claims

concerning what properties are and are not involved in the
discripta of certain event-descriptions will in a sense be a
dispute about words.
tipliers'

account,

But upon pain of trivializing the mul-

it will not be a merely verbal dispute.

Insofar as the disagreements over individuation are a reflection of disagreements over the semantic tie between descriptions and descripta
otherwise

-

-

and it is hard to see how it could be

those disagreements will be real as well. 20

This difference between the two accounts also has consequences for Kim's suggestion vis--vis Davidson's semantic
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theory.

Given the Goldman-Kim line on the descripta of cer-

tain descriptions,

the claim that their property-exemplifi-

cations can serve as the values of Davidson's event vari able
turns out to be rather specious.
I do not propose to go into a detailed exposition of
Davidson's logical analysis of event sentences 21 here.

But

an example will serve to illustrate of what limited value
Kim's claim really is.
sentences,

Consider the following sequence of

said of some particular occasion:

(1)

John did a very despicable thing.

(2)

He flipped the switch in the bedroom.

(3)

He turned on the light while George and Mary were being
indiscreet.

Suppose further that there is some logical connection between these sentences and the sentence,
(4)

John did something despicable in the bedroom while George
and Mary were being indiscreet.

said in respect of the same occasion,
son wishes to represent.

which connection David-

A typical analysis,

with existential

quantification over event variables to reveal logical connection might be:
(5)

(3x) (did(John,x) & despicable(x) & flipped(John,the
the switch,x) & in (the bedroom,x) & turned on (John,
the light,x) & while George and Mary were being indiscreet(x)) -* (x)(did(John,x) & in (the bedroom,x)
& while George and Mary were being indiscreet(x)).
More or less structure can be shown of course,

depending

on what entailments or material relationships one wishes to
make manifest.

The germane point is that for such cases as
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(5),

a not untypical Davidsonian analysis,

one event variable

is sufficient to capture an intuited interconnection between
(l)-(3)

and

(4).

However,

for such analyses as

Goldman and Kim are consistent

-

(5)

there is no one property

exemplification that they can accept as a value for
their view,

for example,

flipped the switch

would have to describe

(in the bedroom),

were being indiscreet],
turned on the light,
creet].

(2)

and

(3)

if

-

22

"

x

"

.

On

[John,

while George and Mary

would have to describe

[John,

while George and Mary were being indis-

Thus the suggestion that such structures can serve as

the values of Davidson's event variables carries with it the
consequence that much of the logical structure that Davidson
would want to display would be either precluded or only representable via variables for which no property-exemplification

la Kim/Goldman

a value.

This,

difference"

-

and hence no event?

pace Kim,

-

could count as

seems to me to involve a "doctrinal

of a fundamental sort.

In this chapter we have entertained various considerations
and arguments that might be advanced to show that the unifiermultiplier dispute was spurious.

At key interfaces where the

suggestion of lack of genuine rivalry appeared strongest we
nevertheless uncovered substantive differences between the
two accounts.

The differences which we found I do not be-

lieve to be the only substantive differences,

but they are

sufficient to lay to rest the view that there is no genuine
rivalry between unifier and multiplier over fundamental
issues.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

There are of course real disputes which, because they are
about words, are in a sense "verbal" as well.
Some disagreements about the facts of linguistic usage would fall
into this category.
Verbal disputes of this sort are not
my concern here.
What I wish to be conveyed by my use of
the phrase "merely verbal" is in part a notion of failure
in understanding what is at issue.
Sentiments to the effect that the dispute is not a substantive one have been voiced variously in the philosophical literature on events, though to my knowledge this
view has not been argued in any detail.
Thalberg, for
example, speaks of various approaches to events and actions as different "language games" in his article "Singling Out Actions, Their Properties and Components", The
Journal of Philosophy, (1971), p.787.
See also Kim,
quoted below.
Goldman, A Theory of Human Action (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1970), pp.8-9.
Strictly
speaking, Goldman's claim here is just plain false.
Not
only has he got more acts and events in his ontology than
a unifier needs to have, but more kinds of things: acttrees, various generation relations, an exemplification
relation, properties, and times.
I think that his claim
must be understood charitably as a claim about event multiplication per se.
Cf.

Beardsley,

quoted in Chapter 8.

Thomas M. Hurka, for example, in a recent conversation
with the writer made the claim that "of course the whole
issue [between Goldman and Davidson] is trivial since
both accounts partition events into the same equivalence
classes". [emphasis Hurka's].
Cf. Davidson, "Causal Relations",
sophy, (1967), p.699.

The Journal of Philo-

Actually this conjunct is redundant,
of the meaning of "generates".
A.N. Prior, Objects
1971), p.64.

of Thought

given what we know

(Oxford:

Clarendon Press,
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9

Cf. Thalberg, op. cit., p.787: "Goldman seems engaged in
cataloging properties exemplified during some phase of
an agent's career.. .perhaps [he] imagines that individuating them amounts to individuating the deeds in which
they are manifested".
Goldman,
Action",

op.
The

cit., p.10.
Also see his "Individuation of
Journal of Philosophy, (1971), p.774.

Goldman, A Theory of Human Action (Englewood Cliffs,
Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1970), p.37.

New

This is strikingly borne out by a judgment passed by
Davidson on the property-exemplification criterion: "The
effect is to substitute for what I think of as particular
dated events classes of such, and thus to make the identities harder to come by."
D.
Davidson, "The Individuation of Events," in Essays in Honor of Carl G. Hempel, ed.
by N. Rescher et al.
(Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1969), p.223.
13

14

15

16

17

Jaegwon Kim, "Events as Property-Exemplifications" in
Action Theory, ed. by M. Brand and D. Walton (DordrechtHolland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1976) p.167.
Donald Davidson, "The Logical Form of Action Sentences",
in The Logic of Decision and Action, ed. by N. Rescher
(University of Pittsburgh Press, 1966), pp.81-95.
Though some difficulties facing Kim in developing logical
machinery to accommodate such structures have been raised
by R.M. Martin and Myles Brand in their replies following
Kim op. cit.
(p.188ff and p.193ff, respectively).
These remarks might easily be cast as an answer to a
riddle of a category distinguished by F.E. Sparshott [in
Looking for Philosophy (Montreal and London: McGillQueens University Press, 1972) p.21, p.168] as "seeming
conundrums with irregular answers."
Here is Sparshott's
own example of this type of riddle:
Q:

Why

is Winston Churchill

A:

They both have beards,

like Father Christmas?

except Winston Churchill.

It is not clear what marks off this kind from others.
See
Goldman, op. cit., pp.11-12; Kim, op. cit., pp.167-168;
and Thalberg's comments, op. cit., especially Section II.
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19

20

Kim,

op.

cit.,

p.166.

This claim, being metalinguistic, is not simply a restatement of the Goldman-Kim "existence condition" for events,
though I think it embodies an intuition which is taken as
underwriting that putative condition.
Here one might ask, can one decide the unifier-multiplier
dispute without deciding first what events ontologically
speaking are like, and if one can, would the dispute be
purely verbal?
My answer to the first question is divided.
It is
yes
,
if the suggestion is that one must have a
specific account of the nature of events in hand
my
defence of Davidson attests to that answer.
However, if
the suggestion is that we need not assume anything whatsoever about events, it would have to be "no".
Some
minimal assumptions about the descripta of event-locutions
have to be made; for example, their typiáal involvement
with objects, properties and times, their entering into
causal relations, and so forth.
"

"

-

The second answer to the first question also answers the
second quetion: the sense in which we can decide the
individuation dispute without first deciding what events
are, is not a sense in which the dispute is independent
of things in the world.
A final note: my use of the expression "descripta of
event-locutions "above is deliberately cagey, for I wish
to leave open the possibility that at some level the
unifier-multiplier dispute need not even take the irreducibility of events for granted.
This suggestion will
be discussed in the next chapter.
21
22

Davidson,

op.

cit.

For simplicity's sake, I ignore the further problem of
detachable predicate modifiers faced by the multiplying
accounts.
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CHAPTER VII
FINAL WORDS

7.1

ON THE MULTIPLIERS

Summary
We began with a consideration of two contending approaches

to event

individuation,

multiplying approach.
Davidson,

allows

and the

The unifying approach,
same

expressions

like,

ent event properties
ing approach,

the unifying approach and the

one and the

iously by means of
nators,

viz,

identified with

event to be described var-

employing predicates,

which may ascribe or attribute differto the

event

in question.

identified with Goldman and Kim,

The multiplymaintains

event-describing expressions which employ predicates,
nators,

etc.,

perties

ipso

desig-

that ascribe or

that

desig-

attributedifferent event pro-

facto describe different events.

In

short,

the

unifying approach allows one event under many descriptions
while the multiplying approach allows
over

only one description

an event.
Against the unifying approach were raised three major ob-

jections:

a causal objection,

temporal objection.
ing to

These

seemed prima

the unifying approach

offered as

a relational objection and a

in

its

fade quite devastat-

applications,

and were

the major motivation for adopting a multiplying

approach.
Davidson's
'unity'

of

approach had provided

an explanation of the

events under various descriptions

in terms

of
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identity.

Goldman's multiplying account sought to do the

same in terms of a technical notion of generation,

while

avoiding the purportedly objectionable consequences of Davidson's approach.

On closer examination it was discovered that

Goldman's account was itself not able to avoid the difficulties raised by the three objections and faced additional
problems besides.

Furthermore,

it was subsequently shown

that Goldman's account was not amenable to modifications that
would enable it to side-step these difficulties.
Next,

the three objections against Davidson were recon-

sidered and their arguments closely scrutinized.
arguments were found to be invalid,
purposes with Davidson's claims,

unsound,

The various

or at cross-

and it was concluded that

the three objections posed no threat to Davidson's method of
event individuation.
Finally,

to still suspicions voiced in the philosophical

literature and also raised by the reconsideration of the
three objections,

the question was considered whether the

individuation dispute between unifiers and multipliers might
be a trivial verbal one.

After an examination of various

interfaces between the two accounts this question was answered
in the negative.
At this juncture,

then,

approach seemingly intact,
proved itself mistaken,
motivated.

we are left with the unifying
while the multiplying account has

inadequate,

incoherent and badly
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The time has now come for a stock-tking of what has been
established by this defence of Davidson's unifying approach
against its main critics.

In what follows I will try to con-

nect what has been established
thereof

-

-

and also the limitations

to some of the general questions concerning onto-

logical matters that naturally arise in this area.

7.2

Some Ontological Matters
One of the consequences of a unifying position on event

individuation is that counting events turns out to be very
much like counting ordinary objects.

Events can be described,

designated and classified in a multiplicity of ways,

identi-

fied and re-identified under a variety of descriptions,
as in the case of ordinary objects.

just

Counting events requires

no special algorithms.
This is a comforting result inasmuch as it simplifies our
relationship to the world.

It also bespeaks of an ontologi-

cal similarity or common ground between the categories of
objects and events.

Insofar as we describe and re-describe,

designate and re-designate both events and objects by means
of expressions which ascribe or attribute different properties to them,

events are property-bearers in much the same

way as objects.

This may even be a similarity that can be

cashed out reductively.

Here I am getting ahead of myself,

but not by far.
Now it might be thought that a major weakness of my account is that it would be rendered otiose by any kind of
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successful reduction performed on events.
the spectre just raised:
there are no events?
properties,

In the words of

"This is all very well,

but what if

What if there are nothing but objects,

and times? 1

What then of your account?"

These questions suggest two kinds of reductive enterprise
which can be summed up in the following two theses:
(A)

There are no events;

there are nothing but objects,

properties and times.
(B)

There are events,

and they are nothing but objects,

properties and times.
I will call the kind of reduction suggested by
inative"

and will restrict the label

of reduction suggested by
Prima facie,

(A)

"elim-

"reductive" to the kind

(B).

my defence of the unifying approach is vul-

nerable to an eliminative account of events.

But my sugges-

tion of the last chapter that Davidson's events were not precluded from being property-exemplifications is tantamount to
saying that a reductive account of events would not be a problem for the approach I have defended.
any doubts about this,

But in case there are

I will take it up below.

I will first

defend myself against the possibility of an eliminative account of events.

Then,

as we shall see,

it will be a simple

matter of extending the same considerations to the reductive
possibility.
Let us consider the consequences of an eliminative account
of the descripta of purported event descriptions.

Although

such an account might compromise some details of my presenta-
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tion of the unifier-multiplier dispute and render the language in which that dispute and its resolution are couched
question-begging in the extreme,

there will be a residue not

touched by event elimination.
Suppose there were a successful eliminative account of
events in favor of some other ontological categories such as
objects,

properties,

and times.

It would then follow that

members of these would be the descripta and designata of what
we have been misleadingly calling "event describing"
"event designating"

expressions.

or

The question would then be

whether these descripta are to be individuated multiplyingly
or unifyingly and the previous conclusions with respect to
individuation and counting would still apply.

Where there

was thought to be a descriptum,

there will be

instead three descripta,
time.

viz,

viz,

an event,

an object,

a property,

and a

These might be thought of jointly and without preju-

dice as a nominalistic sum-individual 2 or as a merely de
dictu particular.
For a reductive account of events,
will apply as for eliminative accounts,
cripta will be de re particulars,

viz,

the same reasoning
except that our desevents,

built up of

particulars from other ontological categories and held together by some ontological tie.
are

3

So Kim's claim that there

"no irreconcilable doctrinal differences"

between him and

Davidson is in one important sense seen to be correct.
It turns out,

then,

4

that the unifier-multiplier contro-

versy transcends general questions of reduction and elimina-
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tion,
a big

and my defence of Davidson amounts to more than merely

5

'if-then'

events.

with the protasis begging the existence of

A perhaps obvious corollary of the independence of

the individuation and reduction issues
to justify belaboring

-

is this.

-

but important enough

If there are events,

how we

settle questions of individuation and counting per se need
not decide for us whether all,

some or no events are exempli-

fications of properties by objects at times.

7.3

The Constituent Conception of Events
The last section has indicated that there is some room

for agreement between unifiers and multipliers on the ontological nature of events,

i.e.,

that unifiers qua their posi-

tion on individuation would not be constrained from adopting
some conception of events as property exemplifications.
While unifiers may very well be free to adopt some
ception,

such con-

I believe that there are independent considerations

that can be brought to bear against the specific conception
advanced by our representative multipliers,
So far,

Goldman and Kim.

in discussing the individuation and identifica-

tion practices of these multipliers,

we have not sought to

question either whether events always have agents or objects,
properties, andtimes as

'constitutents'

or whether it makes

sense at all to think of events as being the
plexes'

Kim and Goldman envisage,

properties, and times as

'structured com-

with objects or agents,

'constituents'.

will take up this notion of constituents.

In what follows I
First I will con-
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sider the question of whether events must have objects as
constituents and provide prima facie considerations which indicate that this requirement may be too restrictive.

I will

then conclude by raising some doubts about the intelligibility
of having times as constituents of events.
What exactly,

then,

6

is meant when we are told that an

event is a 'structured complex'

having certain

Constituents,

are in some sense parts or

as far as I know,

components of wholes.
vially true.

'constituents'?

That much at any rate ought to be tn-

Perhaps slightly less trivial is some require-

ment that constituting items are somehow consubstantiated
with, coincident with,
wholes,

or co-located with their respective

rather than merely concomitant to them

-

if,

that is,

the relation of constitution is to obtain in any pertinent
sense at all.
Let us begin by examining the idea that objects or agents
(which exemplify properties)
events.

are necessarily constituents of

When philosophers have toyed with the idea of events

which

are not a something's having or exemplifying proper-

ties,

or a something's undergoing or not undergoing change,

or

alternatively,"physical events other than those that happen
to physical objects",

they have turned to such things as

lightning and waterfalls.
might say,

7

Lightning,

for example,

they

as opposed to something being struck by lightning

does not seem to have a constitutive object,
What reason,

prima facie.

though do we have to believe such things as

lightning and waterfalls are in fact events?

Well,

lightning
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is often said to occur,

and such talk is deemed more appro-

priate to events rather than objects.
times spoken of as natural processes,
cause erosion,

another process;

which may,

for example,

and of course processes and

causal relata are kinds of events.
conclusive,

Waterfalls are some-

I do not find such reasons

however.

A waterfall might be said to occur at a certain point in
a stream bed after a heavy rain.
"occurring processes"
much is clear:

'water-failings'.

events,

by courtesy only,

perhaps not.

This

when there is a waterfall there is a process

of water falling,

water-failings,

Perhaps waterfalls are

or better,

a continuous succession of

If waterfalls reduce to this succession of

then a waterfall will be just a succession of

each having some specific mass of water as constitu-

tive object,
other hand,

exemplifying the property of falling.

On the

if waterfalls are to be entities metaphysically

distinct from water-fallings,
made for their being objects

then a better case might be
(albeit somewhat fluid)

which

continuously change some of the matter of which they are composed

-

this may in fact be true of most physical bodies,

given the wanderlust of sub-atomic particles.

Thus the

changing of a waterfall's matter will be a process,
as matter displacing matter is a process,

insofar

but the waterfall

itself will not be an occurring process except in a derivative or figurative sense.
waterfalls,

Perhaps we might want to say that

given their nature,

are unlike more pedestrian

physical objects such as tables and chairs in that they exist
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only if an
falling).

(internal?)

process exists

(in this case, water

But that would not be the same as

waterfalls themselves are such processes.

saying that

Waterfalls,

then

do not seem to be very good candidates for events sans constitutive object.
Lightning I suspect is subject to treatment along similar
lines:

either lightning is an object having all sorts of

inner electrical processes,

or it is a succession of events

having configurations of electrons as constitutive
scattered)

objects.

(albeit

So these typical examples of events pur-

ported not to have a constitutive object are far from satisfactory.
These traditional examples we have just considered might
be characterized as examples of occurrences where prima facie
there were no candidates for the role of object involved in
the occurrence.

Let us now consider another kind of case,

where the objects involved in the event are easy enough to
find,

but where worries about their status as constituents

arise.
Suppose that S cuts his finger,

drawing blood.

There

will then be an occurrence which can be suitably labelled
"S's bleeding".
finger,

The blood happens to be flowing from S's

so S is not bleeding all over.

That is to say, S is

bleeding insofar as his finger is.
S's bleeding is easy enough to locate;
some region of S's finger,

say the cut.

S by the volume he occupies.

we can specify

We can also locate

In a clear sense the region S
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occupies is not included in the region his bleeding occupies,
so S cannot be the constituent object of S's bleeding.
Has

S's

bleeding then no constituent object?

clusion would be too quick.

However,

obvious move cannot be made either.

let us note that the
That is,

to say that the constitutive object here
ance de parler

-

is not

5,

That con-

-

we might want

contrary to appear-

but some part of S's finger.

Such

a move would give us an object meeting minimal location requirements for the role of constituent.
To be able to make such a move,

though, more subtlety is

required than is to be found in the Goldman-Kim conception of
events as property exemplifications.

The notion of exempli-

fication that we have been given does not distinguish between
"S

exemplifies P at t",

(where "P-verb"

"S

has p at

t"

"s

P-verb

at t"

is some ordinary verb or verb phrase which

ascribes the property P).

Thus in terms of our example,

exemplifies the property of bleeding",
bleeding",

or

"S

has the property of

and S is bleeding" would merely be alternative

ways of denoting the same event.

8

There is a large class of properties which,

like bleeding,

are such that if a part of an agent or object has them,
ipso facto that agent or object has them.
bleeds,

"S

to repeat our example,

then

If S's finger

then S bleeds.

So if we want

to characterize events as property exemplifications,
object which does the exemplifying as constituent,

with the

we cannot

also allow that the simple having of a property by an object
is the same as exemplifying it.

Exemplification would have
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to be reserved for those objects that can be placed within
the boundaries of the event.
one being able to say of 5,

For our example,

that comes to

that S merely has the property of

bleeding but does not exemplify it;

whereas

some part of S

not only has the property but exemplifies it,

thus qualifying

as constituent object of the exemplification of bleeding.
Hence on the assumption that the conceptual means for
making the requisite refinements can be provided,

events in-

volving such synecdochic properties as bleeding would not on
that account constitute counter-examples to the claim that
events must have constituent objects.

For these cases,

constituent object will be part of a greater object,
in the event but not a constituent in it.
remarks,

the

involved

In line with these

the claim we set out to examine is perhaps better

cast as the claim that objects or agents or their parts are
necessarily constituents of events.
At this point,

then,

9

I have only undermined the idea that

constituent objects can straightforwardly be read off from
event descriptions of the canonical form,

and not the struc-

tured complex view as such.

it may seem that

the difficulties

Furthermore,

I have indicated can be handled with some

work of a cosmetic nature.

I believe,

however,

that the need

for refinement vis-à-vis the particular kind of case examined
is not merely cosmetic,

but has deeper implications when con-

sidered in a broader context.
What I wish to suggest now is that distinguishing parts
from wholes as was

just done is but one way of specifying
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answers to questions asking where an event occurred.

In

answering such questions we are not limited to specifying the
location of the X referred to in the event's description "I
verbed

(Y)

att",or that X's parts.

some location contiguous to X,
tion contiguous to Y,

We often give as answer

the location of Y,

some loca-

or some location where the verbing is

manifested.
In illustration,

consider the following questions and

responses:
Q:
Where did Sam telephone Fred?
Al: At the drugstore. [location contiguous to Sam]
A2: In the booth. [Sam's location]
A3: At the work site. [location contiguous to Fred]
A4: In his [Fred's] office. [Fred's location]
Q:
A:

Where did George call John?
Over the intercom.
[Manifestation of the call]

Q:
Al:
A2:
A3:

Where was it that Kennedy was shot by Oswald?
In Dallas [location contiguous to and/or location of
Kennedy and Oswald]
In his car. [Kennedy's location]
Here. From this window. [
Oswald's location]

Q:
A:

Where did Oswald fire the first shot?
Along this trajectory. [Manifestation of the firing]
The fact that such a variety of legitimate answers can be

given,

ceteris paribus,

to questions asking for the location

of events indicates this.

That the location of X's verbing is

such-and-such does not necessarily tell us where X was at the
time.

All or part of him could have been there.

10

well,
there.

X's

Equally

location could have been entirely removed from

That is to say,

cribed by "X verbed"

X need not be

'where'

the event des-

is.

So we see that the canonical specification of an event in
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terms of an object does not necessarily give us that object
as constituent even in part.

It might be objected,

that this is a problem of language,

however,

not of metaphysics

-

it

does not follow that an event need not have an object as constituent at all.

Perhaps we just have to become even more

subtle about specification.
Such a response is of course adequate only if there is no
reason to believe that suitable candidates for constituent
objects are not to be found where the event is.
for the lightning and waterfall examples,

just because such

candidates aren't always immediately obvious,
mean that there are none.
sented where the X,

Sam,

As we saw

it does not

For one of the examples just preis not located with his verbing,

Fred could be constituent in his

stead.

For another,

might have to consider the intercom in that role.
third

-

and this may be stretching things

-

we

For a

we may have to

have to countenance the bullet that describes the trajectory
as a possibility.
I would venture that there will be many cases
the last?)

(such as

where the only candidates for constituent object

will be perverse or contrived enough to render them suspect.
However, my argument against constituent objects will not be
made merely on such a basis.

I will argue that there are

cases where the only possible candidates for exemplifier of
properties will not be anything that falls within the categories of object or agent as Fred,
let do.

the intercom,

and the bul-
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Let us consider some system of heavenly bodies having a
certain mass and bearing a certain spatial relationship to
one another.

If science is to be believed,

such a system of

bodies will give us the phenomenon of gravIty.

Now consider

what will be the case when an object is placed in space between two propinquitous bodies in such a system.

Depending

on how it is placed it will be drawn towards one rather than
the other,

or neither,

if the gravitational pull exerted by

the bodies happens to be equal.
There is a sense in which a force exerted on an object
will

'involve'

the bodies which exert that force no matter

where the bodies are with respect to where that manifestation
of the exerted force might be.

Suppose,

however,

we are con-

cerned only with what happens in the region where the object
between the two bodies is located,
to exclude those bodies.

some region small enough

Clearly the bodies are exerting

force and are exerting it in,

among other places,

that region.

But though what happens in that region is evidently dependent
on the existence of these bodies and their being related in
certain ways to that region,

in a clear sense they are not

constituents of any event occurring in that region,
one thing they are not even there.
thing are not where the thing is,
not very helpful.
object(s)

since for

If the constituents of a
the term "constituent"

is

It may be objected that the constitutive

in this case is

the object between them.

(are)

not the heavenly bodies,

but

It is this object that exemplifies

the property of having force exerted on it by the two bodies,
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and is therefore the constitutive object in what is happening
in the region where it is located.
I would now claim that if that object were eliminated
from the picture,

the two heavenly bodies would still be ex-

erting force in a place where they are not.

Here some might

object that gravity cashes out as action at a distance,
through a distance.

Where there are no objects,

pens in terms of gravitational force.

However,

not

nothing hapsince it is

at least an open question in physics whether there are gravitational fields that response begs the question. 11
In any case there are similar examples not quite as controversial,
theory.

since they have been accommodated within field

One such would be the generation of magnetic fields,

which are typically thought of as spread homogeneously over
a region irrespective of objects therein.
examples involve empirical assumptions,
sible cases,

even if these assumptions

or proven false.
consequence,

Insofar as such

they describe posshould be disconfirmed

That such cases are possible would have the

ceteris paribus,

that it is not necessary that

every event have a constituent object.
As a last resort,

those who would resist this conclusion

might choose to argue that all things are not equal because
some candidates for constituent object have been overlooked.
As far as I can see,

though,

the room to manoeuvre here is

limited.
Vacuums might be thought to qualify as objects which exemplify magnetic or gravitational properties,

but that would
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have to be reconciled with the standard characterization of
vacuums as being regions devoid of objects.
might be thought of as objects,

12

Fields also

but this has to be reconciled

with the fact that vacuums pre-empt objects but not fields;
also fields can pass through objects in a way objects do not
pass through objects.
In these respects forces would fare much the same as
fields.

But forces would be even more unpalatable as con-

stituent object for quite another reason.

Suppose we did

seriously reify force to serve as constituent object in the
last case under consideration.

Then we would have the force

exemplifying what property...?

The property of exerting

force?

Strictly speaking,

exert force

-

I should think that forces do not

they simply have a magnitude.

13

So in reifying

force we do not seem to get a suitable exemplifier of the
property in question.
I would also suggest that forces have more in common with
things like walks,

hangings, murders,

etc., which are also

denoted by expressions which do double-duty as nouns and
verbs,

than they have in common with objects or agents.

as we would not expect the nominalization of the verb
to denote men but rather something men do,

"man"

so we ought not to

expect that the nominalization of the verb "force"
something that exerts force,

Just

denotes

rather than something done by

things that exert force.
If the parallel I am suggesting is correct,

then seeking

constituent objects in kinds of things like forces is mis-
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guided,

for these are not of the right ontological category

for filling that role.

They are not objects but events.

Further support for this conclusion is also evidenced by the
fact that forces are often spoken of in event-like terms:
they occur,

they are occurrences,

they can be either causes

or effects. 14
In the light of the foregoing discussion,

it appears that

there can be events without constituent objects,

and that

therefore the Goldman-Kim conception of events is not sufficiently general.
Let us now turn to the question of whether events must or
can have times as constituents.
loose sense,

Events occur at or during

times.

In this

events can be said to

'involve'

times.

But why should the fact that every event requires a

time for it to occur entail that times are constituents in
events?
Constituents and the wholes of which they are constituents
as

I ventured above,

are not merely concomitants.

non-supernatural realm,

In the

I should think this means that con-

stituents exist at at least some of the times at which the
things they are constituents of exist.

In this case the

things the alleged constituents are allegedly constituents
of,

viz.,

events,

are things that exist only when they occur.

Events occur at times.
of events,

Therefore,

times exist at times.

if times are constituents
I find this conclusion

unintelligible and take it to yield a reductio of the assumption that times are constituents of events,.
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It might be objected that there is another way of looking
at the situation which has the sanction of philosophical tradition.

Metaphysicians and logicians sometimes speak of a

mode of existence called "timeless existence".
bers,

Facts,

num-

and the like are often said to exist in this way;

pro-

perties too are sometimes said to exist timelessly,

indepen-

dent of whether anything may have them for a time.

The

nature of these things is

such that it is

somehow inappropri-

ate to speak of them as existing for definite periods of
time.

Times fall into this category and therefore may be

spoken of as having timeless existence.

So there is a sense

in which we may assert both that the exemplification of a
property by an object at a time exists,

and that this exis-

tent has a time as constituent.
This indeed is intelligible,
previous conclusion.

but only goes to support my

The existent here is one which exists

timelessly and so cannot be an event.

Events are datable

entities.
In essence these two approaches to the question could be
recast as a constructive dilemma argument.

Either a property

exemplification with a time as constituent occurs at a time
or it doesn't.

In the former case,

it cannot be an event,

because events can intelligibly be said to exist at times.
In the latter case,

it cannot be an event,

not exist timelessly.

because events do

So a property exemplification with a

time as constituent cannot be an event.
Let me now conclude with a few remarks on my approach
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with respect to constituents.
stituents,

In tackling the notion of con-

a central concern is that some means be provided

for separating things concomitant to or merely involved visà-vis some entity from things which are truly constituents
of that entity.

Married men have wives,

and in that sense

the existence of a married man can be said to involve the
existence of a wife.

Yet I take it we would not want to make

the claim that every married man has a wife as constituent.
So we must have a notion of constituent which does not allow
such moves.

I suggested and employed spatioLtemporal co-

location of constituents with what they constitute as a minimal condition on such a notion,

partly because it does bar

such moves and partly because of its intuitive appeal.

This

condition then enabled me to argue that it is neither the
case that events need have objects as constituents,

nor the

case that events can have times as constituents.
It can,

of course,

be claimed that I am just being obtuse

and have failed to grasp the notion of being a constituent
which is at issue here.

But in that event,

the notion or

metaphor is not an obvious one and requires unpacking by
those who would put it forth.
While this may not be the final word on the matter,
clearly puts the ball in the other court.

As things

it

stand

at present it appears that even though it is open for unifiers to adopt some conception of events as property exemplifications,

the Goldman-Kim constituents conception is not an

acceptable candidate.
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NOTES
1

2

3
4

5

TO CHAPTER VII

These particular categories do not figure essentially in
my claims vis-à-vis reduction.
Furthermore, the multipliers' particular version of this example of reduction
will come under attack in the latter part of this chapter.
See Nelson Goodman, "A Wdrld of Individuals", in Contemporary Readings in Logical Theory, ed. by Irving M. Copi
and James A Gould (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1967)
pp.204-216.
E.g.

exemplification.

Though even this concession wants careful formulation.
Davidson would not buy a reductive account which "assign[s] second rank to events".
See "The Individuation
of Events", in Essays in Honor of Carl G. Hempel, ed. by
N. Rescher, et al.
(Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1969), especially pp.226-227.
Some particular
eductive accounts are nonetheless undermined; for example, that of Terence Horgan in his "The
Case Against Events", The Philosophical Review (January
1978), pp.28-47.
Horgan argues that multipliers to not
need singular terms for events and a generation relation
between events
all that is needed is a "generational
connective" between sentences containing singular terms
only for objects, properties and times.
However, since
the logic of this connective is to be determined by the
same intuitions which govern Goldman's conditions for
generation, such an account would be inclined to difficulties similar to those we found in Goldman's account.
-

6

The quantification over properties, which the GoldmanKim conception takes for granted, might also be considered an objectionable aspect of this conception.
Unfortunately the issues raised by this worry would require
a treatise of their own.

7

E.g., R.M. Martin, Logic, Language and Metaphysics (New
York University Press, 1971), p.107, and P.F. Strawson,
Individuals (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1969) p.46ff.
("flashes and bangs").
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8

9

10

11

See Goldman, A Theory of Human Action (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970) pp.10-il, and
Kim, "Events as Property Exemplifications", in Action
Theory, ed. by M. Brand and D. Walton (Dordrecht-Holland:
D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1976) pp.160-161.
Davidson in "The Individuation of Events", p.228,
makes
a similar point (though for a different purpose): "The
error lies in the assumption that if an event is a change
in a substance, the location of the event is the entire
space occupied by the substance."
in fact it is quite common for historians to characterize
events in terms of absent individuals.
Witness Patton's
historic fight with von Rundstedt.
Neither general was
present where the fight occurred.
See Daniel Z Freedman and Peter von Nieuwenhuizen,
"Supergravity and the Unification of the Laws of Physics",
Scientific American, Vol.238, No.2 (February 1978) pp.
126-143.
.

12

13

See the introductory remarks of Lewis P. Fuicher, Johann
Rafelski, and Abraham Klein, "The Decay of the Vacuum",
Scientific American, Vol.241, No.6 (December, 1979) pp.
150-159.
Some remarks of Nietzsche's are quite suggestive here:
'The popular mind in fact doubles the deed; when it sees
the lightning flash, it is the deed of a deed: it posits
the same event first as cause and then a second time as
its effect.
Scientists do no better when they say "force
moves", "force causes", and the like
all its coolness,
its freedom from emotion notwithstanding, our entire
science still lies under the misleading influence of
language...'.
(From On the Genealogy of Morals and
Ecce Homo, ed. by Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage
Books, 1967), p.45.
-
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CAUSAL CRITERION OF EVENT IDENTITY

8.1

Introduction
Except for brief mention

in Chapter

2 in the course of

presenting the causal

objection to Davidson's

identity claims,

nothing has been

said

so

criterion of

event

The main reason for this

identity.

far about Davidson's

level at which the discussion proceeded,

is

that at the

the

criterion as

such was not needed for purposes of pressing the particular
claims under debate.

The arguments pro and

con turned

for

the most part on other considerations.
This

is,

of. course,

played by the multipliers
cussion.

But then

situation was
explanatory

criterion of

also markedly different.

identities

in their

identity

from the multipliers'

in

the

role

the dis-

point of view the
In denying Davidson's

they needed to replace them with a new

explanatory relationship,
tially

in marked contrast to

and

account of

their

criterion

figured

essen-

that relationship.

My decision to bring up Davidson's criterion at this
point

-

in addition to an aesthetic

the treatment of unifiers
consequence of
chapter.
tion of

concern

and multipliers

the ontological discussion of

In undermining the multipliers'
events,

terion of

-

we have

event identity

in

for

symmetry

in

is motivated by a
the preceding

constituent concep-

effect also undermined their cri-

inasmuch as

their criterion presup-
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poses that conception of events.

A concern that naturally

arises in the light of this consequence is whether some alternative criterion is available.

In the present context,

it

is fitting that we ask whether the criterion proposed by our
unifier might not be adequate to the task.

That question

will be the main concern of this chapter.
In what follows I will consider various charges of inadequacy that have been levelled against Davidson's criterion
and determine the seriousness of these charges.
sion of adequacy will have two parts.

First

we will con-

sider charges to the effect that the criterion is
speaking)

The discus-

uninteresting or trivial in some sense.

(loosely
Then,

we

will consider the question of its truth or correctness.
A discussion

of

how the criterion relates to matters -of

individuation will. be.left to the remaining chapter.

8.2

Is Davidson's Criterion Interesting?
Davidson's criterion of event identity,

called,

is a causal criterion.

it will be re-

It states that events are

identical if and only if they have exactly the same causes
and effects.

1

A more formal rendering of the criterion,

which Davidson also provides,
=

and

y if and only if
(Vz) (X caused z +

is

((Vz) (z caused x
y caused z))

+

z caused y)

where x and y are events.
Possibly in anticipation of criticism,
while the criterion

Davidson adds that

"seems to have an air of circularity
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about it",

it is not formally circular since no identities

appear on the right hand side of the biconditional.

However,

many nonetheless feel that this does not preclude the criterion from being circular in a damaging way.
As a point of departure,

we will begin by examining the

view that the criterion is inadequate because circular.
While I myself have been a proponent of this view, 2I now
believe that it is based on certain confusions and non sequiturs.
by B.D.

This has been established in a recent publication
Katz.

3

I will first cite the arguments purporting

to show that Davidson's criterion is circular and then present Katz's counter-arguments.
fall into two categories.

The imputations of circularity

The first kind questions the us-

ability of such a criterion in passing judgment on event
identity.

Thus we find Munroe Beardsley saying:

...[T]here. seems to be a kind of implicit pragmatic
circularity (or circularity of application) in
[Davidson's criterion]
apart from the threat of
an infinite regress in application.
Thus suppose
we are to decide whether e and f are the same
event, and we know that e caused g and f caused h.
We must first decide whether their effects are the
same, that is, whether g = h.
But to decide this,
we must first decide whether the causes of g and
h are the same, namely whether e = f.
To give an
example, suppose the alarm clock's ringing woke
Susan up one morning; but suppose it was the
loudness of that, ringing that brought her suddenly
wide awake.
We want to know whether
-

the alarm's ringing

=

the alarm's ringing loudly

so we have to decide first whether
Susan's awakening
and vice versa.
Similarly,

=

Susan's wide awakening

4

we find Brand saying that the criterion in-
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volves an informal

"epistemological"

circularity which

...counts against using [Davidson's criterion] as
a criterion for judging whether e and f are identical.
As Davidson has rightly emphasized, the relata of the
causal relation are events.
Now one event causes
another only if they are distinct (that is non-identical), at least according to the ordinary notion of
causation.
By [Davidson's criterion] e and f are
distinct only if there is some event causally related
to e but not f, or conversely.
Hence, it cannot be
correctly judged whether the definiens is satisfied
without first knowing whether the definiendum is
satisfied and conversely. 5
The second kind of informal circularity is
a logical nature:

supposedly of

again Brand says

The definiens of [Davidson's criterion] requires
quantification over events.
But quantification
over events in the definiens is permissible only
if there is an identity criterion independent of
[Davidson's criterion].
These,

then,

circularity.

are the arguments behind the imputations of

Let me now sketch Katz's very compelling reas-

oning against these charges.
Katz
of

states that in general,

a criterion for the identity

's presupposes that we can determine that certain predi-

cates are true of individual 4's.
ticular,

He acknowledges,

in par-

that the adequacy of the causal criterion as a cri-

terion for event identity presupposes that we can determine
when individual events are related as cause and effect.

A

further condition of adequacy for the criterion is that we
should "in principle"

be able to establish that events have

the same causes and effects without first establishing that
those events are the same.
As the quotation above makes evident,

Brand charges that
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the criterion is epistemologically circular because the last
condition is not met.
lows another,
Son's

His reasons are,

they are not identical,

criterion,

(ii),

and

if one event fol-

(ii)

given David-

if events are not identical they do not have

the same causes and effects.
and

(i)

Katz argues,

However,

what follows from

(i)

is only that if events have the same

causes and effects they are not related as cause and effect,
and not Brand's conclusion,

viz,

that we cannot know that

events have the same causes and effects without first knowing
that they are identical.
To get that conclusion,
viz.,

(iii)

two further assumptions are needed

that we cannot know that events have the same

causes and effects without first establishing that they are
not related as cause and effect
and

(iv)

(doubted but granted by Katz)

that we cannot establish that events are not related

as cause and effect without first establishing that they are
identical.

However

(iv)

is mistaken since it is obvious that

two events can fail to be causally related without thereby
being one.

Thus Katz disposes of Brand's objection.

Katz also has an argument which,
addressed to it,
matic"

though not specifically

is germane to Beardsley's charge of

circularity.

Since the assumption,

"prag-

that it can be

determined that a pair of events have the same causes and
effects independently of determining that the events
question are identical,

has

in

itself successfully defended and

may even have some plausibility,

Katz now turns to consider

the contention that what is stated in the assumption could
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not be done without prior
tities.

If

so,

familiarity with other

event-iden-

and those other event-identities could not be

established without recourse to the causal criterion,
(prima facie)
or

less

there would be

goes

on to

taken assumption:
same causes

argue that this

admittedly,

is

a mistake to

have the

and

He reinforces

for

We must

f)t

"e"

is deleted

criterion,
and

is

free variables.

causal knowledge,

But,

have

exist and
he

insists,

how that events

we must apply those criteria

claim with the

show that the open

quantifier

suppose events

identity.

instantiation of

where

on a mis-

first establish other event-identities.

definiens of Davidson's
z caused

their

and effects,

this

consider a partial

its

is more

objection rests

suppose that in order to

same causes

to other events

to

(this

to establish that events

and effects we must

that there are criteria
it

circle

Beardsley's point reworded).

Katz

the

a vicious

then

since

"f"

are

following reasoning:

the
viz.

first conjunct of
"(Vz)

(z

caused

singular terms

sentence which remains

the

e

for events.
after

the

true under every assignment of events
Katz

acknowledges

that this requires

in order to evaluate the result of

each assignment we must have

information about the extension

of

to establish whether certain

"caused"

which enables us

ordered pairs of
Katz

continues,

events

"x caused y".

does not require

whether certain events
Katz

satisfy

are the

that we be

This,

able

however,

to determine

same or different.

concludes:

The assumption concerning causal knowledge may
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be thought problematic for one reason or another,
but there is no reason to suppose that such information must involve, or presuppose, knowledge of
event-identities.
Accordingly, there is no theoretical reason to suppose that we could not establish
that events are causally coincident.
[i.e., have
the same causes and effects] without first establishing that they, or any other events, are identical. b
Thus Katz takes himself to have dispatched the charge of
epistemological circularity against Davidson's criterion.
find his reasoning incontrovertible.

Katz also has some il-

luminating remarks in objection to the charge of
circularity

but for present purposes

recapitulate those here.
vis-à-vis that charge:

I

'logical'

it is not necessary to

There is a short-cut we can take

the demand that a statement of condi-

tions of identity not quantify over those entities whose conditions of

identity are being specified is not one we make in

other contexts.
for sets,

viz.,

For example,

that sets are identical just in case they

have exactly the same members,
to non-sets.

the principle of extensionality

does not restrict membership

So the demand as stated is not one which needs

to be respected.
There may of course remain worries that are not touched
by Katz's defense of the criterion or not captured by the
notion of circularity.

Such worries are suggested by the fact

that the complaints about circularity are accompanied by remarks which indicate that other desiderata,
from the desideratum of non-circularity,

perhaps

separable

are at stake.

desiderata are expressed in terms of such notions as:
ting

clear about entities"

10

"usability"

11

These
"get-

,"usefulness".

and
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"informativeness"

12

I am not prepared to examine in detail how Davidson's
criterion fares with respect to these notions.

Because of

their vague and equivocal nature that task would simply be
too great an undertaking in the present context.
to say,

pre-analytically and equally vaguely,

notions

seem to be

'purpose-relative'.

Suffice it

that these

That is,

Davidson's

criterion may be useful for certain purposes but not others,
informative for or with respect to certain purposes but not
others,

etc.

The purposes the critics have in mind are not

made manifest,
Davidson's.
tics'

and,

furthermore,

may not be the same as

In the latter case criticism based on the cri-

concerns could be viewed as irrelevant.

The

tacit)

concern to achieve an ontological reduction,

ample,

might just be one such irrelevant concern.

(often
for exNaturally,

if one requires that a criterion be reductive in order,
to be informative,

13

say,

one will find Davidson's criterion un-

informative.
However,
to make.

that kind of demand would be an unreasonable one

It is

simply false that a criterion has to yield

the sort of information given by a reductive criterion in
order to be at all informative.

Again,

the principle of

extensionality for sets provides a case in point.
not reductive,

It is

but nonetheless worth stating.

Whether satisfying such demands is a desideratum ultimately to be met is of course a demand which deserves consideration.

However,

the fact that such a demand has not
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been met does not detract from the importance of more limited
gains.
It is of course possible that our detractors might accept
the foregoing remarks and yet press the criticism,
that nothing has been gained.

insisting

To pre-empt that move,

let me

adduce some evidence to the contrary.
One respect in which Davidson's criterion is both interesting and informative is suggested by the fact,
not have gone unnoticed,
tion of a schema
junction)

which may

that the criterion is an instantia-

(with quantifiers distributed over the con-

presented by Quine 14 as a recipe for defining

'iden-

tity'

in a logical theory having some two place ptedicate,

"0"

as its only primitive.
For such a theory,

quately by explaining

(z) (Øxz

øyz

Quine says,
"

0 zx

=

E

y"

"="

may be defined ade-

as

0 zy)

This schema would preserve the laws of identity. 15 given by
the axioms,

"x

=

and all instances of the schema

tl it

"x

y

=

F
Quine goes on to say that the sense of

"x

=

y"

given by

his plan for definition may or may not really be identity,
this depending on the predicate chosen to instantiate
and the domain of quantification.

For example,

if the do-

main is that of persons and the predicate replacing
cribes a comparison of their heights,
manner of defining
same height.

"

x

=

"0"

"0"

as-

then obviously this

y" will equate any persons of the

'
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Quine further remarks that "...in cases of this kind we
could protest that the interpretation of the universe and its
predicates is ill chosen but.

.

.

even if we do not..

.

rectify

the interpretation in order to sustain our method of defining
fi x

y",

=

still no discrepancies between it and genuine iden-

tity can be registered in terms of the vocabulary of the
theory itself.

Even in the perverse case,

thus,

the method

defines something as good as identity for the purposes of the
theory concerned. ,l7
What can we say about Davidson's criterion against such a
Quinian backdrop that would give it some interest?
something like this:

Perhaps

the criterion expresses the claim that

for a domain of events the predicate expressing the causal
relation is a simple predicate,

and perhaps the only simple

predicate available in the English lexicon,

that could con-

sistently be relied on to yield genuine identities in a
theory where the identity sign is introduced by means of
Quine's recipe.

Understood in this light,

ion certainly embodies an interesting and,

Davidson's criterif true,

informa-

tive claim.

8.3

Is Davidson's Criterion True?
Now let us turn to the crucial question,

viz.,

whether or

not the causal criterion is true in addition to being interesting.
ture,

Before taking up objections gleaned from the litera-

let me present a kind of example which to my knowledge

has not been raised in objection to Davidson.

We can dub
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this

anticipatory objection

since what my example
criterion does not

suggests

history.

is

that prima

objection"
facie Davidson's

sit well with certain cosmological theories

currently espoused by
Let us

"the cosmological

segments of the

scientific community.

suppose that the physical universe has
There

"big bang",

is

a definite coming

into being,

and a last event after which there

a finite
perhaps

is

nothing.

The entire history of the universe may be taken as
event.

Now consider any continuous

sequence of

entirely synchronous with this big event,
particle which exists
to end.

Let us

consider these two events,

in causal relations

to them,

definiens
these

of Davidson's

events

conditions
The

are not

cannot be

foregoing

-

fact

identical,

suggests

In the

former

into the notions
having

stated

a cosmology that does not
or

-

what may not be

that Davidson's

Davidson's

the

satisfy the
But

either that

since
identity

criterion appears
case,

of an

Davidson's

involve

of

talk.

to be

such a cosmology
event or a cause

a linguistic
Either way,

in trouble.

is
-

both 18

importantly dif-

criterion requires

framework not amenable to certain kinds
though,

seem to

stand

sufficient conditions.

last events,

ferent here

Since there are no

events which could

they would

a

from beginning

criterion by default.

example

criterion requires
first and

in

sub-events

the history of the

universe and the history of the particle.
following these

a big

say the history of

as part of the universe

events preceding or

a

just not built

it embodies

empirical content which are not to be

claims

settled merely
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reflecting on these notions.

In the latter case,

the very

existence of cosmological theories with competing claims visa-vis beginnings and endings of the universe,
etc.

first causes,

appears to indicate that such talk is intelligible.
Of course it may just be that such talk is too crude,

therefore misleading if taken at face value.

and

Perhaps more

subtlety in the form of certain qualifications is required.
For example,

it just might be that events which span the his-

tory of the universe ought not to be viewed in the same light
as events within a history,

so to speak,

intelligibly use the same word for both;
events

even though we can
mutatis mutandis,

involving ultimate beginnings and endings.

Regrettably I have little to say at present on this question of according special status to certain events

(- 'events'?)

in order to place them beyond the reach of the criterion.

I

am merely pointing it out as a possible and not unprecedented
way to go,

19

assuming appropriate motivation can be supplied.

The apprehension that ultimate beginnings,

endings and all-

encompassing events differ dramatically from ordinary day-today events might be a start in that direction.
In the light of the aforementioned contingency,

then,

the

cosmological objection I have presented against Davidson's
criterion falls short of being conclusive.
claimer of a moment ago,
washy.

However,

Given my dis-

this conclusion is admittedly wishy-

it will emerge vis-à-vis the following ex-

ample that the problem need not be pursued at the level of
the suggested contingency after all,

thus rendering the point
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academic.
Even if we could exorcise the cosmological problem by the
appropriate incantations,
with more ordinary events.
claimed20 - is'
effects,

a similar problem seems to occur
All we have to do

-

it is

imagine such events as having neither causes nor

i.e.,

as being causally isolated.

Such events would

be wrongly identified with each other by the criterion on the
same grounds as the cosmic-scale events of the last example.
Here,

too,

the preclusion of such events does not seem to be

built into the notion of an event either.
I will dub this newly raised objection "the isolational
objection".

That the cosmological objection can be subsumed

under the isolational objection as a special case I will assume requires no argument.

Any considerations that are ef-

fective in defusing the isolational objection will also defuse the cosmological objection,

and in so doing undercut the

move previously contemplated against the cosmological objection.

Let us then move on to see what can be accomplished in

that regard.
There may be good independent reasons for maintaining
that every event has a cause,
methodology of science.

21

has not gone unassailed.
logical generation,
nor unreasonable,

say as a presupposition of the

However,

even in that quarter it

The advocates of spontaneous bio-

whose claims were neither unintelligible

provide a case in point.

Similarly there

is sometimes talk in physics of particles which do not interact with any other particles and then go on to suffer

"spon-
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taneous annihilation".
Consider then the simple case of the brief existence of a
spontaneously

'created'

then

'annihilated'

particle which in

the interlude does not interact with any other particle.
Does it follow that an event so described has neither causes
nor effects?

I think not.

I will not dispute the possibility that such an event is
uncaused.

22

It is sufficient that one of the conjuncts in

the definiens of the criterion be non-trivially satisfied in
order to answer the current objection.

Although two events

might have the same causes in the logician's
of having no causes at all

-

sense

-

by virtue

they could still be differen-

tiated on Davidson's criterion in terms of their effects.

I

make this explicit because some philosophers mistakenly suppose that Davidson's criterion depends on universal causal
determinism for its truth.

23

This

is not so.

What it does

depend on is the disjunctive thesis that every event either
have or be a cause.
However,

as far as the contention that such an example is

an example of an event with no effects is concerned,
lieve there is room for doubt.

I be-

The very existence of an

event seems to me to have some minimal but unavoidable causal
characteristics.
I do not think the above particle example will do because,
there are such unavoidable effects

-

the displacement of

vacuum by the particle involved in the event,
Indeed,

for example.

in physics the extension of an object is often
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thought of as given by the force field it generates;
ate"

and

"force"

"gener-

are causal verbs.

One counter-objection that might be raised against this
attempt to defend Davidson's criterion from the isolational
objection is that what I am suggesting violates the commonplace belief that
lief,

"causes precede their effects".

as just stated,

of ways.

This be-

can of course be understood in a number

One thing this commonplace suggests

haps the grain of truth in it

-

which is per-

-

is that there is a 'direction'

of causal necessitation between causal relata which shares
certain topological features with the temporal orderings between them.
gestion,

My reasoning above is compatible with such a sug-

provided it is not taken to rule out the possibility

of causes or parts of causes being contemporaneous with their
effects.
The implicit or explicit denial of such a possibility by
some philosophers 24 is a mistake that might perhaps be explained in terms of an unfortunate preoccupation with the
kind of causation epitomized by billiard ball collisions.
However,

not all causation is of this

ilk,

plenty of mundane examples to prove it.

and there are

For example,

pushing

one end of a teeter-totter down causes the other end to go
up.

25

There is no question of that cause being temporally

antecedent to its effect.
If my contentions are correct,
exception below

-

then events

-

with the one

will have intrinsic causal efficacy;

mere occurrence will have unavoidable side effects.

their

Thus
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Davidson's criterion will not be in jeopardy of trivial satisfaction of the condition expressed in its definiens.
Furthermore,

this applies as well to the kinds of events

we considered in the cosmological objection.

Events which

span the history of the universe can have contemporaneous
side effects,

in terms of which they can be differentiated

right to the bitter end.

The one exception would be that

event comprising everything that happens
history.

in the universe's

But then there is at most one such event in any

case.
So in considering and rejecting the isolational objection,
we have killed two birds with one stone.

That is,

we have

thereby also found a way of undermining the cosmological objection which does not depend on a favorable analysis of the
cosmic components of the example,

as was initially suggested.

The case against Davidson's criterion does not rest entirely on the possibility of uncaused or ineffectual events.
A very novel challenge to Davidson's criterion appears in
Judith Jarvis Thomson's recent book,

Acts and Other Events. 26

Her purported counter-example does not rely on any denial of
causal interactions in a particular case;

instead,

it capi-

talizes on the consideration that events have other events as
parts.

Let us examine Thomson's objection to the criterion.

In making her case,
plex event,

Thomson invites us to consider a com-

her vacuuming of the carpets,

the following causal sequence of events:
button,

the electrical circuit's closing,

which has as parts
her pressing the
the motor's start-
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ing,

and the air's starting to be sucked through the hose.

We are also asked to consider an event,

Alpha,

composed of

all the parts of the vacuuming with the exception of the circuit's closing.

Thomson comments on these two events as fol-

lows:
Alpha is discrete from the electrical circuit's
closing and hence is not identical with my vacuuming
of those carpets.
Yet I should imagine that Alpha
and my vacuuming of the carpets have exactly the
same causes and exactly the same effects.
They
plainly have the same causes and they have the same
effects if it can be supposed that not only does
the electrical circuit's closing cause something in
Alpha, but so does every part of the circuit's closing cause something in Alpha
if every part causes
something in Alpha, then, by (IV), Alpha causes no
part of it...[T]he fact that there are
and I think
there is no good reason not to allow that there are
events such as Alpha shows [Davidson's criterion] to
be false. 27
-

-

Before discussing this case,
explanation.

-

let me make one comment in

"(IV)" in the quoted passage designates Thomson's

principle that E is caused by
such that s is part of
is part of y,

y,

y

if and only if there is an x

and x causes E,

and no part of E

and no part of E causes part of

ables are taken to range over events.

y;28

the vari -

This principle will

not figure in my discussion below.
What Thomson has done is describe two events,
ing and Alpha,

which

(she claims)

have the same causes and

effects even though they are non-identical.
were not a possible event,

the vacuum-

Clearly if Alpha

Thomson would have no counter-ex-

ample to Davidson's criterion.

This fact might induce those

whose sympathies lie with Davidson to regard with suspicion
events such as Alpha,

composed as they are of spatio-tempor-
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ally

scattered parts.

about the

I believe,

29

legitimacy of events

in the present context.

So

however,

that

such doubt

like Alpha would be misplaced

I will

try to bring to bear a

different direction.
Thomson's
if a very

example

special

is

assumption

in the quoted passage,
that
is

(A)

is

a counter-example to Davidson only

false.

is

Then

(A),

which

granted.

is not made explicit

Below I will

I will go on to

replaced by a more plausible variant

ample

is

not after

all

first argue

show that when

(A)

Thomson's

ex-

(A*),

a counter-example to Davidson's

cri-

terion.
To

this

end,

I will

focus

and Alpha have exactly the

on the claim that the vacuuming

same causes.

Unfortunately,

son has not made her reasoning plain here.
of

support,

though,

suppositions.
all

the parts

(because Alpha

might be drawn

These are the
of
is

tion that whatever causes
could conceivably cause
However,

these

One possible

supposition that whatever
all the parts

in the vacuuming)
all the parts

all

suppositions

the parts

of

of

are

supposi-

Alpha

the vacuuming- 30
sufficient to

criterion is

that we also need as premise the assumption,
an event has

causes

of Alpha

and the

alone would not be

force the conclusion that Davidson's

only causes

line

from two quite reasonable

the vacuuming causes
included

Thom-

(A),

those which cause

false.

For

that the

every one of

its parts.
(A)
is

is

indeed available to Thomson as

a premise,

entailed by her explicit assumption that C

causes

since
y

it

if and
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only if C causes all of y's parts.
also the assumption that entails

It is

31

(A))

(A)

(and hence

that I find more sus-

picious than events like Alpha in this context.
Let us consider some examples that appear to support this
suspicion.

Take the example of a post-mortem diagnosis of

the causes of the terrible performance of a certain play.

We

would surely not wish to exclude the consumption of contaminated food by the actors during intermission merely on the
grounds that this did not have any effect, with respect to the
pre-intermission parts of the performance.
(A)

This fact shows

to be untenable.
Consider as well the example of a boxer who,

of round 10,

at. the end

has his face in a rather sorry state.

One might

inquire as to what made his face look like that and get as
answer that it was the hook in round 7,
and the slash in round 9.

the jab in round 8,

Such an answer might be appropri-

ate for a late comer to the fight.

Alternatively,

one could

also get as answer that it was the slash in round 9.

Such an

answer might be appropriate for someone who missed that particular blow.

Given the blows suffered in previous rounds,

that slash was all that was required to get his face into
that condition

-

to bring out its color,

so to speak.

Compare this example to the proverbial striking of the
match.

I may get the match to light by rubbing it dry be-

tween my palms and then striking it
dry,

-

or,

having rubbed it

I may then get it to light by striking it.

that the latter

cause

The fact

is in a sense only partial does not
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tell against
the

its being a cause.

fact that the

contributions

so,

this

That

to the mess

again

(A)

Thomson's

reasoning as

further.

to

show that Thomson's

stracted
is

that

Given

is not
(A*),

is

in

itself

enough to undermine

(A)

by

example

is

it.

below,

(A*)

But we can

we will be able

not a counter-example to
(A),

would

(A*)

may be

ab-

state that

it

an event to be counted among the causes of
it

is

a cause of

itself a part of
the

existence of

some of the parts

Ex

hypothesi

of

that

that event. 32
an event

seen to be compatible with Davidson's

following way.

face ought not

is untenable.

a plausible alternative to

for

event if

the boxer's

(A)

from the above examples.

event and

be

is

I have reconstructed

If we replace

sufficient

another

that

indicates

is untenable

(A*),

seem,

last punch's being a cause of that mess.

go

Davidson.

it would

individual punches make their own unique

to tell against the
If

Similarly,

such as Alpha can
criterion

in the

the vacuuming and Alpha

share

all the causes which precede the pressing of the button and
all the effects which follow the
up through the hose.
what

is

both a part of

The

air's

electrical

the vacuuming

motor' s starting and the air's being
Since the

electric

circuit's

closing

circuit's

Alpha.

and would,

if

(A*)

By Davidson's criterion

therefore be distinct

is

sucked

closing causes

and of Alpha,

viz.,

the

sucked through the hose.
is part of

it cannot be a cause of the vacuuming.
part of Alpha,

starting to be

However,

correct,

the vacuuming,
it

is not a

be a cause of

the vacuuming and Alpha would

since Alpha has

a cause that the vacu-
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uming lacks.
It has been shown,

then,

that once

(A)

is discarded,

events such as Alpha do not invalidate Davidson's criterion
of event identity.
Another challenge to Davidson's criterion which does not
rely on causal isolation has been made by Brand.

His example

differs from Thomson's in that it does not essentially involve a discontinuous event such as Alpha:
Suppose that there is a causal chain in which
an object first undergoes fission and then is reunited by a process of fusion.
Assume fiirther
that no other object causally interacts with it
during this time.
There are two events that are
occurring from the time slightly prior [sic]33 to
the fission to the time slightly later [sic] than
the fusion, since each event involves distinct
spatio-temporal objects.
Nevertheless, these two 34
events have exactly the same causes and effects...
•

.

.

To simplify matters,

let us call the pre-fission object

"Aleph",

the fission products,

"Gimel";

and the fusion product,

ing then,
events:

the following

respectively "Beth"
"Daleth".

(simplified)

Aleph's undergoing fission,

Beth and Gimel,

and

We are consider-

causal sequence of
the life and times of

and the advent of Daleth.

I have re-described Brand's example in this manner so
that the events

in the sequence can be conveniently identi-

fied in terms of the objects

involved.

Thus,

the causal sequence is henceforth simply:
and Daleth.

in my shorthand

Aleph,

Beth-Gimel,

Beth-Gimel has events Beth and Gimel as parts.

Brand gives us no argument for the claim that Beth has
the same causes and effects as Gimel.

Perhaps his reasoning
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is

along these

the

example,

lines:

all

the parts of)

and Aleph causes
atic.

Let us

since Aleph causes

Gimel.

Beth-Gimel,

Effects,

assume that all

(A*)

that an

its parts,

I suggested

event

and

is

is not

are more problem-

of Beth-Gimel

something

are

in Daleth.

Then

in place of Thomson's above,

a cause of another
itself

a part,

of

Aleph causes Beth

however,

the parts

causally operative with respect to
by the principle

(for the purposes

if

it causes

viz.,

some of

we can make the move

from Beth-Gimel being a cause of Daleth to Beth being a cause
of Daleth and Gimel being a cause of Daleth..
My contentions here are the following.
neither Beth nor Gimel
the parts

of Daleth.

some parts of
tion that
two

to

is,

by

Secondly,

supports

is

the

at

superficial

'splitting'

an

is

a level.

fact that it takes

That

to

abstract

from his

One can take a causal

intermediate event

is,

it own

end.

into parts,

chains whose events preserve the

lation.

least

A considera-

fuse and that each of Beth and Gimel makes

What Brand has done

causal

that each causes

these contentions

that

sufficient to cause all

Daleth that the other does not.

unique contribution to that

too

itself,

First,

'is

example at
chain and by

create two more

a cause of'

re-

from

(all the preceding causes)J Aleph

Beth
- I
Gimel
IDaleth

we can get the two additional chains
'Aleph

Beth

I Daleth1

and
1eph

Gimel

Daleth

(all the following effects)
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However,

once this sort of event subdivision is made,

have to examine the other events

we

in the chain more closely

with respect to their parts as well!

It is quite plausible

that all the events that follow Beth in the causal chain
could also follow Gimel.

However,

if I am right,

this is not

the same as their having all the same effects:

Beth is a

cause of Daleth and Gimel is a cause of Daleth,

but some of

the parts of Daleth that the one causes will not be among the
parts the other causes.

If this is so,

will not have exactly the same effects,

then Beth and Gimel
thus coming out as

distinct on Davidson's criterion.
Although Thomson's and Brand's examples involving events
and their scattered or contiguous parts fail to invalidate
Davidson's criterion of event identity,

I do not claim that

that sort of reasoning cannot be made to work.

For example,

consider the following causal chain:

A

B

C

and a similar chain with a part of B,

B",

excluded:

•/// //A

B and B'

can have exactly the same causes and effects,

pro-

vided we are willing to make a certain assumption about B",
viz.,
event,

that B"

is uncaused and is not itself a cause.

the events B and B'

and effects.

However,

In that

would indeed have the same causes

in making such a move we are in effect

assimilating such examples to those of the isolational objec-
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tion.

They would then turn on the issue of causally isolated

events and not merely on the relationships between events and
their parts.

The

'part-whole'

elements of the latter example

are unnecessary window-dressing as far as making that point
is concerned.
To sum up,

then,

three things were accomplished in the

preceding discussion of Davidson's criterion.

First,

we

demonstrated that the criterion has important and interesting
implications.

Secondly,

considerations were advanced which

suggest that objections based on possible events which are
not causal relata are mistaken.

Thirdly,

we have shown that

two initially worrying objections phrased in terms of causal
chains involving events and their parts do not,
work.

after all,
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Rescher et. al.
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(Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1969),
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

9.1

Anscombe's Question Revisited
The discussion of Davidson's criterion in the preceding

chapter represents the last stage in my general defence of
Davidson's treatment of events.

We began this essay on the

identity and individuation of events with a question raised
by Anscombe.

Before wrapping things up,

return to this question and,
with hindsight,

with the insight that comes

provide an answer.

will be recalled,

it is meet that we

Anscombe's question,

it

was this:

Are we to say that the man who (intentionally)
moves his arm, operates the pump, replenishes the
water supply, poisons the inhabitants, is performing four actions?
Or only one? 1
In defending Davidson,

I have defended an approach to the

individuation of events according to which "only one"

could

be an acceptable answer vis-à-vis a transcription of Anscombe's question in some conceivable context.
now like to emphasize
-

-

What I would

at the risk of belaboring the obvious

is that there is nothing that would be a correct numerical

answer to Anscorabe's question as such.
example of the man who moves his arm,

This

is because her

operates the pump,

etc.

just does not provide us with the information to make such a
judgment.
Such factitious examples are severely and systematically
under-determined,

and do not compel us to any specific answer

unless it is already begged.

The best we can do with respect
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to such examples

is establish that certain answers would not

be precluded on logical and semantic grounds.
might do this,

One way we

as the second last sentence suggests,

is simply

to build a specific answer into the example and show that
this does not affect its coherency.

9.2

Individuation and Identity
In real life examples,

locutions employed,
the circumstances,
these descripta,
of the situation
locuters

-

the particular event-describing

the descripta
and

(thus)

these locutions have in

the sameness and difference of

would be largely determined by the pragmatics
-

including the interests of the inter-

rather than simply the form of the locutions.

Given our interests,
for different purposes.

we individuate events differently
This does not mean that for some

purposes we may count some particular events as many and for
other purposes as one.
purposes

in mind,

Rather it means that with different

the same event-designating locution uttered

in otherwise similar circumstances, might pick out different
events.

Who describes the event often makes a big difference.

For example,
ling"

a gun fetishist might pick out by "the kil -

an action which would have the appropriate erotic over-

tones for him,

say the slow squeezing of the trigger.

A

court prosecutor might include under that rubric a previous
attempt to pull the trigger and a subsequent unjarnming of the
weapon to underscore the malefactor's determination.
phrase

"the killing"

as

The

such no more correctly picks out one
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than the other.

In the first case we count the killing and

the trigger-pulling as one event;

in the second,

as distinct

events.
Thus,

to put it suggestively,

we can proceed from the

same event-descriptions as such to different events,
different individuation of events,
versely,

and thus

given our interests.

Con-

we can proceed from one and the same event to dif-

ferent individuations.
my constitution,

If I go out walking in the park for

the fact that this activity is uninterrupted

and is undertaken for the purpose of earningmy aerobic points
may lead to me considering my walking as one walk -the
went on to earn my aerobic points.

one I

On the other hand a civic

employee collecting data on park use might choose to individuate my walking as two walks,

viz.,

the one through the

gardens and the one along the forest trail.
Individuation does not always,

of course,

our particular interests of the moment.
product of habit or conditioning.

arise out of

It may also be a

Suppose a person is asked

what happened on some particular occasion and he responds
with some locution describing what took place,
ample,

"there was a fire".

information.

Case one:

say for ex-

The questioner presses for more

he demands,

"Tell me more about that."

This would suggest that further information provided would
be of or about that,

i.e.,

cription was about.

Case two:

me what else happened.

the same thing the initial desthe questioner demands,

"Tell

This would suggest that the additional

information would be about something else,

distinct from what
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the initial description was about.
Now these cases might be cases involving interest.
case

one

our questioner might have a special mental pigeon-

hole for fires,
say,

In

while in case two he might be interested in,

the reactions of people.

On the other hand,

which sets the tone for individuation
complies)

the demand

(assuming the informant

may simply be more prominent in the questioner's

repertoire of responses.
Incidentally,

2

this kind of example can also be made to

illustrate the kind of indeterminateness

involved in examples

which rely on intuitions about locutions without consideration
of pragmatics.

The interesting thing to be noted here is

that the informant's utterances
descriptions)

(initial plus supplementary

might be the same in both cases one and two.

In the absence of suggestive clues such as provided by the
form of the questioner's imperatives

-

as,

for example,

in a

case where the informant is making all the same utterances,
but is volunteering the information without prompting

-

we

would have no basis for deciding whether the individuation
is as in case one or as

in case two.

That is,

we would not

be in a position to tell whether the discussion centered on
one event,

a fire,

or on a fire and something else discrete

from it.
In claiming that interests and predispositions influence
individuation,

I do not mean to suggest,

viduation is entirely up to the speaker.

though,

that indi-

Clearly the event-

type itself imposes some constraints on individuation.

For
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example,

there is a fair amount of leeway with respect to the

composing of a jingle.
humming,

That can include all the inchoate

finger drumming,

bars on piano,
note on paper.

false starts on paper,

provisional

right down to the transcription of the final
The advertising firm though might, not be

willing to pay for some of these when it negotiates time - contracts with its jingle writers.

However,

with respect to a

performance of this jingle there is little leeway.

That be-

gins with the first and ends with the last note.
Take another example.

Depending on what happens after-

wards, making love can begin with eye contact
romantic bent,

-

for those of

or those whose speech patterns predate the

current generation.

Copulation on the other hand begins more

naturally when what happens afterwards begins.
What these examples indicate,

then,

is that event indi-

viduation is also a function of the event-types under consideration.
Now in the light of the remarks I have made about the
indeterminateness of event-talk and relativity of event-individuation,
fect

(1)

it might be thought that I have thereby in ef-

undermined Davidson's criterion;

that I have

(2)

it might be held

implicitly suggested alternative criteria

cast in pragmatic-cum-semantic terms for event identity,
that I have
Not so.

(3)

done

(1)

by doing

and

(2).

What I have suggested is that depending on the

event-types involved,

pragmatic considerations such as
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speakers'

interests and purposes will influence what is

picked out or left out by event-designating or -describing
expressions;

and that therefore even utterances of the same

expression may not identify the same event.

What I have not

suggested is that such considerations would be decisive in
establishing the sameness or difference of events in every
case.

So

(2)

cannot be correct.

Furthermore,

there is no suggestion that in those cases

where pragmatic considerations do suffice to establish sameness or difference,

we will have established something incom-

patible with Davidson's criterion.
what I have said,

There may be a hint,

in

that pragmatic evidence is sometimes easier

to come by than causal knowledge.

That,

however,

indicates

an epistemological difficulty in applying the criterion.
does not constitute a reason for worrying about its
a metaphysical truth.

It

status as

There is no necessary conflict between

the use of pragmatic considerations and Davidson's criterion,
and thus

(1)

is not correct.

That these claims of mine are entirely within the spirit
with which Davidson himself views his criterion is evident in
these remarks:
Perhaps sameness of causal relations is the
only condition always sufficient to establish
sameness of events (sameness of location in space
and time may be another).
But this should not be
taken to mean that the only way of establishing
or supporting a claim that two events are identical is by giving causal evidence.
On the contrary
logic alone, or logic plus physics, or almost anything else, may help do the job, depending on the
descriptions provided. 4
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What exactly
terion of
tion.

event

is

the connection between Davidson's

identity and the matter of

The answer has,

preceding,

but

I think,

in order

for

event

already been

it to be

cri-

individua-

intimated

clearly

stated

in the

some

general remarks must first be made.
When as
of what

language users we deal with events

I have been calling

in making classifications
sifications.

"event-talk",

at the

we are also engaged

or relying on previously made clas-

Individuating

picking them out by means

events

at this

level

of expressions which

involves

identify or

characterize them as being of

a certain type

general

using the expression

sense).

shooting"

For

example,

to designate an event has

that event as

a shooting.

level

able

the

job.

and as

be classified as

of number

or distinct,

says,

classified as

effects

of

events

and then enumof avail-

almost anything may
are

sufficient to

an eating cannot also

I previously

consideratioristhat will help
and

At this

are made on the basis

considerations

a shooting.

formation about causes

involves making

judging whether the

Davidson

Semantic

establish that something

pragmatic

same

Such judgments

information,

help do

level of

than classification.

involve

classified are the

erating them.

the effect of classifying

something that we can do with-

in terms

of a higher order

individuation will

we have

"the

for counting.

Individuating events
judgments

(in the most

Individuation at the

classifying and picking out is
out a concern

level

suggested

some

in other cases.
course will

also

Inaid
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judgment here.
A criterion of identity for events in our sense,

is a

statement of necessary and sufficient conditions for the
truth of identity statements of the form "x
ideal case,

=

y".

In the

a criterion of identity will also be an individu-

ating criterion at both levels of individuation.

Identity

criteria for formal entities such as classes and numbers,
when supplanted with a few axioms,
to a routine.
character

-

could make individuation

Such criteria however also have a conventional

they simultaneously introduce odd uses of

and invent entities for them to apply to.

"same"

5

The situation with respect to identity criteria for events
is different.

Not only will the identity conditions in the

definiens be post facto as far as the reference of the terms
in the definiendum is concerned,

but there is

in addition no

guarantee that the world will co-operate in releasing the
information required to apply the criterion.
Davidson's causal criterion,

In the case of

we may not in a particular case

have the causal knowledge required to use it to make a good
decision about sameness or difference.
Davidson's criterion is a general criterion of individuation in principle,

but not in practice.

It could work as an

unqualified principle of individuation only for a Being
such a Being deserves to be capitalized
ters causal.

None of this is to deny,

-

-

and

omniscient in mat-

though,

that enough

causal knowledge for making sound judgments of individuation
is in fact available in many cases.
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In the

light of

the preceding,

individuation and the criterion of
It

is

this.

The criterion of

metaphysical

standard

perties,

so

nitz's

and

law'

sameness

-

-

identity can now be

identity purports

in terms

of

to

stated.

specify a

a minimum number of pro-

at once more elegant and wieldy than

with respect to which particular

or difference,

correct or

the connection between

however arrived

at,

'Leib-

judgments of

will be

either

incorrect.

If Davidson's

criterion holds up,

events will be a causal grid.

der Zogische Raum for
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NOTES TO

CHAPTER IX

1
G.E.M. Anscombe, Intention,
well, 1976) p.45.

2nd ed.

(Oxford:

Basil Black-

2
See Monroe C. Beardsley, "Action and Events: The Problem
of Individuation", American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol.
12, No.4 (October 1975) p.271 where a similar example is
employed to point out an inadequacy of the Goldman-Kim
account: demands like "Tell us more about the fire" would
be rendered otiose, since on their criterion we could not
ask for further properties of an event once described.
3
This formulation of the point, as well as inspiration
the preceding examples, I owe to John Heintz.

for

4
Donald Davidson, "The Individuation of Events" in N.
Rescher et al.
(eds.), Essays in Honor of Carl G. Hempel
(Dordrecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1969) pp.
231-232.
5
Here I am borrowing from A.N. Prior, Objects of Thought
(Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1971), Chapter 4, Section 5.
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